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Color Inkjet All-in-Ones
MFC- 5490cn
Print, Copy, Scan, Fax
Built-in Networking

MFC-5890cn
Plus, Up to 11x17 Printing
Uses hi-yield ink cartridges
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Plus, Wireless Networking
Up to 11x17 Print/Copy/Scan/Fax
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Welcome to Plan B from Brother;1l The smarter way to print business documents in color. The new Professional Series colo r
inkjet all-in-ones deliver brilliant color output, along with fast print speeds and a best- in-class two-yea r limited warranty,
all at a remarkably affordable price. Most models can also print up to 11 x 17.
giving you the flex ibil ity to print large format marketi ng mate r ials, proposa ls.
and spreads heets . So make your big ideas look even bigge r. Make the smarter
choice. Plan B from Brother. Visit us online at www.brother.com

at your side

Available at: Staples. Office Depot. Offi ce Max. Best Buy. Fry"s Elec tronics. Co stco.co m. Mi cro center. J&R Computer World . CDW, Insig ht. PC Co nnection .
PC Mall. Zones . Quill. PC Nation. TigerDirec t.com . Provantage. Am azo n.com. Buy.com. Newegg.com and othe r fine reselle r s.
"Estimated street price may vary.

© 2008 Brother lnlerna1ionat Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ
Brolher Industries. Ltd. Nagoya. Japan

the laptop expert believes

Toshiba recommends

when a laptop

Windows Vista ·
· Ultimate

monitors
itself,
you have more time
to monitor your business.

Satellite Pro®with PC Health Monitor and industry-leading 2-year warranty.
PC Health Monitor™continually evaluates battery life and system temperature, and helps protect the hard drive. So
you're warned of problems before they become problems. It's the newest addition to EasyGuard,• a fourth-generation
technology that helps keep our laptops (and your company) secure, reliable and connected. Such innovation further
protects the quality that re sults from Toshiba's designing, engineering and manufacturing its laptops. We're so
confident in th e Satellite Pro8 S300 and S300M th at we've gi ven each a 2-year standard limited wa rranty. Because
t he Laptop Expert knows you have more important things to worry about th an your laptop. For m ore info, visi t
Explore.Toshiba.co m /Sat Pro or view our mobile site- text SatPro (728776) t o Laptop (527867) .

Monitors battery charge, power
consumption and capacity.

Helps protect the hard drive from
sudden shocks or vibrations.

Satellite Pro and EasyGuard are registered trademarks orToshiba America Information Systems. Inc.. and/or Toshiba Corporation. EasyGuard technology-features ava !ability
depends on notebook model selected.See easyguard.toshiba.com for detailed information. Windows Vista Is a registered trademark of Mioosoft Corporation In the United
States and/or other cou ntries. Product specifications, configurations, prices, system/component/options avallablllty are all subject to change without notice. The terms and
conditions of Toshiba's standard limited wa rranty are available at warranty.toshlba.com. 0 2008Toshlba America Information Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

System sensors give feedback on
temperature and fan efficiency.

TOSHIBA
Leading Innovation
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Windows 7: A Vista by Any Other Name
1WO YEARS INTO the Vista era, and
the Windows nat ives are restless.
Despite broad third-party application
and hardware support, a Service Pack
(SPl) release, and a blitz of Bill Gates/
Jerry Seinfeld ads , nothing can disguise
the fundamental problem: Many people
simply hate Windows Vista .
TI10ugh not all the criticism is fair,
the operating system 's reputation re
mains so tarnished that there may be
little chance of salvaging it, at least not
with a product bearing the Vista name.
So Microsoft will soon turn the page,
launching Windows 7, probably some
time within the next year.
As the title of our story-"Windows 7
First Look: Microsoft's Big Vista Fix"
(see page 80)-implies, Windows 7 feels
more like a cleanup of existing code
than a full-on new release. Sure, Micro
soft says it is focusing on customer
gripes by improving performance, cut
ting down on the nagging dialog boxes
of doom, and making the whole thing
more intuitive. But under the hood, the
Windows kernel gets only a spit-shine,
not a full rewrite , and the interface
won't change radically either.

To woo Windows users still smart in g from Micro soft's Last major
operating system upgrade, Windows 7 should get a spi f fier title .

L

Still, I expect many people are skepti
cal of this coming upgrade. Full revi
sions of Windows operating systems
can be risky in the best of times ; cau
tious types wou ld probably prefer to
avoid the kind of soup-to-nuts revamp
that scrapped Windows XP in favor of
Vista. That's why I would like to offer
some unsolicited (and surely unwel
come) advice to the marketing folks in
Redmond: You might want to drop the
Windows 7 name in favor of something
that doesn 't imply we 're all go ing to
have to start from scratch and learn a
radica lly new operating system.
What did I have in m ind? How about
Windows ReVista, Windows Mu lligan,
or even Vista 2? All three suggest a do
over, a time-honored American tradi
tion. Another possibility might be Win
dows Mojave: TI1at's the name given to
a mythical "new" operating system that
Microsoft showed to focus gro ups of
users who were critical of Vista. The
skeptics gave Mojave high marks , and
were shocked to learn that it was actu

IN MEMORIAM: EMRU TOWNSEND

PC WORLD'S EXTENDED family was sad
dened by the loss of contributor Emru Town
send, a Montreal-based technology, animation.
and pop-culture writer who died in November
after a yearlong battle against leukemia and a
tondition called Monosomy 7. Regular readers
will remember Emru's wry take on tech in sto
ries such as '"The 10 Worst Games of All Time'"
(find .pcworld.com/61946). But after his illness
was diagnosed in December 2007, he devoted
most of his remaining time to a frank chronicle of his struggle, which- wit h the support
of his sister Tamu. wife Vicky, and son Max-became the cornerstone for a crusade to
raise awareness of the need for bone marrow donors. especially among minorities. who
are underrepresented in donor registries. His site, HeatEm ru.com, is a moving legacy
-Yardwa Amr
that he hoped would inspire others to help save lives.
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ally Vista with the name stripped out.
Added bonus: Large parts of the Mojave
Desert are Oat stretches that offer
broad vistas (wit hout the uppercase V).
Then again, maybe Microsoft is sig
naling that it is about to do something
dramatic. In that case, prosaic old "Win
dows 7" is a total snoozer. Instead
Ballmer's boys should take a page from
the Mac playbook. App le has cornered
the market on wildcat names, with
Cheetah, Jaguar, Panther, Leopard, and
even Snow Leopard locked up. But ca
nines are still available. How about Win
dows Wo lf, Microsoft Coyote, or sim
ply Dingo? Just don't call it Microsoft
Labradoodle. People wi ll say it 's a dog.

Old Dog, New Vista
Speaking of big changes and small
canines (the fox is a member in good
standing of the dog family), let me take
this opportunity to reintroduce myself.
If my smiling mug atop this page looks
familiar, chances are you're a longtime
reader of PC World. Back in November
2002, I signed on as the writer for
Plugged 111, which was then a full -page
column covering the emerging universe
of gadgets, strange Web sites , and
other fun bits of tech frippery. I wrote
Plugged 111 for three years, before leaving
to concentrate on my day job as editor
in chief at bifOWorld, a PC World sister
publication. But those of you with even
longer memories might have seen my
byline as early as 1990, when I joined
PC World as managi ng editor-the be
ginning of a fruitful nine-year run that
ended just before the dot-com bust.
And now, I'm back for round three.
Who says you can' t go home aga in? •
Steve Fox is editorial director of PC World.

PCWForum
November's special List
issue-especially our
Techlog editorial on
ways tech stores could
do a better job of serving
customers-fired up read
ers. Have you experienced frustrations
dealing with electronics retailers? Tell us
what you think by going to forums.pcworld.
com and submitting your comments . __/
Tech Stores and Customers
Thanks to Alan Stalford for writing on
stores that play price games ["Five
Ways Tech Stores Can Regain Our
Trust," Tcchlog, November). Mail-in
rebates are my biggest reason for 1101
sho pping at retai l stores. Even though
the rebate may be valid, consider the
extra work and time spent in preparing
and mailing it, and then waiting for the
check to arrive. The companies know
that a significant percentage of pur
chasers will not file the rebate, so that's
"found money" for the store.
Paul While, Pc11sacola, Florida
As a marketing consultant, 1 agree with
most of Stafford's suggestions, with
one exception. He wants products sold
in a store to cost the same as products
sold by the same seller online-an obvi
ous nonstarter except for an occasional
promotion. Someone has to bear the
cost ofrent, power, light, taxes, and
myriad other retailer costs.
Leonard M. Guss, Woodi11oillc, Washi11gro11
This Tcc/Ilog said what thou sands of cus
tomers have wanted to say, and have
been saying with their dollars. Here 's
betting the stores won't listen. But that
doesn' t let online retailers olf the hook.
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Let me tell you about my quest to
buy the Cmwmial miniseries DVD set.
Amazon.com had the set cheaper than
eBay; and if I purchased using Bill Me
Later, it wou ld chop another $10 olf.
Bill Me Later needed my birthday and
the last four digits of my Social Securi
ty number, which I provided . But when
I clicked Submit, the fields blanked out,
and nothing was sent to Bill Me Later.
After several attempts, I fired olf e-mail
messages to Amazon.com and Bill Me
Later, but I received only irrelevant or
automated responses. These two online
companies provided no way for me to
tell them that their system was broken .
I finally ordered my DVD set from
Walman.com. I didn't get the extra $10
off, but with the 'Site to Store' option,
the shipping was free.
Rick Law/a; Octk Harbo1; Washi11g1011

Twitter Not So Useful?
I was amused by your article "Eight
Ways Twitter Will Change Your Life" in
the November issue. The recent Califor
nia earthquake was a good example. Can
no one wait 9 minutes for a comprehen
sive news story covering the subject?
The art icle mentions that 3600 updates
contained the word "quake ' before the
AP put out a news story. It would take

several hours to read all 3600 updates !
You also say that one use is to "Tweet
the CEO"- and then you admit that
"the odds of your getting a personal
reply from a firm's CEO are slim."
Twitter is for those who have no life
or have such big egos that they think
everyone wants to read about their life.
If this is Web 2.0, I' ll pass.
James Trcm Corbeu, Midlothian, Virgi11ia

Thunderbird Shortcomings
I'm amazed that you would recommend
Thunderbird as an e-mail program ["20
Best Business Software Tools and Web
Services," 811si11us Ccmcr, Novembe r).
After weeks and weeks of my tagging
junk e-mail, Thunderbird still would
not recognize mail promoting Viagra,
cheap watches, and shoes as junk.
Tom Burns, Ouawa, 0111ario

Overrated? Or Underrated?
I think you missed the point when you
listed the Apple iPhone as the top over-

Regarding 'Comcast's Cap May
Mean Less Snooping on Your Net
Browsing ' [Privacy Watch, Novem
ber] : Information is a salable
commodity. Comcast will continue
to dig deep into our privacy.

mindnova, PCWarld.com comments
rated product, faulting its keyboard ["10
Totally Overrated Products," Novem
ber). The iPhone's possibilities are end
less, as proven by new applications that
pervade the App Store daily and by the
OS updates that roll out regularly, add
ing new func tionality. Never before have
I seen such a functional device. Not only
are the touch-screen interface and the
ways it's applied to the iPhone revolu
tionary and easy to use, but the setup
makes fixed keyboards obsolete.
Gcojf8 cd11arsky
Colorado Springs, Colorado »

wacom·
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Your article compared the Apple iPod
Touch with the Microsoft Zune, sug
gesting that the latter was underrated.
My wife bought a Zune as a less expen
sive alternative to the iPod-but its PC
interface software is one of the most
cumbersome and counterintuitive I've
ever had the misfortune of having to
learn. I consider myself PC-savvy, but
th is interface had me baffied. How com
plicated can it be to load music onto a
small, basic, portable MP3 p layer? Buy
a Zune, and you ' ll soon find out.

E

Genuine Microsoft Innovation
I dis agree with most of the things that
Stephen Manes listed in his "23 Things
I Wish Would Just Go Away" [Full Dis
clomrc, November]. For instance, I don't
get his plea to bdng back the traditional
menus in Office 2007-doesn' t every
one bash Microsoft for not innovating?
With Office 2007, the company made a
gorgeous suite of programs that are
visually incredible. Finally, Microsoft
innovated! 111ey moved forward and
didn 't look back to the ways that appli
cations had been made for decades. To
complain about that and to pine for the
return of the old is insanity.
CraigTisi11gc1; Clayton, Nonh Carolina
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"12 Unnecessary Vista Features You
Can Disable Right Now" [Herc's How,
November] is a good summary on
speeding up Vista. But as a power user
with a fast PC, I recently realized I had
so many of Vista's features disabled
that I was missing out on any benefits I
got from upgrading to it. So I selective
ly enabled certain Aero aspects. My PC
still uses "only" SOOMB of memory, id le.
A small price to pay for a beautiful OS.
You can make Vista nearly as fast as XP,
or compromise and have an attractive
OS with a slight performance penalty.

dcomari110,from PCWorld.com commcms

People Searches
I tried iSearch [Bera Watch, November] ,
but found minimal info and ended up
at a site that asked for payment before
showing any meaningful data. A friend
suggested ZabaSearch (zabasearch.corn);
it produced enough detail up front that
I was able to contact a long-lost friend.

Gene Slam; Madboro, New York
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story an our Web site. or visit our
forums (forurns.pcworld.corn). Send e-mail
to letters @pcworld.com. •

0

c:

Speeding Up Vista

iTunes Gripes
I'm on a PC, and I hate that iTunes is
the only program on my desktop that
do es n' t recognize or use my mouse's
scroll wheel ["10 Things We Hate About
iTunes, " Consumer Watch, November).
That may seem trivia l, but it sure would
be useful for scrolling past thousands of
songs or hundreds of artists or albums.

CORRECTION

IN DECEMBER'S "PERSONAL
Finance 2.0: A Wealth of New Web
Apps" (Forward), we should have
spelled the name of Thrive's found 
er as Avinash Karnani.
PC World regrets the error.

rom1946,.fivm PC\Vodd. com commcms
I think iTunes is due for a major over
haul. The look is getting o ld and crowd
ed . After ten years , it's probably best to
keep t he concept but change the appli
cation . I know it's risky, but so many
times when using iTunes I've thought,
"Boy, they could do rhat a lot better."
Still, what other software compares?

big11umo11c,.fi·o111 PCWorld.com commcms
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK

RATE THIS ISSUE by going to www.
pcworld.com/pcwinput-you could
win a $300 Amazon.com gift certifi
cate. The site explains the official
rules and offers an alternate meth
od of entry into the prize drawing.

orwar
How Much Ink Is Left in That Cartridge?

l

We ran printers until they said it was t ime to
change the cartridge, and found that some left
more than 40 percent of their ink unused.

BYJEFFBERTOLUCCI

YOU 'VE PROBABLY had

ljj!W this exp.erience:

We performed the tests
using inkjet multifunction

the quantity of unused ink
ranged from about 8 percent
in an Epsu11-brand cartridge:
to a whopping 45 percent in
an aftermarket cartridge for
a Canon printer. Our test
printers typically left more
unused ink-in some cases
significantly more-when
using third-party or after
market print cartridges than
when using the printer man

printers from four major
manufacturers : Canon,
Epson, Hewlett-Packard,
and Kodak. Our results
show that when these mod
els reported their black ink
cartridges as being empty,

ufacturer's own cartridges .
It's important to note that
our results show the perfor
mance of a small set of print
ers, each paired with just
one brand of cartridge.
Since OEMs and their after-

inkjet printers force users to
replace ink cartridges when
the cartridge is nearly half
full, PC Wodd has found.

._.,_!'!I
..........•--

Your printer tells
you it's time to change the
cartridge, but you dismiss
the message and keep print
ing. Days or weeks
later, the cartridge
stil l works, and
you' re thinking
that rumors of its
death were greatly
exaggerated .
Or perhaps your
printer simply
shuts down when
it decides you've
gone deep enough
into its ink well,
refusing to operate
until you replace
the cartridge.
PC World con
ducted lab testing
on this matter, and
the results confirm
what yo u may have suspect
ed: Many manufacturer
branded and aftermarket
cartridges still contain a
startling amount of ink
when their host printers
read empty. In fact, some

The Needle's on 'E '

market competitors sell doz
ens of ink cartridges for a
wide varic:ty of printc:r mod
els, you should consider our
results as a snapshot of the
way each particular unit
deals with remaining ink.

Leftovers Again?
Designing printers not to
drain ink cartridges complete
ly is a smart practice for sev
eral reasons, print
ing experts say.
"Many inks, if they
run dry, can cause
significant damage
to the printer,"
explains Brian Hil
ton, a senior staff
engineer at the
Rochester Insti
tute of Technolo
gy. "You always
want to leave a
buffer in the tank
so that the printer
never runs dry."
Other observers
point out that the
jM
quantity of left
over ink is often
sma ll. "Printers have gener
ally become more efficient
over the years ," says Andy
Lippman, an ana lyst with
Lyra. "In the past, you might
have seen 40 milliliters of
ink in the black cartridge.

For advice on reducing printing costs, see 'Save Money on Inkjet
Printer Ink' at find.pcworld.com/61891 and 'How to Spend Less on
Printing and Get Better Results' at find .pcworld.com/61893.
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~Canon MP610 series Printer - USB001
Today you're going to get
the same amount of pages
out of 7 or 8 milliliters."

Liquid Gold
Nevertheless, printer owners
are probably throwing away
a lot of usable ink, and that
is a problem when you con
sider how expensive ink is.
An average black-ink car
tridge contains 8 milliliters
of ink and costs about $10,
which is equivalent to a cost
of $1.25 per milliliter. If you
bought a gallon of the stuff
over the life of your printer,
you'd have paid about $4731
for a liquid that one after
market vendor told us was
"cheap" to make.
Steve Pociask, president
of the American Consumer
Institute, a nonprofit educa
tional and research institute
based in Washington, D.C.,
recently coauthored a
SO-page study covering the
inkjet printer and cartridge
market. "In some cases, we
found that [the price ofJ the
printer could be one-eighth
of the total cost of print
ing," says Pocias k. "Over the
life of the printer-and by
that I mean three years-you
can easily spend $800 for the
printer and ink."

How We Printed
We didn't test color inks
because some printers use
separate cartridges for each
ink, while others employ
single, tricolor cartridges.
A standardized test might
not drain the colors evenly,
which might give one print
er an unfair advantage.
Tony Leung, senior data
analyst in the PC World Test
Center, weighed each black
ink cartridge (to an accuracy

~-~

-
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Qption Io.k Details !:!elp

printer we tested shut down
with just over 8 percent of
its ink remaining. An Epson
spokesperson says, "Eight
percent remaining ink mea
sured in your testing is a
normal amount. This reserve
assures print quality and
printer reliability. "
But the story was quite
different when we printed
pages on the RX680 using
an aftermarket cartridge
from LD Products. This time
the printer shut down with a
whopping 41 percent of the
ink still in the tank. Why the
huge gap between the OEM
and aftermarket results?
"The ink itself is cheap, »

Ink may have run out. View the ink details.

0

:0

OOOQ

Document Name:

Owner.
Printing Pages:

------·----------------

CANON'S PRINT MONITOR, like those of other makers, alerts you to
low ink levels but says 'may have run out' when it has plenty left.

of 0.001 gram) to determine
the cartridge's initial weight.
He then printed out pages
until the printer, in response
to the low level of ink in the
cartridge, prevented him
from continuing.
When each printer stopped
printing, Leung removed
and weighed the machine's
black ink cartridge to deter
mine the cartridge's out-of
ink weight. Then he removed
all of the remaining ink from
the cartridge (including the
small sponges found in some
cartridges), and measured
the cartridge's empty weight.
This method allowed us to
identify the weight of the
ink when the cartridge was
full, when the printer de
clared that it was empty, and
when it truly was empty.
With one of the company's
own black-ink cartridges
installed, the Canon Pixma
MP610 printer we tested
stopped printing when 24
percent of the ink remained
in the tank. Canon didn't dis
pute our results, but spokes
person Kevin McCarthy
noted that Canon printers
do allow users to print after
the initial low-ink warning.
"There are typically a series
of warnings before the ink is
out, alerting users to ink sta
tus," McCarthy says.

When equipped with an
aftermarket G&G cartridge,
the Canon printer shut
down with nearly 45 per
cent of the ink left unused.
Equipped with an Epson
cartridge, the Epson RX680

PLUGGED IN

ALAN STAFFORD

WHO NEEDS Wll: The stick (as in, from
a tree) has been inducted into the
National Toy Hall of Fame. Now avail
able on Wal-Mart.com for $29.95.

- - - • YAHOO'S JERRY-RIGGED: Yang steps
I

I

• • •

down from the Internet pioneer after
spurning, then wooing, Microsoft. But

be honest: Would you have sold out to Ballmer?

BEST BUY, #1: Circuit City falls on its
financial sword, leaving BB with rel
atively little competition- except for
that insignificant outfit called Amazon.com.

BEST BUY, #23: Consumer Reports
readers rate it 23rd out of 27 walk-in
stores (and dead last among online
stores) . Heyyy...is "Best" just marketing spin?

~

~

Thought Police didn't regain power until 1997.

MEDICAL RECORDS STOLEN: And the
hackers are blackmailing the outfit
managing them. Meanwhile, Microsoft
wants to manage such data-that's comforting!
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so we refill to more than the
original level ," says Ben
Chafetz, vice president of
marketing for LD Products.
Since the LD cartridge is
filled with more ink than the
OEM version is, it's bound
to have more ink remaining
when the printer shuts
down, according to Chafetz.
He adds that, regardless of
the percentage of unused
ink in the empty cartridges,
the page yields of the LD
Products cartridges and the
high-capacity Epson car
tridges should be the same.
(Note: PC Wodd didn't test
page yields in this study.)
The HP Photosmart C5280
multifunction printer we
evaluated didn't shut down
as the ink levels approached
exhaustion . With an OEM
cartridge installed, the print
er displayed warning mes
sages as the ink levels dimin
ished, but it never forced us
to replace the cartridge. The
C5280 will continue to print
until the cartridge has noth
ing lefc in it-but since the
HP's printheads are part of
the cartridge, running out
of ink doesn 't risk damage
to other parts of the printer.
When using an aftermarket
cartridge from LD Products,

KODAK'S INK CARTRIDGE (left) holds a large wad of cotton , whereas the G&G Products ink cartridge uses

a piece of foam rubber. In our tests we extracted all of the ink from these materials and from the ink wells.

Eslinger, Kodak technical
marketing manager, says that
Kodak's in-house tests in
2007 indicated that 65 per
cent of its cartridge ink was
used for printing, while 35
percent was used to "protect/
maintain optimal Kodak
printer performance and
document quality." Eslinger
says that the remaining ink
is factored into its advertis
ing claims for consumers.
With a G&G cartridge, the
Kodak printer shut down
with 36 percent of the ink
remaining in the tank.

the C5280 failed to post any
low-ink warnings. Does that
mean HP's warning system
works only with house
brand cartridges? "Most
aftermarket cartridges do
not signal ' low-on-ink'
alerts, giving customers no
advance warning that ink is
running low," wrote HP
spokesperson Katie Neal.
But Chafetz says that LD
Products' C5280-compatible
offerings are actually refur
bished and refilled HP car
tridges . One possible ex
planation for the lack of a
low-ink warning is that our
test printer wasn 't reading
the refurbished cartridge's
chip code correctly, he says.
Equipped with a Kodak
brand cartridge, the tested
Kodak EasyShare 5300 shut
down with 43 percent of the
ink remaining. Roderick

Wat ch t he Page Yield
Some vendors and analysts
advise consumers to focus
on a printer's page yield (the
total number of pages that
the machine can produce
with a single cartridge),
rather than on the amount

LAB TESTS

of ink lefc unused in a car
tridge that must be discard
ed. "This is the most reliable
way to understand the life of
a cartridge, rather than the
amount of ink, or what might
be left over," says Lyra
Research's Lippman .
But vendor page-yield esti
mates don ' t always match
rea lity, as we discovered
when testing printers for
another article, "Cheap Ink:
Will It Cost You?" (find.
pcworlcl.co m/61892). Using a
different set of OEM car
tridges and printers, we dis
covered that one HP black
cartridge exceeded its pro
jected page yield (810 print
ed versus 660 projected),
while an Epson model print
ed just 209 pages, far less
than the 335 pages the com
pany estimated it would
produce. A Kodak printer
generated 480 pages versus a
projected page count of 540.
Page yields aside, we have

How Much Was Left When the Printing Stopped
THESE INK LEVELS remained in the cartridges we tested. Due to differences in cartridge capacity
and printer ink usage, the unused ink doesn't translate into a predictable number of printed pages.
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yet to hear a persuasive
explanation from a vendor
as to why some of its car
tridges leave so much ink
behind. Even if the waste
amount is only a few milli
liters , that unused liquid
could have printed a lot of
pages. And ink that doesn't
end up on a page will wind
up contributing to the toxic
stew in local landfills too.
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Wrth all the gifts your loved ones will receive this year, why not give something to tie it all together?
A Linksys by Cisco router perfectly complements all the new gadgets, allowing them to connect smoothly and wirelessly.
WIN a wireless gift bundle Including a Linksys by Cisco Wireless-N Gigablt Router, Wii™ Console, HP Deskjet Printer, and a Kodak
EasyShare photo frame.
Enter to win at Linksys.com/Holiday_PCW
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WPA Wi-Fi Encryption Cracked for the First Time
SECURITY RESEARCHERS
say they've devel oped a way
to partially crack the Wi-Fi
Protected Access (WPA) en
cryption standard that is
used to safeguard data on
many wireless networks.
Researcher Erik Tews was
to demonstrate the attack at
the PacSec conference in
Tokyo in mid-November.
Cracking \VPA encryption
could be exploited to read
data being sent from a rout
er to a laptop , or to send
bogus information to a cli
ent connected to the router.
Tews and coresearcher
Martin Beck found a way to

Once thought safe.
the WPA standard
used by countless
wireless routers has
been revealed to be
vulnerable - but only
in t heory, for now.
break the Temporal Key In
tegrity Protocol (TKIP) key,
which WPA uses, in a rela
tively short 12 to 15 minutes,
says Dragos Ruiu, the Pac
Sec conference's organizer.
In this particular attack,
however, they have not man
aged to crack the encryption
keys used to secure data sent
from the PC to the router.

Usage Caps Coming to
AT&T Broadband Users
THE DAYS OF unlimited
data transfers may be dwin
dling. AT&T is now testing a
monthly data cap for its
broadband Internet users,
the company has confirmed,
and could move toward a
wider rollout in the future .
Users in Ren o, Nevada, are
the first to see the limits,
spokesperson Michael Coe
indicates, though the com
pany may soon add a second
test market. Users or the
slowest DSL service tier are
limited to 20GB of band
width per month, while users
or the fastest plan have a cap
of 1SOGB a month. Any data
transferred beyond the limit
is billed at a rate of $1 per
gigabyte fo llowing a one
month grace period.
AT&T isn' t the first pro
vider to move toward band
width caps, but as America's
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largest ISP, it is certainly the
one with the heaviest impact.
Comcast started enforcing
bandwidth limits of 2SOGB
per month-a larger number
than the maximum cap that
AT&T is currently testing
at the beginning or October.
Still, critics have lashed out
at the idea, suggesting that
bandwidth needs will rise in
the future and creep closer
to the caps that are being
put into pbce now .

AT&T will provide cus
tomers with a bandwidth
measuring tool so they can
keep track of their usage and
the limits. (lhird-party mea
surement tools arc available
as we ll.) The company also
promises to notify users 60
days before any additional
charges might begin to
appear on their bills.
-JR Raphael

JAN U ARY 2 009

WPA, widely used on
today's Wi-Fi networks, is
considered superior to the
original WEP (Wired Equiva
lent Privacy) standard,
which most security profes
sionals now deem insecure.
Retail store chain T.J. Ma.xx
was in the process of up
grading from WEP to WPA
encryption when it experi
enced one of the most wide
ly publicized data breaches
in United States history, in
which hundreds of millions
of credit card numbers were
stolen over a two-year peri
od. The new WPA2 standard
is considered safe from the
recently developed attack.
"Everybody has been say
ing, 'Go to WPA because

WEP is broken,"' Ruiu says.
"lhis is a break in WPA."
IrWPA is significantly
compromised, it would be a
blow for business customers
who have been increasingly
adopting it, says Sri Sundar
alingam, vice president or
product management with
wireless network security
vendor Airllght Networks.
Although customers can use
other Wi-Fi technology such
as WPA2 or virtual private
network software that will
protect them from this at
tack, many devices will still
connect to the network via
WPA, or even by way or the
thoroughly cracked WEP
sta ndard, he says .

-Robm McMil/011

BUSINESS PCs

PC Maker MPC in Chapter 11
COMPUTER ASSEMB LER MPC filed for
bankruptcy in November. Originally Mi
cron Computer. MPC sells to govern

mp:

ment. health care, and education. Operations will continue as
MPC reorganizes, the firm says. In October 2007. MPC bought
Gateway's Small Business, Mid & Large Bu siness, Government.
and Education lines for S90 million. The company was delisted
from the New York Stock Exchange on November 4 due to a fi
nancial condition so impaired. it seems "questionable as to wheth
er we will be able to continue operations." an October 27 MPC fil
ing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission states.

- Agam Sfwh

ALTERNATIVE THINKING ABOUT SYSTEM POTENTIAL:

Compromising is fine. For other people. But now you can watch your bottom line,
while still getting a look into the future. The HP portfolio of solutions erases the gap
between cost and innovation, while delivering powerful Proliant technology, all at
prices that require a second look. So, while others try to think outside the box-we' re
rethinking what goes on inside it.
Technology for better business outcomes.

lease For just $110/mo.
Smart : (PN: 481658-001)
• Supporls up to 8 server blode
devices in a 6U enclosure
• 3-year limited warranty

Lease for just $22/mo.
Smart : [PN: 480965-821]
• Powered by the Intel!> Xeon• Processor
• 2G8 memory
• 1-yea~ lhnlted warranty

• Powered b)' ilia lnte
• One 25008 SATA hard driye
• 2G8memocy
• 1-yeor llmlled warranty

lease For just $18/ mo.
Smart : (PN: Q1580SB)
• One-Button Oisasler Recovery feature
easily restores lost files, applicollons
• Store up to 16008 on a single cartridge,
while backing up to 5008/ hr.
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See additional HP models which feature small formfactor, high-performance SAS hard drive$.

To learn more, call 1-866-545-0297 or visit hp.com/servers/reth ink40
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Sneaky Fees: Seven Ways You're Paying More
THE FALTERING economy
is taking its toll on the tech
world. With hard times
ahead, corporations have
even more reason to try to
tack on charges, subtly, for
various services and extras .
We've identified seven
recently introduced sur
charges on tech products
add-ons that vendors aren't
exactly trumpeting.

Find ing Your Fees
You 've long heard about
hidden fees in phone bills.
But newer costs are popping
up in technology, and they
may be affecting you in ways
you're unaware of.
I.Shipping surcharges: Fuel
surcharges for parcel carriers
have doubled since last year.
And now, FedEx and UPS
have additional rate hikes in
mind for home deliveries.
FedEx rates will jump by
almost 7 percent in January·
UPS Ground shipping will
go up by about 6 percent.
2. Fees for3G: New "low
cost" 3G phones arc not as
economical as they seem.
Take the G 1 Android phone:
T-Mobile has touted the
handset's bargain $180 base
price, but has been far less
vocal about the activation
fees that raise it to $215 . On
top of that, users must pay
at least $25 more per month
for data access than they
would for a voice-only phone.
That subtracts another $600
from your pocket during the
required two-year contract.
AT&T pulled a similar trick
with the iPhone 3G: "They
raised the price of their sub
scription and lowered the
price of the gadget," explains

22
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Faced with a worsening economy, companies
are reluctant to raise prices . so many firms are
choosing t o intro duce sneaky new fees inst ead.

l

Bob Sullivan, author of Gor
cha Capira/ism. "After a year,

your price will be higher. "
3. Blu-ray bucks: Netflix sub
scribers who request Blu-ray
movies began paying extra
in November. The movie-by
mail company tacked on a
dollar-per-month surcharge
for renting high-def discs.

but you may be paying for
that convenience. A signifi
cant shift has occurred in
ticket booking from years
past, when third-party pro
viders often saved consum
ers dough. Most third-party
services now add a scarcely
mentioned booking fee, from
SS to S25 per ticket. But

service will jump about $3 in
some places . Add-ons such
as DVR service and premium
channels will rise by a dollar
each per month, too. Com
cast blames the fee adjust
ment on the "challenging
economic environment,"
plus "gas prices, healthcare
costs, increases in the cost
[it] pay[ s] for programming,
and technology and service
improvements."
7. Text tax: Verizon recently
announced a 3-cent fee for
all mobile-terminated text
messages-texts that origi
nate from a PC rather than
from another cell phone. As
a result, companies ranging
from Google to the slew of
free Web-based texting ser
vices will be paying extra.
And those services will start
passing the costs on to you.

Th e Future of Fees

You can opt out, but not
ponying up means no more
Blu-ray discs for you.
4. Electric bills: Keeping
gadgets juiced may already
be costing you more than in
the recent past. In June, USA
Today reported that utilities
across the United States were
poised to raise electricity
rates by up to 29 percent. If
you use a PC or other elec
tronics at home, you 're like
ly seeing a higher bill.
5. Tricky travel: Using travel
sites such as Expedia, Orb
itz , and Travelocity may
make finding flights easier,

J A NU ARY 20 0 9

don 't try to avoid it by call
ing the airline: Most phone
booking lines now charge
extra, too, as do the agents
at airport counters. These
days the simplest fee-free
option is to buy directly
through the airline' s site.
(Of course, you can still use
other services to shop around
before switching to the air
line's site to close the deal.)
6. Cable cost Comcast is
preparing to raise its rates in
several ways. The company
upped its cable rates nation
wide by an average of 3. 7
percent in November. Basic

"You can get away with hid
den fees once or twice on
consumers , but eventually
they get pretty mad at you, "
Sullivan says. Still, such
costs are unlikely to disap
pear. In an era where prod
uct comparisons are a click
away, being able to advertise
the lowest possible figure as
a base price has huge com
mercial value, and annoying
the public is a sacrifice that
many businesses are willing
to make to hit that number.
Perhaps you can' t skip the
charges-but at least you can
find out how much you ' re
really paying. Armed with
that knowledge , you can
decide which services you
want to use, and which add
ons you'd rather do without.

-JR Raphael

Set up your own
online store and start selling! Prices
start at just S9.99/month.

Powerful hardware for high performance
needs. Starting at $99.99/month.

"C1edi1dependent on pa(kage ~ele c 1ed . Setup fee and minimum conuact term may apply. V1s11 www.landl.com for full promo 1onal offer details
Credit cannot be redeemed for cash. Offer ends December 31 , 2008. Pr oduct and program specrfications, ava1labihty and prices subject to change without notice.
t&I ana the 1&1 logo are lfademarks of 1&1 Internet AG. all other 11ademarks are the propelly of their respec tive owners
C> 2008 I& 1 Internet, Inc. All 11gh s reserved
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A Look Back: The Mac's 25th Anniversary
JANUARY MARKS 25 years
since Apple introduced the
world to the mouse and to
the window-based graphical
user interface. For a more
extensive look at the Mac's
storied history, see find .
pcworld.corn/61963.
JANUARY 24,1984: Introduc
ing Macintosh The revolution
ary 128KB, 8-MHz Macin
tosh sets the agenda for
Apple's next two decades.
SEPTEMBER 20,1989: The
Portable Macintosh Although
it's far from perfect, the
Maci ntosh Portable fin ally
makes the Mac mobile.
FEBRUARY 19,1990: Opening
Shop Adobe's famous image

editor debuts exclus ively on
the Mac. Photoshop later mi
grates to Windows (in 1992).
AUGUST 15,1998: !Mac De
buts, Rewrites the Book of Mac
Featuring USB ports , no
flo ppy drive, and an innova
tive all-in-one design, the

first iMac causes tidal waves.
JULY 21,1999:iBook Cuts the
Wires With AirPort (on the
colorful clamshell iBook),
Apple starts the wireless
networking revo lution.
FEBRUARY 19,2001 : Super
Drive to the Rescue The indus
try's first combo CD- and
DVD-burning drive premieres
in the Power Mac G4.
MARCH 24,2001 : XMarks the
Spot Apple begins its shifr to
the Unix-based Mac OS X,
with its flas hy new interface.
OCTOBER 23,2001 :iPod
Rocks the Music World Of the
iPod, pundits ask, "Who
would want such a thing?"
1lle answer: "Everybody. "

JANUARY 10, 2006; Hell
Freezes Over: Apple Goes Intel
Apple abandons the Motor
ola and IBM processors of
its past and announces the
first Mac systems to be pow
ered by Intel CPUs .
APRIL 5, 2006: Basic Training
Apple unvei ls Boot Camp ,
technology that allows Intel
based Mac machines to run
Windows natively.
JANUARY 15, 2008: Lighter
Than Air (and Far More Expen
sive) Weighing in at 3 pounds
and measuring a mere 0.75
inch thick, the MacBook Air
becomes the lightest, thin
nest Mac laptop ever.
-Bcnj Edwards

Juice: Research Assistance in Firefox
Resea rching any topic on the Net is light-years easier than doing
so ottline. But we lazy humans still want things to be even simpler.
Juice, a free Firefox 3 add-on, takes much of the clicking and tab
swapping out of researching most any topic. Say you're read ing
about the la test Bond flic k, Quantum of Solace, and you want to
know more. Highlight the film's name and drag the words into the
Juice panel located on the right side of the browser-it gives you
news stories, Wikipedia entries, images, and shopping info. Click on
a result. and the page opens in a new browser tab. juiceapp.com
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Everyscape: A Virtual Peek Inside Buildings
Google's Street View can make you feel like you're walking through
a neighborhood. but the shots are all from the street. Everysca pe
shows the interiors of selected buildings as well. I found the fre e
service most useful when I turned on AutoDrive, a feature that leads
you through a building or neighborhood, complete with snazzy
transitions-the image blurs. rushes past, and then is replaced
with the next image. Everyscape is great for assessing a restaurant
or hotel before you make a reservation. But it would help if Auto
Drive better indicated where visitors are being taken. everyscape.com

Shoeboxed: Manage Paper Receipts Online
For most folks, the paperless office (or home) has yet to come to
pass. As digital as we are, we still amass pieces of paper, typically
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EVERYSCAPE'S MAPS INCLUDE panoramic pictures of selected
building interiors, including Vinny's Gourmet Dell in Brooklyn.

receipts and business cards. If you join Shoeboxed for SlO to S50
per month, you can stick that paper into an envelope and send it to
the site. {The service offers a free option, but you must scan the
documen ts yourself.) Worker bees scan your receipts. pull out
information-such as how much you spent. and where-and pres
ent the details in an online database. They can turn your business
cards into a contacts repository too. Shoeboxed seems handy. but
even though I know paper will never go away entirely, I still balk
at investing time and money into a dying medium. shoeboxed.com

Even the small
talk will be big

Register with Priority Code: 09-A-PA 15 by December 1st
to take advantage of the $25 Early Bird Expo Hall registration offer.
CONFERENCE: January 5-9 , 2009

EXPO: January 6-9 , 2009

acworld

Conference &

Expo~

macworldexpo.com

Forward
Ballmer:
Android No
Competitor

GEEKTECH
Nintendo OS R4: Homebrew Haven or Pirate Tool?
WHEN I FIRST heard about the hard-to-find
Revolution for OS (aka R4)-an unofficial car

GOOGLE 'S ANDROID
doesn't "bubble up to the
top " of Microsoft's list of
the toughest competitors to
Windows Mobile, says Micro
soft CEO Steve Ballmer. He
says it is too early to tell
whether Android will be a
serious riva l in the mobile
market, where other parties
have marked
considerable
territory.
"We're in a
world with
Symbian ...
BlackBerry ...
and Linux
Mobile," he
says. Google
©®
might be a
factor some
day, but right now others
"look a little tougher to me."
Ballmer says he doesn' t
"understand the business
model" that Google has for
Android, which is free to
device makers and carriers.
"If I went to my sharehold
er [or] analyst meeting and
said, ' Hey, we just launched
a new product that has no
revenue model, yea h, cheer
for me,' I'm not sure my in
vestors would take th at very
well ," he says. "That's what
Google is telling their inves
tors about Android. "
He also suggests that since
people don't pay for Android,
Google may lack the incen
tive to "put in the same kind
of investment to improve the
product" as it might on an
OS for which people pay.

tridge used for hacking the Nintendo OS hand

- Elizabcrlt Momalba110

is ScummVM, which gives you access to some
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held game machine-I was intrigued. But I

The R4/Revolution cartri dge
could be a legitimate tool if used
for the right reason s.

l

heard all the buzz. too: "It lets you play pirated

classic PC adven tur·e titles, ported to just about

OS games. Just copy files from a computer to

every platform available, including the OS.

a microSD card, and then pop that into the R4 ."
I'm no pirate- I support all the guys who make

Media player: Though Nintendo's revamped
DSi has been out in J apan si nce November.

my games! So I was determined to steer clear.

Americans won't get to enjoy its new features

Yet the R4 isn't just a hot key to pirate booty.

including a slimmer profile. a VGA camera , and

The homebrew community has latched on to the
elusive. illicit device too.
I ndependent game design
ers are crafting their own OS

music playback via internal memory or an SD
Card-until well into 2009.
But though we don't neces
sarily condone it, the reality is

software and sharing their

that geeky gamers have long

work freely with the world.

enjoyed music playback on

Sudoku puzzles. Adventure

the Nintendo OS. One method

titles. Even arcade-worthy

of doing so is to use Moon

shooting games. Heck, folks

Shell, a homebrew media

have made Web browsers,

player that supports MP3,

photo viewers, MP3 players,

Ogg Vorbis, and AAC files (t11e

and e-book readers too.

DSi supports only AAC).

Now I must admit my

For more information on OS

"dark deed": I caved and

homebrew and storage devic

bought an R4 . Following is

es, browse to Wikipedia's Nin

just a small taste of the cool

tendo OS homebrew page at

homebrew programs I've
discovered since then. (You ca n find these and

find.pcworld.com/61947.
So is the R4 a legitimate tool or a violation of

other apps linked to in the on line version of t hi s

Nintendo's EULA? In late July 2008, Nintendo

story. at find.pcworld.com/ 61942.)

and 54 other companies sued the cartridge's

Arcade action: Geo Wars is a really fast and

maker, demanding that production cease in

addictive free shooting game that has you pilot

Japan, under that country's Unfair Competi tion

ing around an arena, shooting anything that gets

Prevention Law. Tom Buscaglia, a lawyer who

in your way. Into racing? Then you need to see

specializes in video game issues, believes that

Whee OS, a 30 space-racing game that looks

the R4 will likely end up being blocked in the

like a low-Ii take on the classic WipeOut.

United States. But the genie is out of the bottle:

Puzzle games: StillAliveDS is a 20 tribute to
the popular PC action-puzzle game Portal. It's
fully playable on the OS's touch screen. If you

R4 clones have begun appearing.
I don't think Nintendo is the bad guy here
piracy is. We just need to find a middle ground

like old-school puzzles where you pu sh blocks

that'll protect intellectual property. Homebrew

around a room, then Caisses OS has you cov

shouldn't be a crime. I can only hope that com

ered. Do you prefer sudoku? Skinz Sudoku, by

panies relent and that someone, someday will

Mollusk Games. is a well-polished brain bender.

allow for a truly open platform. Oh, wa it- we

Adventure games: The old Lone Wolf book
series is being converted into OS games. where

have one already. It's ca lled a PC. Just Google
places such as TIGSource.com and Indie

you have an inventory, roll a die, make choices,

Games.com, and you're knee-deep in innovative,

and battle enemies. These are amazing-looking,

independent games. No crime, no punishment.

professional efforts. Another freeware choice

- Darren Gladsto11e;
Mike Keller also comriburcd to rhir sro1y.
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AN ENTERTAINMENT STORAGIE AlllANCE TM

ALLIANCE TM

January 6-7, 2009 Flamingo Hotel-Casino, Las Vegas, NV, USA

The Storage Visions™2009 Conference Them e:

BE Where Digital Storage Converges with Content Creation and Delivery!

Dr. Tom Coughlin is the
Distinguished Author of the
New Book "Digital Storage
in Consumer Electronics"
and the Founder and
Chairman of the Storage
Visions•M Conferences.

FIND HOW all the new information trends will drive major storage growth
over the next 10 years!
JOIN CEO's, Industry Leaders, manufacturers and end users at Storage
Visions 2009!
FIND HOW Digital Content will be Created, Protected and Stored from the
executives, analysts and professionals at the forefront of Digital Technology!
Don't go to the 2009 CES until you know about the convergence oftechnologies that are revolutionizing
the creation ofdigital content, its distribution and consumer electronics. The pre-CES 2009 Storage
Visions Conference brings together technologists, vendors, retailers and users to explore the pod-, web-,
life-casting consumer revolution and how you will preserve, protect, and search your life on Digital
Storage. Conference sessions explore key infrastructure supporting the growth of richer media
experiences including storage technologies, privacy protection, power creation and management,
search and indexing technologies, home and mobile storage, next generation user needs and business
opportunities.

What industry leaders say...
Home Storage Virtualization

"The Conference paid for itself 5 times over!" -David Kreft, NSA
"Storage Visions is a great opportunity to hear from industry leaders on market trends, speak with
customers about their needs, and meet potential partners for targeted solutions, all in a setting that
fosters one on one business conversations. We were delighted with Storage Visions 2008 and look
forward to Storage Visions 2009:'
- Dean Neumann, Director, Product Marketing, Bycast Inc.
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Come and Learn about the
Latest Activities in Home
Storage Virtualization!

"Storage Visions brought together key decision makers in storage, computing and IT and offered a
number ofvaluable and timely presentations. Armed with knowledge from the sessions and the many
great demo's and exhibits, attendees can return to their organizations to investigate and deploy effective
storage solutions:•
- Brian Berger, Chair, Trusted Computing Group, Marketing Work Group and Executive Vice President,
Wave Systems.

Sign up at www.StorageVisions.com
If you are a user, manufacturer or reseller of digital content solutions,
learn how you can speak, exhibit or sponsor at Storage Visions 2008.
Call us at 408 871-8808

WWW.STORAG EVISIONS .COM
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PCW's Guitar Hero Rock Band Takes Center Stage
THE BATTLE OF the video
game bands rages, with one
big improvement: The in
struments for Guitar Hero
World Tour now work with
Rock Band 2, and vice versa.
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Some homebrew software
can turn these instruments
into real noisemakers, too.
(For more on hacking the
hardware, visit fi nd.pcworld.
com/61965 .) But you still

JA N UARY 2009

need to figure out which
game offers the songs that
make you want to take the
stage; see a full breakdown
comparing the two games at
find .pcworld.com/61964 .

After that, you'll need to
select the right gear, so we
consulted PC World's faux
rockers, 0verclock, to see
what really rocks.
-Darren Gladstone •

GoToMyPC:
It's this easy.

GoToMyPC lets you instantly access your home or office computer from any
Internet connection. It sets up automatically, is as secure as online banking
and comes with free U.S.-based customer service available 24/7. There's no
hardware needed, so just click and take your office with you wherever you go.

FREE 30-Day Trial
gotomypc.com I promo code: pc

GoToMyPC"

by

.
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ConsumerWatch
Can You Trust Online User Reviews?
reviews are amo ng the most trustworthy sources of product
informati on, according to a Nielsen Company survey of more
than 26,000 Internet users worldwide conducted in April 2007
ANYONE CAN WRITE a product review, and everybody
(find.pcworld.com/61848). From a list of 13 mostly advertising
reads them on Amazon, Buy.com, Epinions, PCWorld.com,
oriented choices, the top three
Yelp, and even the sites of tech
most trusted so urces were
product manufacturers, such
Tons of sites offer user reviews, but not all of
"Recommend at ions from con
as Dell. They're everywhere .
them are truly unbiased. Here's how to tell
sumers" (78 percent) , " News
But not all are unbiased, or
the fakes from the genuine ones .
papers " (63 percent) , and
even useful. Deceptively posi
"Cons um er opi nio ns posted
tive reviews contri buted by
"readers " working directly
o nline" (61 percent) .
(but secretly) for a product's
How Fake Reviews Work
manufacturer, and reviews by
people who aren't knowledge
Gaming the sys tem typically
involves creating multiple per
able, are concerns of both crit
ics and fans of such reviews .
so nalities and voices, crafting
In an October 2007 poll (fi nd.
realistic conversations among
pcworld.com/6 184 7) by the pub
those personalities, and using
lic relations firm Burson
other tricks honed by stealth
Marste ller of 1SO savvy Web
marketers and paid blogge rs.
consumers, nea rly half (48 per
"[These reviewers] come and
cent, up from 39 percent in
go, change th eir names ," says
2001) said they believed that
Ben McConnell, cofounder of
fake reviews were being plant
the Church o f the Customer
Blog (www.churchofthecustomer.
ed on consumer sites , and 57
percent said they wouldn't buy
com). "They' re li ke roaches ,
a product if the reader reviews
scuttling away when the lights
seemed suspect. But nobody
are turned on."
can say how pervasive fa lsified
The vendors , resellers, and
or uninform ed reviews are.
meta-opinion sites we cons ult
" [Fake reviews] happen all the time-but proving it, quan
ed mainta in that fake reviews are a minor prob lem. "There 's
tifying it-i s very hard ," says Beau Brendler, director of Co11
no way to vet the thousands of reviewers on Amazo n," says
s11111er Rcpons' WebWatch site (www.consumerwebwatch.org),
Patty Smith, Amazon's director of corporate communica
which promotes guidelines for general Web site credibility.
tions. " But we don' t need to . When readers see 25 negative
Barbara Kasse r, author of 011li11e Shopping Directoryfar Dum
reviews and one glowing one-well, they can figure it out."
mies and Imcmct Shoppi11g Yellow Pages, says, "There ' s no way
Still, most big sites try to scree n out iffy reviews. Yelp
to check the reviewer's veracity or if they're on the take
(www.yelp.com), for one, has algorithms that look for suspi
they' re anonymous ." And even when reviewers are well
cious patterns-such as a perso n who creates five new
intentioned, they might not be competent, she adds.
accounts and posts a positive review of the same restaurant
Nonetheless, Internet users tend to believe that user
from each account. Site administrators can suppress sus- »

BY ROBERT LUHN

!

Sites such as PayPerPost and ReviewMe pay bloggers for positive
reviews of clients' products, sometimes without disclosure, Dan
Tynan reports in "This Blog for Hire" (find.pcworld.com/61849).
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Technology Leadership, Applied

Experience Clarity In It's Purest Form .
The New Honeywell Altura"' MLX Series 42" LCD
HDTVs deliver Full High Definition like never before.
Incorporating 120Hz EnhancedMotion™ Technology,
the MLX series will display motion cleaner and smoother
providing you with top performance to enhance your
viewing experience. Also , with 10-bit EnhancedColor™
Display, the MLX series is capable of displaying sixty
four times more color than its 8-bit predecessor allowing for smoother color transitions. And
because we are solely locused on your satisfaction , every one of our Altura™ LCD HDTVs will
be accompanied with our 5 Year Limited Warranty . All starting at only $1 .199.99

9W¥•
il:rH@l§I

To learn more, visit our homepage at www.honeywellce.com

Honeywell

For product information please visit our website WWW.HONEYWELLCE.COM or call 1·888-773 -HWCE (4923)
SOYO. Inc. 1290 East Elm Street. Ontario, California 91761-4584 Copyright C> 2008 SOYO, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Honeywell Trademark is used under license from Honeywell International Inc.

Consumer Watch
pect reviews, block the reviewer's IP
address, and so on. Last summer Yelp
yanked postings that it sa id invo lved
business owners swapping positive
reviews with one another.
Epinions has panels of readers to
screen reviews before they' re pub
lished. "These core members will pelt
the reviewer with questions and ask
them to flesh out t he review, " says
Alisa Weiner, Epinions' vice president
of online comparison shopping.

How to Help Yourself
What's a consumer to do? Here's some
advice from o nline shopping pros.
Beware of illogical positivism: "You can
usually tell a shi ll by their complete lack
of balance and fact, and unusual enthu
siasm for something very minor, " says
Nick Merritt, editor in chief ofTechRa

WHEN MY three-month-old
iPhone 3G nearly died , I
suddenly became very inter-

ing to Cole) of the replacement phones
are brand-new, Asurion reserve s the right

at its fu ll, unsubsidized price (SSOO fo r
the 16GB model), I began to wonder if
insurance might not be worthwhile. It
turns out that one company- Asurion

Deductible fees also vary. depending on
carrier and/or model. Verizon Wire less.
for example, charges a SSO deductible for

manages insurance programs for all the
major U.S. carriers. However...

good chance they're planted. "
Weigh the balance: Look for reviews

insurance program
exists for the iPhone
3G; Apple offers only
AppleCare, which for S69
extends for a second year the
free tech support you get with the phone.
"We'd be happy to cover (the iPhone] ,"
Cole says, explaining that the problem is
a lack of replacement units. Apple, ap
parently, is either selling all the phones it
makes to new owners, or using them to
meet its own warran ty obligations.
But all other makers sell replacement
units to Asurion. "Literally thousands and

plants or have a personal agenda."
Look for the personal touch: "The pas
sionate reader review can be a plus ... it
can tell you how t he leather seats in

thousands [of phones] are cove red. ex
cept for the iPhone," Cole says.
Asurion's policies vary in price (SS to SB
a month) and in details from carrier to
carrier, but basically the company will
replace a Lost, missi ng, or malfunctioning
out-of-warranty phone with an identical

that carfte/, "says WebWatch 's Bren
dler. And , he adds, reader reviews
encourage " frank, open dialogue
between consumers and companies."

or similar model- once you pay a deduct
ible. You can place a claim on Asurion's
site or call the company's toll-free num
ber: when a claim is accepted. Asurion

I WWW . PCWORLO . COM
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will send a replacement phone overnight.
While most (about 60 percent. accord 

when you buy a new handset, a nd I
reflexively turn all of them down.
But faced , even temporarily, with the
prospect of having to replace my iPhone

The first thing Asuri
on chief marketi ng
officer Andrew Cole
told me was that no

of how good or bad the prod uct is."
Adds online b usiness author Frank
Fiore: "I like sites, like Amazon, that
give you an aggregate score and show a
history of the reviewer. That way you
can get a handle on whether they're

l

along with umpteen other "up-sells"

tomers give t he Dell Vostro 1310 lap
top 4.1 stars out of S; CNet readers give
it 3 out o f 5. "Don't look at reviews on a
vendor' s site, " Kasser says. "There's a

says TechBite newsletter founder Steve
Bass. "That'll give you a broader sense

'~'

You can insure most handsets aga inst
theft. loss. and damage; consider it if
you 're married to your mobile .

ested in phone insurance
pla ns that had previously left me cold.
Major carriers typically offer insurance

No iPhone
Insurance

says one professional tech reviewer.
"'Tirnt way you know t he reviewer has
actually seen and used the product. "
Check for consensus: "You 've got to
look at four d ifferent sources at least, "

YAROENAARAR

Cell-Phone Insurance: A Bet on Bad Luck?

dar (www.techradar.com ), a UK-based
techno logy news and reviews site.
Considerthe source: On Dell' s si te, cus

that provide both positive and negative
feedback and include sa lient details,

32

SKEPTICAL SHOPPER

to provide a refurbished unit that it says
has undergone extensive quality checks
and comes with a one-year warranty.

all handsets; other carriers have a range
of deductibles- up to Sl30 for high-end
models. An inexpensive phone
may not be worth ins uring.
but if your unit is a highend smart phone t hat
would cost S300 or
more to rep lace,
ins urance might be
a good idea.
New developments
could make phone in
su rance more attractive.
Some carriers offer an earlyupgrade optio n in whic h you pay
a modest surcharge to receive a newer
model of phone when you submit a clai m.
You'd get a new phone without paying full
cost- or committing to another two-year
contract to secure the subsidized price.
Also, a data backup service for phones
maintains copies of all your contacts, cal
endars, mus ic, and other datebook fi les,
so that if you lose your handset. Asurion
will send you a new one with all your data
already preloaded. This is an extra-cost
option from some carriers, but Cole
believes tha t it will eventually be part of
the basic insurance offering.
Some 60 million phones a re lost or
damaged every year in the United States
alone, Cole says. If you can't be without a
cell phone and don't want to deal with re
placement hassles, cell phone insurance
might help your peace of mind.

Live Life Loud"'

The world's Pirst computer speakers Por iPod.
sync with style™
ihomeaudio.com
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Student 2007
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Create minor masterpieces. Express
yourself. Yes, you. Word 2007 gives
you a ton of great templates, text
too ls, and updated fo rmat t ing
galleries to add polish fast. Make
greeting card s. Make newslet ters.
Make yourself proud.

I PURCHASED THE Winamp Pro media player, but I repeatedly get an
'invalid registration key' message when I attempt to install it. I have tried
copying the key from the original confirmation e-mail, removing hyphens
from it, and reentering it manually myself, but nothing seems to work.
Every time I e-mail Winamp's customer support, I receive a mail delivery
failure message. The free version of Winamp runs fine on my computer,
so I know that everything is up to spec. Please help!

Tomas Pccc1ry, Czech Republic
OYS responds: We e-mailed Winamp's
customer support, using the form on its
FAQ page, but like Peceny, we received
delivery failure messages. Fortunately,
Winamp's active user forum had a recent
thread about invalid registration keys.
After many customers had posted
complaints about not being able to reach
customer se rvice, a moderator finally

PowerPoint"' 2007 secret wea pons:
Sma rtArt'" graphics and updated
themes and text effects. Your kids
d rop information into templates.
Hu ge schoo l presentati ons are
swiftly conquered. Life goes on.

provided a functiona l e-ma il address:
winamppro-support@listserv.sup.aol.com.
As long as you provide proof of your pur
chase, such as a credit card bill or the
co nfirmation e-mail, Winamp will issue a

ny, and the Better Business Bureau has

new registration key. Peceny was able to

given it an "F" rating . Despite numerous

get a working registration key promptly.

attempts, we couldn 't reach anyone from

Vendors, we have found, are more like
ly to update information in forums than in

lflC:I

~
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All those financial thi ngs. Those
papers. Pu t them in order. It's
easy with E xcel ~ 2007. Th ere are
templates fo r managing budgets,
tracking bills, and monitoring
investments. You win.

Information is so much more useful
when you can find it. And share it.
OneNote" 2007 let s you kee p
eve ryth ing in one place, so you
don't have to fumble through file
fo lders and crumpled up papers .
You're organize d.

Offi ce2 007com

American Telecom. Its former consu l
tants, Hayden Communications, said they

their FAQs. Also, you'll have better luck

ended the ir relationship with the compa

getting a response on a forum, whether

ny because they had never been paid.

from a moderator or a fellow customer,
than by sending a generic customer ser

OYS tip: Alert the retailer where you
bought the product of rebate difficulties.

vice form (especially a broken one). Before

Fry's, for example, will conduct inquiries

posting a question, though, search for

and in some cases pay the rebate if you

existing threads on your issue-otherwise,

show proof of purchase, such as photo

you'll probably be ignored (or flamed).

copies of receipts or a UPC bar code.
(Fry's is investigating Tran 's case .)

Missing in Action
Hong Tran of San Diego purchased an

TV Stand Recall

American Telecom phone system with a

Studio RTA has recalled four of its TV

S50 rebate from Fry's Electronics. After a

stand models because sets could tip

few weeks, he called American Tele

over. The recall, announced by the Con

com's customer service to check on the

sumer Product Safety Commission,

rebate's status and was told that it was

affects the E Series model 60331, the

being processed. The rep also sa id to call

Fierro model 402875 (sold at Best Buy),

back if the rebate didn't arrive in four to

the Madison OLP model 60176, and the

six weeks. But when the time passed and

Madison 3000 model 60090. While no

Tran tried again, the rep hung up on him.

injuries have been reported, owners of

Others have had problems with Ameri
can Telecom. Consumer message boards

the affected stands should immediately
remove their TVs and contact Studio RTA

such as ComplaintsBoard.com are flood

toll-free at 888/ 309-0299 or visit www.

ed with horror stories about the compa

studiorta.com to receive a free repair kit.
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Your potential. Our passion:

Microsoft ·

Your kids can
do great in school
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2007

makes reports look sharp faster.

So your kids can get their schoolwork done and still have a life.

'R Plug info into preformatted templates.
-/:! Spiff up presentations with SmartArt"' graphics.

*

Get step-by-step instructions with the enhanced help system.

It's al l part of Microsoft ' Office 2007. Buy it for your PC.

Microsoft•

.Office Home and

Student 2007
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that was easy:

Office2007.com/staples

Consumer
Watch
Amazon Offers
Easy-to-Open
Packaging
SOME PRODUCTS COME in packag
ing so tough it takes a chainsaw to rip
them open. Now online retail giant
Amazon is addressing what it
calls "wrap rage"
with new, sim
pler "frust ra tion
free packaging"
for 19 of its best
selling products from
manufacturers such as Fisher-Price,
Mattel, Microsoft, and Transcend.
Products popular with department
store shoplifters-such as small chil
dren 's toys and computer peripherals
are often locked in packagi ng consisting
of outsize, hermetically sealed plasti c
containers that are difficult to sneak
out of a store but take forever to open.
Since you can't steal what you 've
already paid for, Amazo n is now mak
ing the products in the progra m ava il
able in recyclable brown cardboard
containers. These packages may not
look as pretty as brightly designed ,
conventional ones, but Amazon says
they eliminate hard plas tic clamshell
cases, plastic bindings, and wire ties.
The first products that Amazon has
released from environmentally un
friendly packaging include several
Microsoft mice, some Transcend SDHC
memory cards, and a few Fisher-Price
toys. (See fincl.pcworld.co111/61899 for a
co mp lete listing of products ava ilable
in the new packaging.)
Amazo n describes the program as "a
multi-year initiative, " suggesti ng that it
hopes to expa nd the effo rt to other
products. The company is also inviting
customers to vent their irri ta tion by
submitting videos and still images of
frustratin g package-o pening ex perienc
es . View Amazon's "Gallery of\Vrap
Rage" at www.amazon.com/frus tra tion .
-Brr:1111011 Slauery •
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* Unlimited Websites
* Unlimited Bandwidth
* Unlimited Web Space
* Unlimited Email

Total flexibility- create your own web hosting
solutions or resell our white-label plans.

Unlike other providers, we don't limit your
website traffic or charge you extra.

Host large websites knowing you'll never have
to pay for more space again.

Resell unlimited POP3/IMAP mailboxes and offer
complete Hosted Microsoft Exchange solutions.

Great Features and Benefits
· Create your own plans and custom solutions
• Load balanced Windows and Linux options
• Fast US web servers in our world-class data center
• Private-label tools - use your own brand name

24fl Technical Support
• Experts on hand whenever you need them
• 24/7 helpline and email support
·In-house professionals based in the US
·Comprehensive reseller support website

Start Making Money Today at

www.fasthosts.com
orToll Free: 1-877-440- 5515
fasthost>and the rasthosts logo are trademllis of Fasthost> Internet Inc

World Class Web Hosting

CAR PE

I-Fl.

INTRODUCING BOINGO.
THE WORLD'S LARGEST WI-Fl NETWORK.

Seize your Wi-Fi. One Boingo account gives you access to up to 100,000 hotspots worldwide,
including hundreds of airports, hotels and cafes.
Choose the Boingo plan that's right for you: Boingo Unlimited for your laptop or Boingo Mobile
for your smartphone. Sign up for Boingo Unlimited for just $9.95 per month for the first three
months at boingo.com/boingospecialoffer. For a FREE 30-day trial of Boingo Mobile, visit
mobile.boingo.com/world .
Satisfaction guaranteed or your frustration back.

Business Center
Start Your Own Online Business for $100
BY CHRISTOPHER NULL

unlimited storage space, support for
common databases and publishing sys
tems, and anywhere from a few giga
bytes to 2 terabytes of data transfer per
month. Expect to pay between $5 and

flooding, you'U want to ensure that the
host can handle the increased demand.
TODAY'S ECONOMY ISN'T doing
Ask about these issues if the company
anyone any favors, and if you're one of
doesn't provide written policies .
the unfortunate folks who have been
If your business is blog-centric, you
laid off, you might be facing a
can get started for free with a
long haul searching for another
It's easy to make your one-person startup
hosted blogging service such
company look and feel like a large corporation as WordPress .com's . You can
job. Is now the right time to
put your long-lingering busi
using cheap - and even free-online tools.
always move to your own Web
ness idea into practice? While
host later when you outgrow it
times may be tight for some
or are otherwise ready for more.
large enterprises, in many
cases smaller, more-nimble
Design a Logo and Site
companies are better able to
Numerous Web sites-Logo
withstand market uncertainty
Ease (logoease.com), say, or
and to weather downturns.
Logo Maker (logomaker.com)
The best way to stick it to
will design a free logo for you
The Man? Start working for
based on options you set via a
yourself by foun ding your own
Web interface. The quality var
company. Starting a business
ies, but generally you can get
doesn' t have to mean spending
the logo for free for online use.
The services make money if
thousands of dollars on setup
you want to have the logo in
costs before you ever open
your doors. Don't be suckered
EPS format, which is more
suitable for priming on T-shirts
into spending loads of money
and mugs. A Web search for
on services that you don' t
"free logo" will turn up dozens
need or that have far cheaper
of additional alternatives.
alternatives . Seriously: With a
Another, possibly better,
mere $100, it's possible to ob
approach is to seek an inde
tain everything you require to
pendent designer to make a
start just about any business
logo. if you don't need anything fancy,
$15 a month for the service, with a one
online, with only minimal need to stir
or two-year up-front contract.
you can find someone to do the job for
from your desk. Here's how to do it.
$50 or less through a Craigslist ad. The
How do you pick from the dozens
advantage is that you get to work with a
Find an Afford able Web Host
out there? Look for reviews from recent
live person (with genuine artistic skills)
users, with a particular focus on how
The Web site for your new business has
to create something unique rather than
to live somewhere. How do you pick a
quickly the host resolves problems and
how often the service goes down. If
a cold, computer-generated logo.
host that won't leave you high and dry?
As for Web design, you're unlikely to
you expect sudden, big influxes of traf
Most hosting plans for small compa
fic due to promotions or Digg-inspired
encounter someone who can create »
nies offer similar features: basically

!

Choosing a host for your e-commerce Web site is a big decision.
PCW business-tech expert Richard Morochove helps you find the
right spot for your online business at find.pcworld.com/61951.
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Business Center
an original site for you for a fee within
our $100 budget. If you can't afford a
real designer from the start, begin with
a simple layout and customize it as you

QuickBooks Premier 2009 Goes Global

go-but try to avoid making incremen
tal changes every day or week. When
it's time to redesign, do all of the work
at once to avoid confusing and alienat
ing your readers for a protracted time.

QUICKBOOKS Premier
Edition 2009 (find .
pcworld.com/61972) has

Bu ild an E-Commerce Site,
Cheaply and Easily

customers. The new edition of the mar
ket's leading small-business accounting
package also improves multiuser capabil

If you plan to sell physical goods, you'll
need a service to handle e-commerce

l

many useful improve
ments, including multicurrency support
for transactions wi th foreig n vendors and

ities. offers smarter online banking. and
makes it easier for your outside accoun

Those businesses are sure to appreciate
the imp roved multiuser mode, in cluding
its data-backup and report-running capa
bilities. QuickBooks Messenger lets you
text-chat with other users.
Some operations are still restricted to
single-user mode. But QuickBooks admin

transactions, process credit cards, and
provide security for both. Setting all of
this up on your own server is an exp en
sive, time-consuming task laden with
security risks . It's best to outsource the
functions to a hosted service, which
can be surprisingly affordable. Yahoo 's
Merchant Solutions (smallbusiness.yah oo.

tant to work with your
QuickBooks records.

istrators who need solo
access can now se nd a

Longtime users will
welcome enha ncements
to the dashboard: The
compa ny-snapshot fea
ture provides more de

message to other users
and log them out.

com/ecommerce) starts at $40 a month.
Netfirms e-commerce sites (www.netfirms.

tails on your business
finances and allows you

Banks rarely record

com/ecommerce) start at $15 a mont h.
You can customize both extensively to
match your desired look and feel.

Find a Big Sales Part ner

to drill down to examine
all of the information more easily.
New users will benefit from the added
panel containing context-sensitive links
to the QuickBooks Live Community, a

Thousands of merchants use Amazon
Services (amazonservices.com) to promote

user bulletin board that could help them
find answers to many of their questions.

their goods , giving Amazon a cut when
items sell, and you d on't need a Web
site at all to use it. You can sell just

Intu it couldn 't have timed the program's

about anything Amazon stocks by reg
istering as a merchant, finding the page
for the item you have, and clicking Sell
youn lrerc. Merchants must pay $40 a
month, plus closing fees along a sliding
scale (6 to 20 percent). Individuals can
sign up to sell with no monthly fees but
must pay an extra 99-cent closing fee .
You'll find similar services (though
less of a product selection) at Half.com
(part of eBay). Of course, you can al
ways try your hand at dealing on eBay
itself, which is still a popular venue for
selling new and used merchandise,
though o ne drowning in noise.
For even more quick business-startup
tips , including how to set up a virtual
office and manage your inventory and
shipping, visit find .pcworld.com/61943 .
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intuit's business accounting applicat ion
now offers multiple -user enhancements
and internat ional-currency su pport.
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Selling to the World
new support for multiple currencies any
better: Today's domestic economic cond i
tions will encourage many businesses to
sell to foreign customers.
QuickBooks lets you download up-to
date currency-exchange rates so you can
easily prepare invoices in euros or othe r
currencies. even if you mai ntain your
product costs in U.S. dollars. You can
view your outstanding receivables either
in U.S. dollars or in the foreign currency.
For an extra cost, you can receive your
customer payments by wire transfers
through Int uit Payment Services.

More in Multiuser Mode
According to Intuit. at about half of the
businesses using QuickBooks, more than
one person works with the software.

Online-Feature
Enhancements
transactions the sa me
way you do in your com
pany books. Borrowing from its personal
finance application, Quicken. Intu it has
added to QuickBooks 2009 the abi lity to
suggest possible matches when you
download transactions from you r bank
account. You can then establish a rule to
rename similar transactions in the fut ure,
to save va lu able time.
Intuit now provides a free Web si te, for

12 months, for each QuickBooks custom
er. Unfortunately, the plan appears to
have been designed by a particularly
tight-fisted Ebenezer Scrooge: The free
bie is lim ited to a scant three Web pages,
so it's hardly worth your effort to set one
up. Microsoft Office Live Small Business
offers a far more generous bundle of free
Web services, including both a custom
domain and e-ma il accounts.
Intuit rolled back last year's S50 price
hike, so QuickBooks Premier 2009 lists at
S4 00. The improvements make it a good
value for new users and a worthwhile
upgrade for curre nt customers. A less
costly Pro edition ($200) lacks industry
specific fina ncial reports and inventory
tracking tools. but it may appeal to small
er service businesses on a budget.

This year, an estimated 3.6 million
UPSs will reach the end of their lives.
Is yours one of them?
A battery warning from your partner in reliability
When you bought yo ur APC UPS. you chose it, and us. for our
Legenda ry Reliability® ... because you wanted the best product
available . So as the industry leader and your chosen partner. it's
our job to inform you that an aging UPS battery puts your network
reliability and your peace of mind at ris k. If you are converging
and consolidating your networks. upgrading your equipment.
or deploying new servers. be warned: an older UPS simply cannot
handle the increased loads and criticality - putting your entire
network at risk of costly downtime. unsafe shutdowns. and data
and equipment loss.

Three easy steps to
improved power protection.
You can get the latest in UPS technology. at
25% oft. with the APC Trade-UPS program.

Step 1: Tell us what you have
•
•
•
•

manufacturer/model
serial number
capacity in vol I/amps (VA)
number of units

Step 2:
Luckily, there is a simple solution for renewed peace
of mind -APCTrade-UPS"'. With the Trade-UPS program. you
can trade in your aging UPS for a new unit and receive a 25%
discount on you r new purchase. plus more runtime and enhanced
manageability of networked power and cooling. Not only will you
see improvement in performance. you'll also see improvements
in your utility bi ll.

So if you love your UPS rel iability. make it last forever. Don't
wa it for your aging UPS to fail you - Trad e UP today.

Trade-dPs·

Choose what's best for you by

• price
• features
• capacity

Step 3: Checkout
•
•
•
•

ge t up to 25% oH the price of each new UPS
new 2 year warranty
FREE return shipping of old units
FREE environmentally friendly disposal of
your old UPS

Trade-dPS"

APC also provides upgrade options and bat1ery
rep lacement solutions for both in-warranty and
out-of-warranty UPS products. Visit www.apc.
com/tools/upgrade for more information.

Upgrade today and save!
Visit APC online and receive up to 25% off the latest in UPS technology.
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code g278w • Call 888.289.APCC x8128 • Fax 401.788.2797

by Schnelder eioctr ic

© 2008 American Power Conversion Corporalion. All trademarks are owned by Sdinoidar Electr ic Industries S.A .S., American Power Conversion Cmpora tion, or th eir
e-mai l: esupport@apc.com • 132 Fairgrounds Road. West Kingston, RI 02892 USA
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Business Center
Share Folders
Easily on a
Small-Business
Network
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IF YOUR SMALL office depends on
multiple PCs running different operat
ing systems or Windows versions , shar
ing folders can be a pain . But you have
a business to run, and you could spend
your time in better ways than messing
around with folder permissions. Cisco's
Network Magic can get the job done.
Although a free version is available,
it's the $30 Essentials package that
claims to simplify file/folder sharing
and, man, does it ever. It's literally a
three-click process. However, the pro
gram must be running on each PC for
you to take advantage of this feature.
Essentials includes licenses for up to
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Share a folder
Allow other computers to access a

Ch4rlQe W~-• Protection
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WITH NETWORK MAGIC, sharing a folder is easy. Just cUck the button, and select one to share.

three PCs, which is probably sufficient
for most home-based offices. The $40
Pro edition supports up to eight PCs .
Of course, Network Magic does way
more than help with folder sharing. But
its acumen in that area alone makes it
worth the price. It also analyzes your
network for security holes, and alerts

you to available patc hes and updates.
Grab a seven-day trial of the Prover
sion from find.pcworld.com/61945; it re
verts to the free utility if you don't buy
either Pro or Essentials at the end of the
trial. The app is ideal for anyone who
has ever struggled with a small network.
- Rick Broida

Protect Your Data With a Secure Portable Drive
THESE DAYS, THERE'S no such thing
as nonsensitive data. Whether it's a cli
ent list, sales figures, financial projec
tions, or designs for a new product,
you can't risk letting your information
fall into the wrong hands. lhat's why
you need hardware-encrypted storage.
Secure hard drives lock out intruders
at the hardware level, preventing any
one from seeing any part of the drive
until they enter a secure password. That
safeguard thus forestalls hackers from
using conventional software tools to
circumvent your encryption scheme:
They can't hack what they can't see.
Though secure hard drives come
in various shapes and
sizes, lapto p va rieties
are the most relevant to
small businesses. InterIF YOU PUT all of your critical
data on a secure Maxtor BlackArmor
drive, you can be reasonably sure it'll
never find its way into enemy hands.
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nal laptop drives such as the Seagate
Momentus 5400 FDE.3 (seagate.com)
prevent your portable from booting
without a secure password, making it
nearly impossible for a thief who has
stolen your laptop to see your data.
External models such as the Maxtor
BlackAnnor Portable Hard Drive (maxtor.
com) let you add security to your mobile
arsenal without retrofitting your laptop.
If you put all of your critical data on a
Maxtor BlackArmor, you can be reason
ably sure that it will never wind up in a
bad guy's clutches in readable form.

When you plug in a BlackArmor for the
first time, you'll be prompted to create
a secure password. From that point, the
drive is protected. Unplug it from your
USB port, and it will use its last trickle
of power to relock itself instantly.
Though cracking any security scheme
is at least theoretically possible, hard
ware encryption systems are robust
enough to stop even the most deter
mined and nefarious script hackers in
their tracks. However, a professional
data-recovery service won't be ab le to
get into the drive either-so whatever
you do, don't forget your password.
These drives are a good match for
enterprise-level businesses too. Com
panies with large mobile workforces
can quickly redeploy a BlackArmor drive from one
employee to another by
securely erasing the cur
rent key on the drive and
then assigning a new key.
-Rohen Strolrmryer •
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Most Internet security suites are designed to protect your computer and your
files, but you have to sacrifice too much speed for that protection. That's why we
created Webroot Internet Security Essentials. It's everything you want. and
nothing you don't.
With Webroot Internet Security Essentials you get antivirus, antispyware, and
protection from hackers - plus it guards your privacy and automatically backs up
your digital photos and other irreplaceable files. There are none of the confusing
features that slow you down and do little to protect you against today's most
common threats - which means you can move at the speed of the Internet and
still stay safe.

& webroor

~ Internet Security

Essentl@li
......
_... ........ _
...

_

Get the protection you need and the speed you demand. Start running

Webroot Internet Security Essentials today. Visit www.webroot.com/wlse
or call 1.866.612.4268 today.

Web root

The Best Security
in an Unsecured World '"

© 2008 Webroot Software, Inc.All rights reserved. Webroot is aregistered trademark or trademark of Webroot Software, Inc. in the IJmted States and other countfles.

Security Alert
Use Encryption to Safeguard Your Data
BY ROBERT LEMOS

software, consider PGP Desktop ($99 , find .pcworld.com/61660).
For encrypting USB thumb drives, Windows users can nab the
A DISCREETLY TUCKED-AWAY fo lder that contains your
free Rohos Mini Drive down load {find.pcwo rld.corn/61861).
resume, your tax returns, and other important files may be
File encryption protects only the fi les and folders you speci
convenient for you, but it's also a gold mine for online crooks
fy, or course. Typically you 'll set up a fo lder or virtual drive to
who steal and sell digital data on a thriving black market.
encrypt any files saved inside it automatically; as long as you
Even though encrypting data unquestionably helps protect
haven 't left the relevant folder or files open, a thier won' t be
it from thieves, many users in
able to access the protected
the past believed that using
Encrypt ing your hard disk t o protect your
data. In contrast, ir you set up
encryption tools wasn't worth
dat a doesn't have t o be a da unt ing task ,
your PC with full-disk encryp
the trouble. But times change:
t hanks to a Large number of practical tool s.
tion enabled, you have no pro
In the second hair or 2007,
tection once you log in and
unlock the drive.
thefts or laptops, hard drives ,
and computer gear accounted
File encryption can also pro
for 57 percent of sensitive-data
tect against "d 'oh! " moments
such as accidentally sharing
losses reported by companies ,
more than you meant to with a
according to Symantec.
Luckily, as data theft has be
misconfigured fi le-sharing pro
gram, for example. The draw
come more common, encryp
back, compared with fu ll-disk
t ion has gotten easier to use.
protection , is that if you un
An array of options today
thinkingly save a sensitive file
both free and paid-can keep
your information safe even if
outside an encrypted folder,
it' s fair game. If you want maxi
someone walks off with your
mum protection, you can use
laptop or breaks into your PC.
both full-disk and file encryp
tion on the same drive.
Encrypting Everything
Full-disk encryption protects
Setting It ALL Up
everything on a hard drivc
To set up file or folder encryp
even if the drive departs in
someone else's pocket.
tion with a program such as
TrueCrypt or PGP Desktop ,
BitLocker, a utility built in to
Vista Enterprise and Vista Ulti
first open the utility and elect
to create a virtual disk (which receives its own drive letter in
mate, provides such protection. You' ll find the program in
Explorer) or an encrypted folder. You' ll have to choose a good
the Windows Security Control Panel.
password and a type of encryption (usually the default is fine).
Other Windows users-and Mac and Linux aficionados
have options as well. TrueCrypt {find .pcworld.corn/61859) is a
After creating the virtual drive or folder, you can access it
whenever you want: Simply double-click it, supply the pass
free, easy-to-use open-source encryption product maintained
wo rd , and save data to it as if it were any other drive folder.
by an active development community. If you feel more com
Mac OS X users can use the built-in FileVault to encrypt »
fortable working with commercially supported , full-featured

!

Read about a hacker blackmail scheme involving stolen prescription
drug records at find .pcworld.com/ 61931, and then Learn how to spot
eight types of social-engineering tactics at find.pcworld.com/61932 .
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Security Alert
the home directory through the Securi
ty component of System Preferences.
In addition, FileVault can create encrypt
ed virtual disks (which you can move to
a USB thumb drive or another storage
device) via the Mac's Disk Uti lity.
BitLocker doesn 't allow file encryp
tion; but a file encrypted with third
party sofrware in one operating system
can be decrypted in others- convenient
if your workplace runs multiple OSs.
E-mail encryption isn't widely used

BUGS & FIXES

STUART J . JOHNSTON

A SCARY SECURITY flaw

PLus: Block the latest IE and Excel

L

assaults, and fix F-Secure security.
th at would allow malicious
worms to infect one PC and
rated by Microsoft. The company distrib
then automatically jump to others
uted the fix via Automatic Updates; alter
prompted Microsoft to re lease a rare out
natively, you can download it manually
of-cycle patch in October. The glitch is
critical for both 32-bit and 64-bit versions
of Windows XP and Windows Server
2003, and for Windows Server 2000.
Microsoft says that targeted attacks
exploited the hole prior to the patch's
release, and that "detailed ex ploit code"

can hand le e-mail encryption .

is currently available online.

No Slowdown , but Drawbacks

2007 that Microsoft has released a fi x outside of its
normal Patch Tuesday
cycle; the action was
sparked by lessons
learned from worm

This marks the first time since April

encryption and decryption processing
without suffering a noticeable slow
down . But protecting data with encryp
tion does require you to remember yet
another crucial password, and losing
the key is like losing the combination
to an unbreakable safe: You may never
recover the encrypted data .
Another vulnerability arises if you
copy or save unencrypted files to a USB
drive or other backup media, and you
don 't encrypt your backup drive.
"A lot of us have drives beyond the
computer," says John Dasher, a market
ing director for encryption firm PGP.
" It doesn 't make much sense to encrypt
your main drive if all your important
files are sitting on a USB thumb drive
sitting in your desk drawer. "
Finally, even the best encryption sys
tem doesn 't protect against <i ll data
theft threats. If an online intruder
infects your PC with a keylogger, the
malware can steal online banking data
and passwords as you type, or even
capture and transmit screen shots,
regardless of how that data is saved or
sent (though t he intruder wouldn ' t be
able to get into your encrypted files
without that password) . Use a good
antivirus program and keep all of your
software- not just your OS-up-to
date to protect against malware threats.
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Worm Risk Spurs Critical Microsoft Patch

outside specific industries. It involves
an extra key-exchange step with recipi
ents . Both PGP and the open-source
Gnu Privacy Guard project (gnupg .org)

A fast computer today can handle

I

epidemics like Blaster
and Slammer. which
cost users billions of
dollars to disinfect in 2003.
Though the new hole is a
huge risk, protections put in place since
the worms surfaced make another epi
demic far less likely. Most important is
Windows XP's default-on Windows Fire
wall: A worm crafted to attack the new
flaw would have to establish an external
connection, which firewalls usually block.
If a PC has no firewall, however, or if it is
set up to permit file sharing and an attack
comes from an infected PC on the same
network, the conquering worm could take
over the targeted PC. Business networks,
which typically have many PCs config
ured for file sharing, are thus at high risk.
Windows Vista and Windows Server
2008 have mitigating factors that reduce
the risk from "critical" to "important," as
BUGGED?

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
to bugs@pcworld.com.

(and read additional information about
the issue) at find .pcworld.com/61863.

IE Fixes, Too
On its regular Patch Tuesday schedule,
Microsoft supplied fixes for six bad holes in
Internet Explorer, underscoring the need
to upgrade to IE 7 as soon as possible.
The wide-ranging flaws affect
IE 5, 6, and 7 on Windows
2000, XP, Vista, Server
2003, and Server 2008,
but they're most seri
ous if you use an older
version of IE on Win
dows XP or 2000. In
those cases, an attack
could run any command
and have its way with your PC. If
you 've upgraded to IE 7, the flaws permit
miscreants to steal user names or other
cookie-based data, but nothing more.
Two of the bugs rated as most danger
ous in Microsoft's new "exploitability
index assessment," which gauges how
likely an attack is against a given vulner
ability. Get the fixes through Automatic
Updates, or download the patch (and
read more info on the new exploitability
ratings) at find.pcworld.com/61865.

Insecure F-Secure
Once again, security software has created
an insecurity. If an F-Secure program
ranging from Internet Security 2008 to
Anti-Virus 2008 to Home Server Security
2009, in versions dating to 2006- scans
a poisoned compressed file, your system
could be compromised. F-Secure says
that no attacks have occurred, but if you
use any of these versions, make sure that
the app has acquired the latest updates
(which should happen automatically).

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:
_.-

'1
'1

-----

Remembers your usernames and passwords.
Logs you into all your favorite websites.

V Reduces your many passwords to just one.
'./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.

V

Fills long forms and so much more!

We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNErs
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

Security Alert
Unsafe Spam Spikes With the Return of an Old Tactic
THE PROPORTION OF spam messag
es containing dangerous attachments
increased eightfold in recent months,
according to security firm Sophos.
During the period from July through
September 2008, one in every 416
e-mail messages received carried a dan
gerous attachment designed to infect
PCs with malicious software, accord ing
to the company, compared with just
one in every 3333 e-mail messages be
tween April and June of the same year.
The spike marked online crooks' re
turn in force to the tactic of attaching
malware to e-mail after largely ignoring
it for a time in favor of planting links to
infected Web sites and downloads.

Sophos blamed much of the observed
increase on several large-scale malware
attacks, the wors t being the Agent-HNY
Trojan horse, which was disguised as

the Penguin Panic arcade game for
App le iPhones. The e-mailed Trojan
horse affected only Windows, however.
"Organized criminals are causing
havoc for Windows users in the hunt
for cold hard cash, " says Gra ham Clu
ley, senior technology consultant at
Sophos. "Too many people are clicking
without thinking-exposing them
selves to hackers who are he ll-bent on
gaining access to confidential informa
tion and raiding bank accounts. "
Noting a rise in the amount of spam
sent via social-networking Web sites
such as Facebook and Twitter, Sophos
says it expects the trend to continue.
-Carrie-A1111 Ski11ncr

Targeted E-Mail Attacks: The Bull's-Eye Is on You
FAR MORE DANGEROUS than a
normal e-mail attack. targeted at
tacks choose a particular person
as the prospective victim and tailor

L

Like nontargeted attacks. the tailored messages direct potential

their message to that recipient.

victims to open an attachment or to visit a Web site, which then

Since their creators craft the mes

launches an assault. Patrik Runald, chief security advisor w ith

sages ca refully (with few spelling

F-Secure. says that some attacks in the past directed users to visit

and grammatical errors, for exam

a site that tried to install a malicious ActiveX control. The control

ple). these assaults lack tell-tale

was signed with a valid but stolen certificate to avoid the warnings

indicators and thus stand a far greater chance of snaring a victim.

about installing an unsigned ActiveX component- another exam

A recent e-mail blast sent out to Linkedin users followed this

ple of the sophisticated planning that goes into this type of con.

pattern (see find.pcworld.com/ 61886). The e-mail, which appears to

Runald says that targeted attacks-particularly those launched

have come from support@linkedin.com and addresses Linkedin

against high-profile targets such as military or defense contrac

members by name, purports t o provide a req uested list of exported

tors, government agencies, and certa in nonprofi t organizations

business contacts. In reality, the attachment launches a malware

(including groups concerned with Darfur and Tibet) - typically use

strike against anyone who double-clicks it.

Word documents, PowerPoint files. or PDFs as attachments. E-mail

Linkedin is mum on the question of how attackers managed to
lift the con tact information for the 10,000 users who received the
targeted messages, but similar attacks against Monster.com users

50

New, neatly tailored e-mail messages- and
their payloads-could be focusing on you .

attachments have enjoyed a recent resurgence as attack vectors
after falling into disfavor among crooks for some time.
As always, exercising caution is essential to protecting your sys

last year relied on contact data stolen via a Trojan horse malware

tem from poisoned e-mail links or attachments. Make it a habit to

infection. Using attacks masquerading as messages from the Bet

run suspect links past free online scanners such as LinkSca nner at

ter Bu siness Bureau and the Internal Revenue Service, scammers

explabs.com. Another way to avoid being attacked by a booby

may have lifted names and business titles from profiles on social

trapped attachment is to open it in a nonstandard program. For ex

networking sites and even company Web sites. And a Hungarian

ample, opening a suspect PDF with Foxit Reader (find .pcworld.com/

si te recently disclosed a Twitter vulnerability that allows anyone to

61889) instead of with Adobe Reader would likely neuter it- which

type in a URL and see supposedly private messages.

is all the more reason to try out alternative applications. •
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Inkjet MFPs Give You More for Your Money
WHETHER you have $100 or

lilffi'

$400 to spend, and

•_._,....,..r=r,11..,_.:ll!ll
.. whether you want a

simple unit or a sophisticat
ed one, there's an inkjet mul
tifunction printer for you.
The newest arrivals we've
tested illustrate the variety
of options now available.
Canon's $150 Pixma MP620
offers impressive features and
capabilities for the price, in
cluding sharp text quality,
dual 150-sheet input trays ,
and both Wi-Fi and ethernet.
Epson's $300 Artisan 800
aims high with such classy
features as a large touch
screen control panel and a
CD/DVD printing mecha
nism that emerges from the
open front bay. You can
52 I W WW . PC W ORLD . C O M
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The low-cost Canon MP620 offers wire less
connectivity, while t he high -end Epson Artisan
800 provides a CD/ DVD printing function .

choose photo options on the
control panel, selecting lay
outs or a mix of sizes on one
sheet. You can even create
greeting cards . Alternatively,
you can print an index sheet
designed to let you select
photos and settings by filling
in circles and then feeding
the sheet into the scanner.
Photo features are steadily
becoming standard on inkjet
MFPs . All but the most bare
bones (or business-oriented)
models have media card sloes
that accept major formats .
For thicker paper, some have
a dedicated tray-usually a

JANUAR Y 2009

CANON'S PIXMA MP620 (left)
Is a good deal for hom e users,
and Epson's Artisan 800 should
appeal to phot ography buffs.

small one piggybacked onto
the main tray, as with the
Artisan 800-or a second
input, as with the MP620.
Many offer photo functions
that don' t require a PC. And
color LCDs on the printers
let you view photos and nav
igate printing options easily.
In considering any model,
note that paper capacity is
critical. Home users or stu
dents can probably get along
with 100 pages or so. A home
office or small office should
seek a capacity of 200-plus
sheets, as found on Canon's
MP620 and MX700 (our

Best Buy pick this month).
Research ink yields, too. If
you print very little, a lower
capacity cartridge (about 200
pages) might do even though
it costs more per page; other
wise, seek a model that uses
high-capacity cartridges.
HP's Photosmart C5280 (in
fourth place on our chart)
offers both kinds , and the
cost difference is significant.
An automatic document
feeder (ADF) is essential if
you scan long documents ;
but if you can't recall when
you last sent a fax, resist the
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urge to get that feature "just
in case." Even with a multi
function printer, you can
have too many functions .

Low Cost, Good Prints
Canon 's Pixma MP620 has
connectivity and capacity
galore. While its design has a
few shoncomings, overall it's
a good deal, especially for a
busy home or school setting.
1he control panel replaces
a raft of buttons with a scroll
wheel that spins through op
tions shown on the adjacent,
ti ltable , 2.5-inch color LCD.
The remaining buttons are
MORE ONLINE

For more information on the
color inkjet MFPs reviewed
here, including testing details,
visit find.pcwo rl d.com/61882.

clearly labeled and easy to
use. USB , ethernet, and Wi-Fi
are standard; you need a S50
adapter for Bluetooth. The
two media slots take most
kinds of cards . The Pict
Bridge port accepts only
Canon-compatible devices .
The 150-sheet output tray
automatically unfolds itself
from the front panel when
you initiate a print job. Yo u
get two 150-sheet input
trays: one below for letter
size plain paper, and a second
in back for larger or thicker
sheets. Unfortunately, on my
test unit, raising the tele
scoping guides for the rear
vertical input involved a lot
of tugging and clattering,
and I accidentally collapsed
them numerous times. The
machine lacks an ADF and
duplexing capabilities, too.

The MP620 performed rea
sonably well in our tests . It
produced p lain-text prints
at 7.6 pages per minute and
graphics pages at 2.2 ppm
average speeds. The pigment
black ink generated impres
sively crisp, dark letters .
On color graphics it uses a
dye-based second black, plus
cyan, magenta, and ye llow.
We found a bit too muc h
yellow in some color graph
ics samples; flesh tones in
particular looked orangey
on plain paper and a little
jaundiced on Canon 's photo
paper. Despite that and a
slight graininess , images
otherwise looked vivid and
natural. Scan and copy tes ts
yielded good resu lts as wel l.
At press time, Canon had
yet to publish yields for the
five ink cartridges. Other,

BROTHER 'S MFC-790CW (LEFT)
fell far short in our speed tests,
but Lexmark's X46SO produced
t ext pages at an amazing rate.

similar Canon printers have
had reasonable costs .
Canon 's normally solid
documentation had one flaw
this time: The printed Setup
Guide has a confounding
flowchart of installation
options that stymies rather
than advances the process.
Aside from that, Canon's
better-than-average rating in
our latest Reliability and
Service survey bodes well
for your overall ex perience.

Photo-Friendly MFP
Epson' s Artisan 800 has
many tempting photo fea
tures. It 's expensive, but it' s
still worth a look, espe»
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cially for avid shutterbugs.
It boasts a 7.8-inch, tilt
able touch-screen control
panel with a 3.5-inch color
LCD. Navigating the menus
is easy, but the sheer num
ber of options made me wish
for a comprehensive over
view. Two media slots take
various formats; the unit has
a PictBridge port, too.
The star feature is the inte
grated CD/DVD printing
mechanism. The caddy low
ers itself from its lair in the
open front bay. I like this
self-contained design even
better than what HP has on
models such as the C5280.
In our tests, the Epson
unit output plain-text pages
at an impressive rate of 9.8
ppm . Its 5.4-ppm graphics
speed topped the charts.
Considering the Artisan
800's photography slant, I
shouldn't have been sur
prised that it did better on
photo paper than on plain.
But given that its six sepa
rate inks offer a wider color
palette, I was disappointed in
its results. Our plain-paper
samples were dull, feathery,
or grainy. On Epson 's photo
paper, colors erred toward
pink at times but othen.,rise
looked natura l. Scans were
good; copies seemed fuzzy.
The ink is reasonably priced.
Paper handling is some
times annoying. A 30-sheet
photo tray sits atop the 120
sheet, letter-size/legal-size
main tray. The SO-sheet out
put tray (a series of telescop
ing panels) pulls out from the
photo-tray area . But load ing
the main tray is complicated:
You must retract the clumsy
output extensions, slide and
lift the photo tray, fish for
the width adjustment under
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Performance

MODEL

IJlil Canon Pixrn a MX700

1 . . $180

find .pcworld.com/59701

Can on Pixrna MX7600

2 $400

find .pcworld.com/60074

Features and specifications

• Text quali ty: Very Good
• Graphics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed (ppm):9.1text/
3.2graphics

• 30ppmtext
• 20 ppm graphics
• 4800·by·1200-dpimaxi mumtrue
cotor resolution

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Superior
• Tested speed !ppm): 9.8 text/
3.7graphics

• 28 ppm text
• 23 ppm graphics
• 4800·by·l200-dpi maximum true
colorresolution

BOTIOM LINE: The fast. full-featu red MX7600 will suit any small business or home office that can afford it.

Canon Pixrna MP620

3 S150 NEW

find .pcworld.com/61884

•• =

, ..

II I

• Text quality: Superior
• Graphics quality:Good
• Tested speed (ppm): 7.6text/
2.2graphics

' • 26ppmtext
• 17 ppm graphics
• 9600·by·2400·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOMLINE: For home or school, the Pixma MP620 offers impressive features and connectivity for a low price.

HP Photosrnart C5280

4 $1 30

find.pcworld.com/58163

• Text quality: Good
• Graphics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed (ppm):7.3 text/
2.4 graphics

• 32ppmtext
• 24 ppm graphics
• 4800·by·120D-dpimaximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The versatile C5280 handles photo and CD/DVD printing as easily as it does everyday copying and scanning.

Epson Artisan 800

5 S300 NEW

find.pcworld.com/61885

•Text quality:Fair
• Graphics quality: Fair
• Tested speed (ppm): 9.8 text/
5.4graphics

• 38ppmtext
• 38 ppm graphics
• 5760·by·1440·dplmaximum true
color resolution

BOTIOMLINE: You get plenty of features and capabilities In the Artisan 800, but it needs specia l pape r fo r t he best results.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ratings are as ofllnl/08. Speeds are In pages per minute !ppm).

neath, and then put every
thing back. Fortunately, the
30-sheet ADF is easy to use.
Most of the manuals are
good, but they don't cover a
few of the Artisan 800's fea
tures. And although auto
matic duplexing requires a
$30 accessory, you can select
the feature in the driver re
gardless, which is confusing.
The Artisan 800 offers so
much that one might forget
its failings. Business users
may find a better fit in the
Canon Pixrna MX7600 (sec
ond on our chart), or one of
Epson's Workforce MFPs
(which we have yet to test).

Other Contenders
Three new models we tested
missed the chart. The wideformat capability, generous
paper-tray capacity, and inex
pensive inks of Brother's

200 9

$200 MFC-5890CN increase
a small office's publishing
potential without breaking
the bank. But it output plaintext pages at just 5.7 ppm in
our tests, though its 2.4
ppm speed on graphics was
more in line with the pack.
At least the print results
were pleasing, and scan and
copy samples looked good.
Brother's compact, $180
MFC-790CW provides nice
features for the price. Wi-Fi
connectivity is standard. The
4.2-inch color LCD touch
screen is mostly easy to use.
Media slots , a PictBridge
port, and a photo tray en
courage you to print shots.
Loading or adjusting media
requires some tricky maneu
vers , but the unit's central
problem is its poor speed. It
generated plain text at an
abysmal rate of 3.9 ppm. (It

did better on graphics, man
aging 2.4 ppm.) The print
quality didn't compensate
for the long wait, either.
Lexmark's $130 X4650
made a good first impres
sion, spitting out plain text
pages at an astonishing rate
of 11 ppm- faster than all
but one MFP in our rank
ings . Text samples were
black and crisp. On graphics ,
however, it bogged down,
managing an anemic 1.3 ppm.
Color images tended to look
a little pale, especially on
plain paper, but otherwise
they were pretty smooth and
detailed. Color test scans
appeared too dark, while
monochrome scans seemed
too light. Copies were a bit
rough. The machine falls
short in features, too, and
its cost per page is steep .
-Melissa Riofrio

RIM's First 3G Phone: Enticing, But...
THE BLACKBERRY BOLD

?'?fl 900~, R~search in

•~..!rn'.!:.w.w'!il;a.-•• Motion s formid a
ble contender in the 3G mar
ket, offers a sleek design, a
sharp display, and high
speed connectivity, but fails
to impress in other areas
particularly its call quality
and the camera 's image qual
ity. Also, the Bold carries a
steep price tag ($300 with
a two-year AT&T sign-up,
or S680 with no contract).
At 4.5 by 2.6 by 0.55 inch-

BlackBerry Bold 9000
Research in Moti on
Revamps the BlackBerry look and
interface; falls short in other areas.
List: S300 (with two-year contract).
$680 (with no contract)
fin d.pcworld.com/61867

es, it has roughly the same
dimensions as its predeces
sor, the BlackBerry Curve
8300, and the same curved
corners and glossy face. At
4.8 ounces, the Bo ld out
weighs the Curve's 4 ounces.
The Bold lacks the iPhone's
touch screen (the forthcom
ing BlackBerry Storm will
have that) , but offers a terrif
ic keyboard and the business
e-mail and infrastructure
friendly characteristics that
BlackBerrys are known for.
The Bold has superior bat
tery life, too . In our tests, its
battery gave 7 hours , 56 min
utes of talk time , longer than
other 3G phones we've tried.
But the Bold's call qua lity
disappointed me. While calls
to landline phones sounded
clear, calls to other cell
phones (on various carriers)
suffered from background
hiss. Voices had ample vol-

RIM'S BLACKBERRY BOLD
is stylish but pricey.

ume, but also so unded
somewhat tinny.
The Bold's QWERTY
keyboard did impress
me. Its sculpted keys
minimize finger slip
page, and thin metal
dividers ak in to guitar
frets separate the
keys, which enhances
their usability.
The BlackBerry operat
ing system gets a makeover,
as well. The interface looks
cleaner and more attractive.
The home screen has a cus
tomizable view for applica
tion shortcuts, called the
Ribbon . A menu key takes
you to the ma in application
screen and its spruced-up
new app icons . Roll over an
icon with the trackball, and
a label pops up, identifying

LG Lotus's Feature Set Not Quite Enough
THE LG LOTUS from Sprint

LG'S LOTUS PACKS multimedia

?'?W packs .multi':1edia

.~. .!rn'.!:
.....,..r:r.11
...
_.... capab1l1t1es mto a
stylish yet functional design.
It has both a 1.3-inch exter
nal display with music con
trols and, ins ide, a 2.4-inch
diagonal screen and a full
QWERTY keyboard. ll10ugh
a bit wide for small hands, it
fits nicely into a pants pocket.
In my tests, call quality
over Sprint's EvDO network
was very good both ways,
but the keys are too narrow
for extensive texting.
Video playback can be
uneven on the 240-by-320
resolution screen. Music
sounded good from the two

functi ons into a com pact design.

One Click interface, which
puts the multimedia features
at your fingertips. But at
$1 SO for a two-year contract,
the Lotus fee ls a bit over
priced for what it delivers.

-Gimry Mies

speakers , but the Lotus lacks
both a standard 3.5mm head
phone jack and a headset.
The Lotus comes with both
the Sprint Navigation GPS
application and Sprint's

Lotus I LG
Phone has a striking design. but you
can find a si milar model for less.
List: Sl50 (with two-year contract)
fin d.pcworld.com/61928

that icon's function .
The phone supports 3G,
tri-band HSDPA, and quad
band EDGE data connectivi
ty. Over AT&T's 3G net
work, Web pages loaded
quickly; Wi-Fi performance
impressed me, too .
Images and video looked
spectacular on the Bold's
480-by-320-pixel VGA dis
play. The Bold 's music app is
fairly plain, but the phone
comes with a standard
3.5mm headphone jack.
The 2.0-megapixel camera
has a flash and SX digital
zoom. But the flash was
bli ndingly bright, causing
indoor pictures to appear
grainy and overexposed.
The Bold comes preloaded
with Mobi4Biz, which is a
subscription-based on
demand video service, and
a few games ; in addition,
RIM's BlackBerry Storefront,
due to launch in March, will
provide an online market for
BlackBerry apps, a la Apple's
App Store and the T-Mobile
G 1's Android Market.

-GimryMics
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Extreme Gaming Desktops:
Fast Parts, Exotic Good Looks
DO YOU HEAR that? It's

liii!Bil

the hum and w_hir
._.._........,!.__
..
of mighty cooling
fans in the fastest gaming
desktops we've ever seen.
We tested these power
houses with our application
based WorldBench 6 bench
mark, along with updated
ga ming tests-using Unreal
Tournament 3 and Enemy
Territory: Quake Wars-that
measure performance at var
ious settings, including high
resolution (2560 by 16CO)
ga ming. To make th e most
direct comparisons possible,
we no longer factor in the
price of bundled monitors i.n
our desktop PC rankings.

Our Best Buy goes to Fal
con Northwest's Mach V.
Equipped with Intel 's new
Nehalem-based 3. 2-GHz
Core i7 Extreme 965 CPU
(overclocked to 3.8 GHz), a
whopping 12GB ofDDR3
1600 RAM , and two ATI
Radeon HD 4870 X2 graph
ics boards, the Mach V pre
vailed in almost every graph
ics test. Even so, both the Xi
MTower HAF-SLI and the
Hardcore Computer Reactor
(which ranked second and
fifth , respectively, on the
chart) equaled its record
WorldBench 6 result of 163.
The Xi pushes the limit for
overclocking by cranking an

HARDCORE Computer's
Reactor. Total-Immersion
liquid cooling arrives.

older 3.33-GHz Core 2
Duo E8600 to an eye
ball-popping 4.5 GHz.
Crazier still, the rig
depends on air cool
ing alone to achieve
this massive boost
in performance.
Taking the oppo
site approach is Hardcore
Computer's Reactor, a mon
ster to behold with one of
the best chassis designs we've
seen . The system's 3.2-GHz
QX9770 CPU (overclocked
to 4 GHz), 4GB of RAM, two

PC WORLD TOP 5 GAMINO DESKTOP PCs
Performance

MODEL

1mJ1 Falcon Northwest
. . Mach V
$7395 NEW
find.pcworld.com/619 18

• WorldBench 6score: 163
•World Bench 6 rating: Superior
•Graphics: Superior
• Overall design: Very Good

•
II

Features and specifications
• 3.2·GHz Core f7 Ertreme965 CPU
• Overclocked to 3.8 GHz (fan-cooled)
• Dual 2GB ATI Radeon HD 4870 X2
• 12GBDDR3·1066RAM;1.lTB storage

BOTTOM LINE: It's expensive. but the Mach V packs in the latest technologies for the pinnacle of powerful PC performance.

2

Xi MTower HAF-SLI
4
$31B NEW
find.pcworld.com/6l 921

WorldBench 6score:163
• WorldBcnch 6 rating: Superior

• 3.33·GHz Core 2Duo EB600 CPU
• Dverclocked to 4.5 GHz (fan -cooled)

• Graphics: Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• Oual512MB EVGA GeForce9800 GTX
• 4GB ODRJ.1333 RAM; 600GB storage

II •

BOTTOM LINE: This rig trades in some graphical prowess to achieve blazing overclocked performance at a killer price.
Vigor Gaming

3

WorldBench Gscore: 127

Force Re con BT
$3399
find.pcworld.com/61922

• WorldBench 6 rating: Good
• Graphics: Good
• Overall design:Very Good

• 3.2·GHz Core 2 Extreme X9770 CPU
•Dual 512MB ATI Radeon HD 3870 OC
• 2GB DOR 3·IBOO RAM; t 9TB storage

BOTTOM LINE: Though it's not a world·beater. the Force Recon BT offers good performance and its price Is reasonable.

4

Oberclok Reaktor
$3693 NEW
find.pcworld.com/ 61923

• WorldB ench 6 score: 145
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
• Graphics: Superior
• overall design: Good

m

• 2.B3·GHz Core 2Quad 09550 CPU
• Overclocked to 3.41 GHz (fan-cooled)
•Single 2GB MSI Rad eon HD 4870 X2
• 408 DOR2·1066RAM; 1.3TB storage

BOTTOM LINE: A speedy system, but a few of Oberclok's design decisions just don't make sense in a PC of this caliber.

5

Hardcore Com puter
Reactor
$10,053 NEW
find.pcworld.com /61920

• World Bench 6 score: 163
• World Bench 6 rating: Superior
• Graphics: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• 3.2·GHz Core 2Extreme OX9770 CPU
• Overclock ed to 4 GHz (liquid·cooled)
•Th ree lGB PNY GeForce GTX 280
• 4GB OOR3·1600 RAM: 2.2TB storage

BOTTOM LINE: Impressive, imposing oil-immersion PC; but cheaper. fas ter (graphics-wise). more-upgradable PCs exist.
CHART NOTES: Pricesand ratingsare as of 11{1 1/08. Bundled monitor not Included in system pricing.

MO R E ONL I NE

56

powet suppJ.ies, and three
overclocked nVidia GTX-280
graphics boards are com
pletely submerged in non
conductive oil. Though its
configurations start at about
$4500, the Reactor we tested
broke the SlOK barrier with
three 64GB solid-state drives
(in RAID 0) for your boot
volume, plus two 1-terabyte
7200-rpm drives (mirrored in
RAID 1) for file storage . Total
hard drive space that's actu
ally available: 1.2TB.
Vigor Gaming's tried-and
true Force Recon BT pro
vides 1.8TB of storage and
good expandability via four
spare external 5.25-inch drive
bays. On the other hand, its
performance slipped against
the new competition, in
cluding Oberclok's Reaktor.
Oberclok overclocks the
Reaktor's Quad 9550 CPU to
3.41 GH z and adds a great
graphics card. But poor
peripheral and PC! choices
drop it to fourth on our list.
-David M111plry

Visit find.p cworld .com/61929 for in- depth rev iews , ful l test re su l ts, and detailed specs for each desktop
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in our chart.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Ultimate.

acer:

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® Aspire® 6930
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel®Centrino®processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista®Home Premium
4GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
250GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
5-in-1 card reader
Acer CineCrystal 16.0" WUXGA
(1920 x 1080) full HD TFT display
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
• 802.11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN, Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN,V.92 modem, webcam
• One-year limited warranty2

Acer Aspire 6930-6940

$799
Intel®Core'"2 Duo ProcessorT5800
(2MB L2 cache, 2GHz,BOOMHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Home Premium
(LX.A.5ROX.037)

Acer B243W bdr
$359

Acer B223W B bmzdr
$239

• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1920 x 1200 maximum resolution
• 3000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, OVI (HOCP) signal connectors

• 22" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 10000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP),USS signal connectors
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• 5ms response time
•Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Height,tilt,swivel and pivot adjustments

• 400 cd/m 2 brightness
• Sms response time
• Height,tilt, swivel and pivot adjustments
(ET.FB3WP.001}

~

Acer SignalUp
This technology strategically positions two PIFA antennas on the notebook's
top panel to generate an omni-directional signal sphere for superior wireless
reception.

(ET.EB3WP003}

Acer GridVista
Easy-to-use software designed to automatically split the screen in up to
four separate windows and make the most of available screen space.

. acer.com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

Acer® TravelMate® 5730
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel® Centrino® processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Genuine Windows® XP Professional 3
Microso Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 4
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
160G81 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
5-in -1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel® Graph ics Media
Accelerator 4500MHD
• 802.11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN ,
gigabit LAN , V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty 2

Acer TravelMate 5730-6984

$899
Intel®Core'~2 Duo Processor T5870
(2MB L2 cache, 2GHz,800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(lX.TQHOZ.379)

Acer B223W bdmr
$215
• 22" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVl (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0Wintegrated speakers
• Height, tilt,swivel and pivot adjustments
(ET.EB3WP.002)

Acer Bio-Protection
Gain an extra layer of serurity while eliminating the need to remember passwords and PINs
with the Acer Bio-Protection fingerprint reader.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® TravelMate® 6292
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel® Centrino® processor technology
Genuine Windows® XP Professional
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120G81 hard drive
Modular Super-Multi dri ve
5-in- 1 card reader
12.1" WXGA (1280 x 800)
TFT display
Intel® Graphics Media
Accelerator X3100
802.11a/g/n WLAN , Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN , V.92 modem, webcam
Fingerprint reader
Three-year limited warranty 2

Acer TravelMate 6292-6856

$949

Intel<!) Core'~2 Duo ProcessorT7500
(4MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz,800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows® XP Professional
(LX.TG606.082)

Acer B203W bdmr
$205
• 20" wide·screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500: 1dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontal/vP.rtir.al viewing angles
• VGA, DVl (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speaker.;
• Height tilt swivel and pivot adjustments
(ET.DB3WP.002)

AcerDASP

Disk Anti-Shock Protection is a technology that safeguards the hard disk against
knocks and provides an unmatched level of protection.

Acer Acer V223W bmd

$185
• 22" wide-screenTFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontal/ver!X:al viewing angle!
• VGA, DVl (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.5W integrated speakers
(ET.EV3WP.002)

Acer QuickCharge
Rlund on select models,Acer OuickCharge technology enables the notebook's batter)
to be 80 percent fully charged in just one hour.

acer.Com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

Acer® TravelMate® 4720
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel® Centrino® processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Genuine Windows® XP Professiona13
Microsoft® Office Ready (60-day trial) 4
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
160GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
5-in-1 card reader
14. 1 " WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator X3100
802 .11 a/g/n WLAN , Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN , V.92 modem , webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Three-year limited warranty 2

AcerTravelMate 4720-6218

$999
Intel!) Core'"2 Duo Processor17500
(4MB L2 cache, 2.20GHz,800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(LX.TKSOZ.042)

Acer 8193 bdmh
$195
•
•
•
•

19" TFT LCD
1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• Sms response time
•Two 1.0Wintegrated speakers
• He igh~ tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.CB3RP.002)

Acer CrystalEye
Enjoy all the potential of video conferencing with the integrated Acer CrystalEye,simple to use and compatible with
Internet-basedvideo and voice communication services.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® Venton® M460
• Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor or
- Intel® Pentium® Dual-Core Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista® Business
• CD with Windows® XP Professional3
• Microso~ Office Professional 2007
{60-day tria1) 4
• 160GB1 hard drive
•Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN
• One-year limited warranty2
with limited on-site service5

Monitor sold separately

Acer Veriton M460-ED7201 C

$579
Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor E7200
(3MBL2 cache, 2.53GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
2GB DDR2 SDRAM,Super-Multi drive
(PS.V520Z.056)

Acer Veriton M460-ED7200C

Acer Veriton M460-ED5200C

$479

$449

Intel® Core"'2 Duo Processor E7200
(3MBL2 cache, 2.53GHz,1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM, DVD-ROM drive
(PS.V520Z.055)

lntef1> Core'"2 Duo Processor E5200
(2MBL2 cache, 2.50GHz, BOOMHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM, Super-Multi drive
(PS.V520Z.074)

Veriton Service Upgrades
Next-business-day limited on-site service5 for
years 2and 3ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.003)

$173
MaH-in/cany-indepot repair coverage for
years 2and 3ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.004)

$68
Acer B193W bdmh
$169

AcerV193 bm
$169

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

19" wide-screen TfT LCD
1440 x900 maximum resolution
2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
• VC..A, DVI (HOCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Height, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ElCB3WP.002)

~-~

Acer elock Management

Acer elock Management locks and unlocks storage media
with password protection for additional security.

19" TfTLCO
1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA signal connector
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
(ET.CV3RP.002)

~-~

Acer eRecovery Management

Acer eRecovery Management is an easy-to-use utility to create
backups or restore from your archives.

acer.Com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

Acer® Veriton® L460
• Intel®Corem2 Duo Processor or
- lntetl'> Pentium®Dual-Core Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
• CD with Windows®XP Professional3
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 4
• 160GB 1 hard drive
• Super-Multi drive
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN, 802.11 big WLAN with antenna
• Ultra-compact form factor
• One-year limited warrantf
with limited on-site service5

Monitor sold separately

Acer Veriton L460-ED8400C

$639
Intel(!) Core··2 Duo Processor E8400
(6MB L2 cache,3GHz,1333MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
2GB DDR2 SDRAM
(PS.V570Z.057)

Acer Veriton L460-ED5200C

$499
lnte Pentium®Dual-Core Processor E5200
(2MB L2 cache,2.50GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM
(PS.V570Z.076)

Acer V193W bd
$149

• 19" wide-screen m LCD
• 1440 x900 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
•VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• Sms response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.CV3WP.001)

Acer eDataSecurity Management

Conveniently integrated into the Windows1> environment,Acer eDataSecurity Management
provides one-dick encryption and decryption of your files.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® TravelMate® 5730
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel® Centrino® 2 processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Genuine Windows® XP Professional 3
Microso Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 4
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
160GB1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
5-in-1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
802 .11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN, gigabit LAN ,
V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Three-year limited warranty 2

Acer TravelMate 5730-6953

$999
lnte Core'"2 Duo Processor P8400
(3MB L2 cache, 2.26GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(LX.TQHOl378)

Prices shown

aro estimated street prices and do not include tax or shipping. Retailer or roseller prices may vary.

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Oualrty is bu1h into every notebook PC k.er makes. and each comes with a one-year or three-year standard hm1ted warranty.' It includes hard'.vare technical support via toll-free phone pl us a
concurrent International Traveler's Warranty for travel outside the U.S. and Canada. For exlra protection - and peace ot mind - consider a warranty extension or. even better, the Total Protecti on
Upgrade. This plan covers the cost of a replacement unit if, as determined by Acer, you r covered notebook cannot be repai red.
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2)
for Notebooks with 1-Yeor Limited Warranty

$99
2-Year Exlenslon of Limited Warranty + 3- Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.ADOn.002)
for Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with limited warranty and lim ited warranty extension)
$199
3-YearTotal Protecti on Upgrade (146.AD339.004)
for Notebooks with 3-Vear Limited Wurranly
(fotal Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with Umlted w arranty)

$99
Each of these upgrades prepays freight from the Acer repair d epot and exc ludes extension of the lnternat10nal Traveler's Warranty.
, When referring to storage capac ity, GB stnnds for one billion bytes and MB stands for one million bytes. Some utllltles m ay ind icate varying storage capacities. Total user-accessible capac it y
may vary d epending on operating environments.
' For a free copy of the standard limited warranty end-users should see a reseller w here Acer prod ucts are sold or wnt e to tv::.er America Corporat100. Warranty Department. P.O. Bo x 6 137.
Tem ple. TX 76503.
l Genuine Windows"' XP Professional can be Installed in p 1ace o f, not in addition to. Genuine W indows Vistaa Business.
' The 60-day trial o f M icrosoft Office Ready is available \',ith Genuine W indows VtSta~ Busmess onty. no t with Genuine \Vindows.. XP Professional.
' For next-business-d ay response customer call must be received by ~ : 00 p .m. Central Time. Next-business-day response does not apply to seMce calls missed for reasons outside the
control of k.er. such as airport cioscres or parts shonages. Next- business-day response and on-Sile service ap plies to the continental U .S. and Conad a only and m ay not be available
in all locations. In those areas ...mere on-site service is provided, a. technician will be d isp::itched. if necessary. following efforts to resolve the problem by telephone support.

ac.er
I

'

O 2008 Ac.er Amcnca Cort>oratoo. lnlormahon and prices 310 subjecl lo change w1thoul notice. Pnc11"1g is effectrve lrcrn December 1, 2008 tt'rtx.KJh JMU..'lt)' 31 , 2009. Product im agos are
reproseni..111ons oi some of !ho models JVJ.:IJ.bie and may vnty from the ~ you purchase At:.ef. A.spire. TravelM..11e and Ven:.on am rcgis1e-co trademarks al Acer roe. Ce!eron. Celercn
lnsade. Centmo. Centnno Inside. Centnno logo. Core ltlSldc. Intel. lnlel Logo. Intel Core. Intel ln!.KSc. ln!el !fl.Side Logo, Intel V1rv, tntail vPro, ltanium. lt.lfl,um lnslCle. Pentium. Pentium Inside. V1rv
ln!>ldc. vPro Inside Xeon. and Xoon IOSKJe a,-e t:ademarks or tnlel Corporation 111 the U.S and otncr countnes Microsott. W1nc:Jows. the Wlf"ldo\ols logo. nnd Wtndows Vist a arc eflncr n.•"(JtStered
t·aoomarkS
tmdcmJ.rks ol M1Ctosotl Cofpo-ahon in the Un led States Mdfor other counlnes. Blu-my Otsc cs a tradomark ot Blu·r.iy Oise As.sociatlon. Othet' names and brands rroy be
da11ned as the property of Otnefs.

°'

acer.com/us For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571 ~2237
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Video Editors Add Online
Tools, High-Def Features
HEY, WANT TO watch my
home movies? I have ver
sions for DVD, Blu-ray, You
Tube, iPod, and cell phone.
Thanks to Adobe Premiere
Elements 7 and Corel Video
Studio Pro X2-the latest
versions of those video edit
ing programs-you can take
your pick of format. Adobe
concentrates more on Web
related features in its latest
version, while Corel focuses
more on editing in high defi
nition. Cord's new HD fea
tures appealed to me more
than Adobe's online ones
did, but the apps are pretty
close in overall competency.
Premiere Elements 7 can
upload directly to YouTube,
with higher quality than the
previous version. But Adobe
is pushing customers toward
its own online destination,
Photoshop.com. A free ac
count includes 2GB of ca
pacity and a personal URL.
You can set up Premiere
Elements 7 to automatically
back up files , and once files
are uploaded , you can access

them from any PC with an
Internet connection. But
you can view only pictures
online-for videos , you
must download the clip and
use whatever video playback
software your PC has.
VideoStudio Pro X2 lets
you upload directly to You
Tube too, and with fewer
steps than in the previous
version. But the biggest up
date is an enhancement of
its Smart Proxy mode for
creating a lower-resolution
version of your project to
make edits, apply effects,
and add menus, allowing yo u
to edit high-def video on an
underpowered PC. Though
you'll have to take a walk
when the system pulls in the
huge files for movie creation ,
it's still a nice compromise.

HD Formats and More
VideoStudio imports HOV,
AVCHD, and BDMV (from
Blu-ray camcorders-not yet
available in this country) and
exports to BDAV, BDMV,
and AVCHD formats. Pre-

AFTER YOU RECORD your drawing In VideoStudio's new Painting
Creator, you can drop It into your tlmeline and play It back over time.

PREMIERE ELEMENTS 7'S new tagging system lets you designate
files to back up, and you can filter by its new smart tags.

miere Elements 7 outputs
only to BDAV and BDMV.

A new tool in VideoStudio
Pro X2 called Painting Cre
ator allows you to create and
record amusing, in-motion
overlays for your movies.
Within a window, you click
a button to start recording,
and then paint on the canvas
(a blank or a clip) while the
tool records. Fun, but not
terribly sophisticated.
VideoStudio's dialog boxes
and fi lter and effects controls
have been enlarged , and are
easier to see than Premiere
Elements ' controls . But I
prefer seeing, say, a repre
sentation of keyframes in
the timeline so that I know
exactly where those levels
change, as Elements pro
vides; VideoStudio makes
yo u open a dialog box.
Premiere Elements' new
Smart Tag feature analyzes
your clips to identify ones
that are too dark, too blurry,
too shaky, or out of focus. I
agreed with its evaluations ,
and it works quickly.
Another new Elements fea
ture, Instant Movie, lets you
quickly create a movie by
selecting clips, choosing a
theme, and letting the app
implement transitions and

effects based on that t heme.
I found it hard , though, to
locate a theme that worked
well with my clips.
VideoStudio Pro X2 has a
slightly better range of fea
tures than Elements , and
VideoStudio's tool s are eas
ier to see than Elements'.
But Elements still has supe
rior timeline features. Vid 
eoStudio Pro X2 is the bet
ter choice for people who
have an underpowered PC,
and Elements gets the nod
for those with fas t systems.
-Alan Stafford

Premiere Elements 7
Adobe Systems
Webbier than ever. but the inter
face needs an overhaul.
List: SlOO

fi nd.pcworld.corn/61897

VideoStudio Pro X2 I Corel
A great choice for those with
underpowered PCs.
List: 5100

find .pcworld.corn/61896
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New Lenovo ThinkPad Gets You Started
LENOVO' S ThinkPad SL400

M:a!§J

tops the chart wi~h
- - - - power and flex1b1l
ity while costing under
$1300. Meanwhile, HP gives
Lenovo a run for its money
with the HP Compaq 6530b.
Without the power brick,
the HP is lighter than the
Lenovo (5 .3 pounds versus
the SL400's 6.1 pounds);
it's cheaper, too ($1195 ver
sus $1295) . Both work well
as business boxes that can
go the distance: In our tests
the SL400 lasted 5 hours, 8
minutes , and the 6530b ran
for 4 hours , 22 minutes .

PC WORLD TOP 10 ALL-PURPOSE LAPTOPS
Performance

MODEL

[lllJI Lenovo ThinkPad
. . SL400 (2743-25U)
Sl223 NEW
find .pcworld .coml 61937

• WorldBench 6 Beta 2score:
84 Good
• Overall desig n: Very Good
• Tested battery life: 5:08

•
II
•
II
•
II

Features and specifications
• 2.26·GHz Core 2 Duo P8400 CPU
• 14.l·inch wide screen

• 6.1 pounds
• DVD•R DL/DVDtRW

BOTIOM LINE: Basic ThinkPad offers the features and ap ps to get you started, plus terrific battery life; but it lacks extras.

2

Micro Express JFL9226
$1299
find .pcwo rld.com/61313

World8ench 6 Beta 2 score:
103 Superior

•Overall design: Good

• Tested battery life: 4:25

• 2.53·GHz Core 2 DuoT9400 CPU
• 15.4-inch wide screen

• 6.6 pounds
• DVD• RDL/DVDtRW

BOTIOM LINE:The JFL9226 cuts most of the right corners to produce a budget-fri endly speedster. It just needs a face-Lift.

3

Lenovo ldeaPad Y510
SB49
find.pcworld.com/60635

WorldBench 6 Beta 2score:70 Fair
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 3:42

• l.66·GHz Core 2DuoT5450 CPU
• 15.4·inch wide screen

• 6.3 pounds
• DVDtR DL/DVDtRW/-RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Well-built lapto p provides middle-of-the-road performance and a sizable hard disk for a good price.

4

Micro Express IFL9025
$1199
find .pcworld.com/61930

World8ench 6 Beta 2score:
97VeryGood
•Overall design:Goad
•Tested battery life: 3:53

• 2.5·GHz Core 2 Duo T9300 CPU
• 15.4-inch wide screen
• 6.6 pounds
• DVD• RDL/DVD±RW/-RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Though it lacks design finesse, the lFL9025 offers tap mobile speed and decent features for a law price.

5

HP Compaq 6530b
S1195 NEW
fi nd.pcworld.com/61938

• WorldBench 6 Beta 2 score:
81 Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:22

• 2.26·GHz Core 2 Duo P8400 CPU
• 14.1-inch wide screen

• 5.3 pounds
• DVD+RDL/DVD>RW

BOTIOM LINE: HP supplies a great, road-ready presentation tool in this machine. It needs a better screen, however.

SONY'S VGN-NR485 IS a good

6

Sony VAID VGN-NR485
SBOO NEW
flnd.pcwo rld.co m/61939

• Wo rldBench 6 Beta 2 score: 75 Fair
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life: 3:56

combination of power and price.

• 2·GHzCore 2 Duo T5750 CPU
• 15.4-in ch wide screen

• 6.2 pounds
• DVD• RDL/DVDi RW/·RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Faster notebooks are available, but the overall package is strong; plus, you get a 20DGB hard drive.

Sony's VA10 VGN-NR485
($800) helps you save cash,
if you don't mind its moder
ate performance. The system
scored 75 in WorldBench 6,
behind the SL400's 84. The
Sony is suitable for basic
computing needs ; and its
3-hour, 56-minute battery
life and 200GB hard drive
along with its price (the low
est on the chart)-make this
model a compelling deal.
-Da1ren Gladsro11c

7

Tosh iba Satellite
A305-S 6864
$1150
find .pcworld.com/61973

8

Fujitsu LifeBook E8410
$1424
find.pcworld.coml5B296

9

Fujitsu LifeBook TIOlO
S1399 NEW
find .pcworld.com/61940

• 2.2·GHz Core 2 Duo TI500 CPU
• 15.4·inch wide screen

• 5.7 pounds
• DVD±R DL/DVD>RW/·RAM

• WorldBench 6 Beta 2 score:

• 2.26·GHz Core 2 Duo P8400 CPU

86 Good
•Overall desig n: Good
•Tested battery life:3:46

• 5.3 pounds
• DVD±RDl/DVD>RW

• 13.3-lnch wide screen

• World8ench 6 Beta 2score:
115 Superior
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life: 3:44

• 3.06·GHz Core 2Extreme X91DO
• 15.4·inch wide screen
• 6.5 pounds
• DVD±RDL/DVD>RW/·RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Despite a lackluster design, the JFL929Dgrabs notice with its blazing, record-setting speed.
CHARTNOTES:Prices and ratings are as of 10/28/08.Weight does not include AC adapter, power cord, docking station, or extra batteries.

pcworl d.com/61944.
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• World8ench 6 Beta 2score: 73 Fair
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 3:42

BOTTOM LINE: This all-around solid performer won't turn heads, but it will handle basic business needs.

find .pcworld.com/61941

news and reviews , visit find .

• 6.3 pounds
• DVD•R DL/DVD• RW/· RAM

BDTIDM LINE:This sophisticated-looking unit could replace a desktop. yet is light enough that it travels well.

Micro Exp ress JFL9290

For more on the latest laptop

• 2.26-GHz Core 2 Duo P840D CPU
• 15.4-inch wide screen

BOTIOM LINE: Budget minders will like this sleek unit with goad built-i n speakers, but not its poor battery life.

10 $1999

MORE ONLINE

• World Bench 6 Beta 2score:
91 Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:00
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Record Everything Your
Employees Do On The Internet
(When your employees are playing on the Internet, they are NOT worl<ing)

Internet Abuse is Costing Your Business
Whether shopping, reading news, sports or gossip sites,
gambling or visiting adult-themed web sites, when your
employees are playing, they are NOT working.
Consider this: Employees waste MORE THAN 1 HOUR a day using
office computers to play on the Internet. That translates to more
than $5,000 lost per year for each employee with Internet access.
How do you catch guilty employees who have perfected the art of
stealing your company's valuable time?

Spector CNE Investigator to the Rescue
Monitor any employee anywhere on your network with Spector
CN EInvestigator. Now, every word they type, every click they
make, every email, chat, instant message, every site they visit
- all are recorded and saved into a tamper-proof location, for
your review.
Unlike other overpriced filtering and blocking solutions, Spector
CNE Investigator shows you everything they do, step by step, in
exact visual detail. You have absolute proof that goes way
beyond just knowing they visited a bad web site, because you see
everything they did before, during and after that visit.

Imagine a video camera pointed directly at their desktop or
laptop, filming away.That is what you get with the easiest, most
powerful investigation software available today.

The Leader in Monitoring and
Investigation Software
More than 50,000 businesses are actively using SpectorSoft
solutions to crack down on Internet abuse by their employees,
and saving thousands of dollars amonth in lost productivity.

Spector CNE Investigator
PC and Internet Monitoring Software

Get Started Today!
To learn more visit SpectorCNE.com
or call us toll-free at (888) 598-2788

Isn't it timeyou put an end to the Internet
abuse that is harming your business?
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Updated Nero, Roxie Burning Suites Face Off
NERO 9 AND Roxio Creator
2009 are massive suites fo r
burning CDs and DVDs of
all types, as well as for play
ing, importing, and manipu
lat ing video and audio, in
cluding HD. Both are very
capable, and the new ver
sions offer improvements
over previous editions.
Nero's revision may not war
ra nt an upgrade, but Roxio
offers a revamped interface
that' s easier to use.
Nero's most noticeable
changes are eliminating
"Ultra" from the title and
making BackltUp a separate,
optional install. Regrettably,
the multimedia-networking
MediaHome 4 module is
now sold separately. Other,
if less noticeable , Nero 9
changes are meatier. The
Nero StartSmart application
launch center has added en
tries for playing files (audio
and video) , as well as one for
the new AutoBackup back
gro und backup function.
Both modules are integrated
into the launch center itself,
eliminating the need to start
up separa te applications.
AutoBackup (the reaso n

BackitUp is now optional)
can back up locally or to
Nero' s new online service,
which costs $1 per lGB per
month or slightly less de
pending on the plan you
choose. Nero has also
revamped its ShowTime
DVD playback module so
that the interface is less
obtuse. Other tweaks are in
Help, and more assistance is
available online. Overall ,
however, Nero 9 does not
provide the sweeping rede
sign I've been hoping for ;
the interface, which could
benefit from a face-lift,
remains largely unchanged .

Simpler Launching
Roxio 's suite does get a re
vamped interface, and it's a
welcome update. The new
look refines the centralized
application launcher found
in the last few incarnations .
The confusing list of applica
tion names has given way to
a complete task-oriented
menu, with clear labels such
as 'Create CDs ', 'Create
Labels' , and ' Play Movies '.
(The confusingly named
' Plug 'n ' Burn video cam to

ROXIO'S CREATOR 2009 presents a cleaner, clearer interface.
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NERO 9'5 STARTSMART launches all of the multimedia suite's apps.

DVD' is still there, howev
er.) Creator 2009 still has a
multitude of separate mod
ules, but the modules now
make it much easier to get
where you need to go.
Still, depending on your
focus, Creator 2009 may or
may not be an exciting im
provement. The $30 Blu-ray
plug-in adds support for
BDMV (including menus) to
the existing data, and for
BDAVand AVCHD. Audio
book fans will like the new
Audio Book Creator, which
will convert CD and MP3
audiobooks into single files
in the .m4b format, playable
by Apple's iTunes , iPod, and
iPhone-with each chapter
accessible under the top
level file name, as opposed
to being individual files . The
app lication will also down
load and incorporate the
chapter info and cover art if
it's available online.
More of Creator's appli
cations now let you upload
di rectly to YouTube. Plus,
Roxio has added its own
online media-sharing service
as a destination for your
photos and videos (1GB

free, SGB for $40 per year).
Both Nero 9 and Creator
2009 are great tools for new
users. Roxio is much friend
lier, but Nero has its advan
tages : Its suite is decidedly
faster and more powerful in
audio and encoding. Roxio
is massive (3GB of disk
space is required) and a bit
slow to switch between
modules , but the look and
the feel of the content it
produces are excellent.
-]011 L. Jacobi

Nero 9 I Nero
Full-featured suite is fast and pow
erful. but can be hard to use.
List: SlOO

find .pcworld.corn/61914

Creator 2009 I Roxio
Improved navigation makes this
robust suite easier to work with.
List: SlOO

fincl .pcworld.corn/61919
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Zone Player 120 Fills Your
House With Music
IN 2005 SONOS introduced
the ZonePlaycr 100 music
streamer and amplifier. Since
then the ZP100 has gained
features through sofrware up
dates, but the hardware it
self was unchanged. So nos
now has the $499 Zone Play
er 120. Don't expect big dif-

Zone Player 120 1So nos
A nice choice for new buyers seek
ing a multiroom music system.
Li st: S499 (for one unit)

find .pcworld.com/61925
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ferences in this box, though.
You place Zone Players
around your house. Add the
CR100 handheld controller,
and you can play the same
tunes everywhere, or differ
ent tracks in various rooms.
The pieces of hardware com
m unicate on a wireless mesh
network that the devices
automatically set up. A basic
two-zone system costs $999.
The ZP120 is 35 percent
smaller than the ZP100, due
to an extruded aluminum
case that acts as a heat sink.
(Sonos does not use fans co
cool the inside; my test unit
never felt hot, however.)

JANUARY 2009
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THE CRlOO CONTROLLER (top) lets you manage multiple ZP120 units.

The company claims it has
doubled the wireless range.
Testing wireless range is dif
ficult because of obstruc
tions and interference from
other wireless sources, but
the system did work in the
far reaches of my house.

If you own a Sonos system,
the Z P1 20 is not an essential
upgrade, unless you have
range problems. For new
buyers, it should make the
system even more reliable ,
especially in large homes.
-Edward N. Albro

Copernic Desktop Search
Goes Professional
BUSINESS USERS WHO
want the desktop searching
power o f Cop ernic have a
new option: Copernic Desk
top Search Professional 3.0.
This application bridges the
ga p between the free Home
vers ion and th e $60 Corpo

Desktop Search Pro fessional
Copernic
Handy utility digs up items that
Windows' search tool can't find .
List: SSO

find.pcworld.com/61895

rate version, which has fea
tures for managed deploy
ments in en terprises.
The Pm edition has the
same excellent searching fea
tures as the Home version: It
indexes th e contents of your
computer upon initial instal
lation, supports more than
150 file types, and shows
results in a clear manner.
The initial indexing took
more than an hour on my
Windows XP PC, but it's a
step you must do only once.
When it's finished , it allows
for speedy searches: Results
appear within seconds of
you r typing a keyword.
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COPERNIC DESKTOP SEARCH Pro fi nds files in al m ost any form at.

In addition to searching
e-mail messages, almost all
file formats, multimedia
files , contacts, and Web
favorites and browsing his
tory, Professional can search
appointments, tasks, and
notes in Outlook. Pro can
also search network drives ,
save searches, and show you
results as you' re typ ing.

Overall , $50 seems a bit
steep for this application
especially compared with
the no-cost Home version .
But if you're a busin ess user
who doesn ' t need all of th e
enterprise-level features
packed into t he Co rporate
version, Professional is a
nice middle ground.

-Lia11c Carsavoy
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Apple Remodels the
MacBook Pro
THE 15-INCH MACBOOK

MIAil

Pro has .b ee n total
- - - _ ly reengmeered.
Apple s "unibody architec
ture" builds it out of a single
piece of aluminum, which,
says Apple, reduces co nstruc
tion failures . The design is
easier to service, too .
We looked at a 2.53-GHz
Core 2 Duo model with 4GB
of DDR3 RAM and a 5400
MacBook Pro I Apple
Rating pending
Apple has remodeled its sleek lap
top both inside and out.
List: 52499

find.pcworld.com/61924

rpm, 320GB hard drive. The
pons, including gigabit eth
ernet, FireWi re 800, two
USB , audio-in and -out, and
an ExpressCard/34 slot-are
on the left. TI1e slot-loading
SuperDrive and a Kensing
ton lock slot sit on the right.
At a minimum weight of 5.5
pounds , it's about 1 ounce
heavier than the older model.
The 15.4-inch, 1440-by-900
pixel wide-screen monitor is
a joy to behold. Inside is
nVidia's Hybrid SU pairing of
two GPUs (one on the moth
erboard , the other discrete) .
You can toggle between the
two for better video perfor-

THE MACBOOK PRO'S glossy screen seems to float in its black frame.

mance or longer battery life.
It got a respectable 93 in
our World Bench 6 tests due
largely to the nVidia Geforce
9600GT M GPU riding shot
gun. Battery life is trickier.
We run our benchmarks in
Windows, which meant we
could not test the MacBook
in its battery-saving mode.
At high power, though, it

las ted for 1 hour, 54 minutes.
The entire 4.13-by-3-inch
trackpad acts as a button.
It's so big, you might end up
using the extensive array of
supported hand gestures
instead. As for the keyboard,
the genero us, flat-topped
keys have just enough travel ,
and register a solid press .
-Jackie Dove

Are you ready
You 're a technology expert, and you have the valuable insight
that we're Looking for about a wide variety of personal and
business technology topics. We want to hear what you have to
say. Please join us on the PC World Connect Member Panel.
You 'll partake in exclusive member surveys and receive
access to special offers, contests, and events.

Learn more at www.pcworldconnect.com

to connect?
PCWorld Connect.com
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Sony's T?OO Holds Tons of Images
SONY'S 10.1-MEGAPIXEL

liii!fill

Cyber-shot T700
- - - - has an array of fea
tures that may be irresistible
despite its $400 price tag.
It has 4GB of flash memo
ry, plus a Memory Stick slot.
But you can't use both at the
same time; when the Stick is
in, you can't view or access
shots in internal memory.

Cyber-shot T700 I Sony
Pricey camera with 4GB of memory
is great for the design-conscious.
List: $400
find .pcworld.com/61926

The camera is a little over
a half-inch in thickness and
slightly heavy at 5.6 ounces.
The brushed-metal finish
comes in red, pink, silver,
and gray. Its sliding cover is
attractive and functional.
At 3.5 inches diagonal, the
LCD-the highest-resolution
display in the T700's class
takes up most of the back.
Aside from the power and
shutter buttons , the touch
screen has all the controls.
The sheer size of the LCD
leaves little room for a grip,
and the slick front doesn't
give you anything to grab.
The screen takes a toll on the
battery life too . In the PC
World Test Center's tests,

the T700 lasted
201 shots on a
charge- enough
for a Good rat
ing, but short of
the 250-to-300
shot battery life
THE SLIM T700 has a cool-looking exterior.
of other point
and-shoots we've seen.
color accuracy and overall
Sony's menus are intuitive.
image quality. Its glaring
You can view a simplified
weakness was sharpness.
menu, which offers greater
My daylight shots were
breadth for composing pies,
reasonably sharp, and ex
or you can see more settings
posed properly. In low light,
info. The camera also has fun
especially at higher ISOs,
editing and playback capa
the T700 stumbled a bit.
bilities . The slide-show fea
In general the camera's
modes worked well. Its
ture is highly customizable.
video mode, while not in
In our jury testing, the
T700 earned a Very Good
HD, allows for zooming.
score, being strongest in
-Kathleen Cullen

Advertisement

Hot Product Showcase

Keep Your Battery Running
Anytime Anywhere!

lnner gie
power 1=1our life

Smallest all-in-one universial adapter
lnnergie

With this small light weight universal adapter you 'll never lose
power in your notebook, cell phone, or iPod again! Its detachable module
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~
du i9n
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lets you travel super light on the road or in flight. Award winning design
& well crafted technology make this a must have for your next trip.

mCube90

Power Everywhere • Detachable Au to I Air Adapter
Energy Saving • Charge Notebooks & Portable Devices
Fast USS Charging • Four Types of Built-in Protection

•
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ORDER before 1/15/09 and receive $10 off CALL NOW 1-877-988-6388 or www.myinnergie.com
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New 1.STB Seagate Drive Is a Solid Choice
SEAGATE'S LATEST Barra

PC WORLD TOP 10 HARD DRIVES

liilfil

cuda 7200.11 inter
•-r.;-:A:1.11.1!.:1.__ nal dnve packs a
whopping 1.5 terabytes of
storage in a single unit. Sea
gate was the first drive maker
to break the 1TB threshold,
and in this mode l the com
pany does so with excellent
results: The new Barracuda
is the most capacious drive
on our current chart, and a
solid performer, too.
Three new Western Digital
internal drives also earned
chart spots, including two
high-performance models
with premium price tags.
The RE3 Enterprise is a
server-class drive with a
higher mean-time-between-

Performance

INTERNAL HARD DRIVES

Features and specifications

1

1J!i1 Seagate Barrac uda
. . 7200 .111.STB
S179 NEW
find.pcworld.corn/619110

•Overall performance:Good
• Copy files: 119 seconds
• File search:155 seconds

• 1500GB
• 7200 rpm
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: S0.12

BOTIOMLI NE: Offering great performance and tremendous capacity. th is drive is ideal for storing large media collections.

2

West ern Dig it a l Ca vi a r
Blac k lT B
$250 NEW
find .pcworld .corn/61902

•

• Overall performance:
Very Good
• Copy files:100 seconds
• File search: 144 seconds

• IO OOGB
• 7200 rpm
• SATA300
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.25

BOTIOMLINE: High-capacity drive demonstrated speedy performance in our read and write tests.

3

•• I

We stern Digital RE3
Enterprise SOO GB
S250 NEW
fi nd.pcwo rld.co 111/fi 19i5

Il l

,---~~~~~~~~~~

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy files :100 seconds
• File search:152 seconds

• 500GB
• 7200 rpm
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: SO.SO

BOTIOM LINE: This pricey drive is a good choice for use in write·intensive environments, such as servers.
---~~~~~~~~~~

4

Western Di gital
Velo ci Ra pto r
S300 NEW
fi nd .pcworld.com/61 913

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy files: 87 seconds
• File search:135 seconds

• 300GB
• 10,000rpm
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: Sl.00

BOTIOMLINE: A superfast performer, this 10,000-rpm drive leaves competito rs-including previous Raptors- in its wake.

5

Seaga t e Barra cu da 7200 .11
ITB SATA

• Overall performa nce: Good
• Copy files: 126 seconds
• File search:167 seconds

$139

find.pcwo rld.co m/59409

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rp m
• SATA·300
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.14

BOTIOMLINE: Large-capacity Seagate drive offers solid write performance and is an excellent value.
EXTERNAL HARO DRIVES

Performance

D!il SimpleTech Duo
. _ Pro Drive
$280
find.pcwo rld.com/6i6B4

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy files: 69 seconds
• File search:112 seconds

Features and specifications
• IOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• External SATA·300, USB 2.0
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.28

BOTIOM LINE: Terrific design. speedy performance, and versatile backup software make this drive a strong choice.

SIMPLETECH'S EXTERNAL DUO

Ap rico rn EZ Bus
Deskto p SATA
$129
find .pcworld.com/57139

II

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy mes:76 seconds
• File search:105 seconds

• SOOGB
• 7200rpm
• External SATA-300, USB 2.0
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.26

Pro Drive rem ains In first place.

2

fai lure rating than consumer
drives offer, and the Veloci
Raptor is the only 10,000
rpm drive on the chart.
Our external-drives list has
no new model debuting, but
all the prices are lower-a
good thing if you're shop
ping for storage on a budget.
-Melissa]. Pcm1so11

BOTIOMLINE: This fast. cheap drive comes with three basic backup, file-copy. and encryption utilities.

MORE ONLINE

3

La Ci e d 2 Qu adra
$190
ti nd.pcworld .com/57127

• Overall performance: Superior
• Copy files :87 seconds
•

• Fil e searc h: 108 seconds

• 500GB
• 7200rpm
• eSATA-150, USB 2.0, FlreWire 400/800
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.38

BOTIOMLI NE: For a slig ht price premium. you get t he flexibility of USB, SATA. and FireWire 400 and BOOdata In terfaces.

4

Wes tern Dig ital My
Boo k Ho m e Edition
S210
find .pcwo rld.com/61397

• Overall performance:
Very Good
• Copy files: 93 seconds

•File search: 118 seconds

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
•eSATA-300. USB 2.0. FireWJre 400
• Cost per gigabyte: S0.21

BOTIOMLINE: Reasonably priced for a single lTB drive. this model lacks the performance oomph of some of its competitors.

5

For additional information on

CMS Prod ucts lTB Velocity2
Series Backup System
$374
fin d.pcworld.com/61395

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy files: 71 seconds

• File search:100 seconds

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• External SATA·300. USB 2.0
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.37

the hard drives in this chart .

BOTIOMLINE: This top·flight performer provides a software/ hardware combination for creating a bootable backup drive.

includ ing testing details. visit

CHART NOTES:Prices andra tings are as of 11/11/08.

find .pcworl cl.co m/61967 .
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LCD Back Cover
LCD Panel

LCD Harness

LCD Front Bezel
LCD Inverter

System Board

LCD Hinge

Palm Rest

Ribbon Cable

Battery
Battery Latch
Bios/ Cmos Battery ---~
CD-ROM/DVD/ RW

WHY REPLACE YOUR LAPTOP?
.
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Introducing IMPACTCOMPUTERS.COM as a Source for
Laptop, Desktop, Server, Printer Parts and Upgrades

IMPACT®
,COlVIPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

Keeping up with technology is a daring mission . As a global distribution
company, Impact Computers and Electronics' goal is to supply hard-to-find,
critical, quality parts and upgrades to expand the life of computer equipment
through its services. Leading manufacturers may lead consumers to believe
parts are irreplaceable and obsolete. However, maintaining, upgrading, and
repairing you rcomputerequipment efficiently can be an effortless opera tion.

1.800.797. 7164
1.954.920.3100
202 l Coolidge Street
Hollywood, FL33020
sales@ impactcomputers.com

Vi sit our website to order from a selection ofover200,000 parts '

Buy Today,
Ship Today!

Place your order before 5PM EST and
IMPACT COMPUTERS will ship the same day!
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Sleek Spinn
Provides
Great Sound
THE IRIVER SPINN has lots

liQg of substance under
:r all its style-despite
the sometimes unintuitive
controls and t he high price.
The stunning, 3.3-inch
diago nal touch screen dis
plays more than 260,000
colors. You can also navi
gate with a sp inning knob,
and the un it has a few other
buttons . But knowing which
in put method to use, and
when, can be a challenge.
Based on my tests , I'd rate
it as a great-sounding player.

DOWNLOAD THIS
New Bejeweled: A Colorful Twist on Precursor
DRAGGED DOWN BY a poky PC, suspicious

allows you to review them, and cleans up the

sites. and all the other evils of the world ? Upl ift

ones you want to fix. It has some nice extras as

yourself with these three programs. A twist on

wel l. including the ability to create backups

the popular Bejeweled casual game cheers you

before cleaning your Regist ry. and the option

up, one pract ical utility cl eans up yo ur Wi n

for you to te ll the program to perform scans

dows Registry. and a security-oriented Firefo x

and cleanings on its own. In addition, a startup

extension helps you wise up
about ph ishing. All are free to
try-and two are free to keep.

Bejeweled Twist
If you've beaten Bejeweled,
top pled Tetris. and succeeded
in Solitaire. it may be time for a
new game. The co mpany be
hind the popular puzzle title
Bejeweled has given the game
a new twist- l iterally. The ob
ject of Bejeweled Twist is the
same as t hat of the original
Bejeweled: You earn points by

IN BEJEWELED TWIST, you manipulate clusters of sparkling

l ining up three or more of the

gemstones to make matches of three or more of the same color.

same gemstones. (If you 've
never played Bejeweled. don't worry: You 'll

manager lists every program that run s when

have no problem catching on to Bejeweled

you boot your computer. and lets you stop those

Twist.) In the first Bejeweled, you swap adja

items that you don't want to run. All in all.

cent gems to create matches; in Bejeweled

Comodo Registry Cleaner is a useful, neatly

T HE IRIVER SPINN comes In a

Twist, you twist a set of four gems clockw ise

designed program-it's tough to find a better

beautiful magnesium shell.

instead. It's a lot more fu n to watch - and it

free Registry clea ner. find .pcworld.com/61966

TI1e PC World Test Center
measured its signal-to-noise
ratio at a not-bad 77 dB.
The Spinn is rated to play
25 hours of aud io or 5 hours
of video on a single charge.
Video playback and p hoto
viewing are outstanding.
-17111 Mf!Y11i/ia11

you can move the gems around the board. And

- Preston G rallfl

gives you a great deal more flexibility in how
unlike in earlier Bejew eled games, you don' t

Locationbar2

need to match gems with every move.

The Locationbar2 add-on for Firefox 3 makes a

If you like Bejeweled. you'll love Bejeweled

small. focused and very smart change to the

Twist. And if you've never tried eit her game,

browser: The tool highlights the domain name

prepare to get addicted. find .pcworld.com/61969

in a Web page URL so you can easily spot that

-Lia11cCassallf!Y

name in long site addresses. T he addition helps
defeat t he common phishing tactic of using

Comodo Registry Cleaner

long and convoluted UR Ls that might start w ith

If you 're looking for a free way to optimize your

what looks like a legit address (say. for a bank

PC. Comodo Regis try Cleaner is a great bet.

site). throw in a bunch of symbol s and other

Brought to you by the sa me people who make

characters. and effectively bury the real domain.

the excellent free Comodo Firewall Pro, this

Locationbar2 assists in foiling such attacks

equally excellent Registry utility seeks out

by graying out everything in the URL but the

Spinn 1 iRive r

errors and junk in your Registry, fi xes them,

domain. Though you ca n still read the rest of

Gorgeous player can be confu sing

and leave s you with a more stable syst em.

to use, but has excellent sound.

Like other good Registry cleaners, Comodo

List: $250 (4GB), S290 (BGB)

does all of the work automatically. Run a scan,

find .pcworl d.com/61927

and it unearths Registry problems for you.
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th e address. you can immediately pick out the
actual site name among all of the confusing
gobbledy-gook. find .pcworld.com/61970

- Erik Larki11 e

NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTP!

Synchronize
Your Life!
GoodSync

Award Winning Backup and Synchronization Solution

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
servers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will:

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

../ Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

../ Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.

It's FREE!

../ Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.

../ Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.

../ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!
~

---.....

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

Windows7

First Look:

Microsoft's Big
II

II

BY YARDENA ARAR AN D HARRY McCRACKEN
I LLUSTRATION BY MICK WIGGINS

With Windows Vista catching heat from all
sides, Microsoft is putting a big push on a
replacement. Our hands-on evaluation of an
early beta suggests that
the OS is on the

right track.

) )
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guides
clipping s
wand and everything people hated abo ut Windows Vista went
away? You might have an operating system that you liked
and that's what Microsoft appears to be striving for with
Windows 7. We checked out an early beta of the future OS,
and though at this point many features are either missing or
works in progress, the improvements to everything from user
interface to memory management look highly promising.
Of course, some of the promised features are things that
Microsoft has pledged-and failed to deliver-before. Wasn't
Vista supposed to be faster than its predecessor? We won't
be able to definitively test performance (and other under-the
hood features) for some time, obviously, but we can share
with you what Microsoft is saying to back its claims .
Jn some cases, that's very little: No word on pricing and
editions, for example. And there's some question on when
Windows 7 will shi p, since Microsoft has given early 2010 as
the target date, but some insiders say it wi ll launch sooner.
Microsoft has said all along that Windows 7 would refine
(but not rewTite) the Vista kernel. However, some new fea
tures depend on support outside of Microsoft's control. For
example, a few network enhancements will work only if your
employer installs Windows Server 2008 R2-or if your net
work includes more than one Windows 7 PC. Other features
won't be visible unless hardware vendors activate them. And

, , IM1-fl

•

Microsoft has slimmed down
the code by offioading appli
cations (such as e-mail and
photo management) that were
once bundled with the OS:
Some apps you'll be able to
download, and others you' ll access as Web services.
But the OS that rema ins tries very hard to please users by
addressing some of the biggest gripes people have had about
Vista, and by generally making everyday tasks accessible and
easy to perform. TI1ese efforts in the beta look pretty good.

The Interface: A Kindler, Gentler Windows
Windows Vista emphasizes style over substance with fe a
tures such as Aero's trans lucent window frames (woo-hoo !)
and the flashy but not very useful Flip 3D window switcher.
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Many elements, such as desktop search, play catch-up with
Apple's Mac OS X and existing free Windows utilities.
Windows 7 takes a strikingly different approach with rela
tively subdued interface tv.ieaks that emphasize everyday effi
ciency. Several of the changes aim specifically to get the OS
out of your way so you can work without distractions . And
little of what's new fee ls like warmed-over OS X.
The Windows taskbar undergoes its biggest remodeling job
ever: The familiar bars containing the name of a running appl i
cation and a tiny icon are gone, and in their place are unla
beled, jumbo icons that look like gargantuan versions of the
icons in the old taskbar's Quick Launch toolbar-as well they
should, since, in Windows 7, they supplant Quick Launch.
(The new taskbar does /ookrather like OS X's
Dock, and includes similar features such as
the ability to rearrange icons by dragging and
dropping-but it's different enough that it
doesn' t feel like a Dock clone.)
Windows Vista 's taskbar introduced pre
views of windows, thumbnail-size, that
appear when you hover the mouse pointer
over an app in the taskbar. They are quite
handy, but you can see only one of them at a
time. Jn Windows 7, thumbnails for multiple
windows appear on screen simultaneously, in
a ribbonlike hori zontal strip. Hover over one of the thumb
nails, and you get a full-size preview of the window; you can
also close windows from the thumbnails.
Click on an icon in the taskbar-or on a program in the
Start menu-and you get a "jump list," a new Windows fea
ture providing one-click access to tasks associated with an
application-Play All Music for Windows Media Player, for
instance, or a list of recently opened files in Word or Excel.
Not all jumbo taskbar icons represent running applications,
however. In Windows 7, these can also represent devices
attached. to your PC (read more abo ut this in the "Devices
and Hardware" section on page 85).
Unfortunately, most of the new taskbar fe atures weren' t in
our preview code. Still, our brief hands-on time with the new
taskbar on demo PCs suggests it could make life in Windows
more pleasant in ways that Vista 's splashy effects don 't.

Icon Clutter, Begone
Windows' Notification Area, also known as the system tray,
has traditionally packed more aggravation per square inch
than any other area of Windows, since it tends to bulge at the
seams with icons for applications that you don't remember
installing, and that often pester you with balloons alerting
you to things you don't care about. In Windows 7, Microsoft
finally supplies tools you can use to tame the mess.
For each app, you can choose to display or hide its icon
and notifications. The overflow area for icons that don't fit in
the Notification Area now pops up, rather than shoving
applications into the taskbar on the left. You can drag and
drop icons between the overflow and notification sections.
Clicking on a little empty rectangle at the far right of the new
taskbar minimizes all open windows so you can see the desk
top. This feature existed as an icon in Vista's Quick Launch
tool bar, but you might use it more often if you're a fan of the
Windows Gadgets introduced in Vista: The Sidebar that for
merly housed them (also new in Vista) is gone, and you can
simply place them anywhere on the desktop yo u please.

(Microsoft says users complained that the Sidebar ate up too
much screen real estate, especially on smaller laptops .)
The company has also introduced a couple of easy-to-use
window managemen t features . If you want to work in a pair
of windows side by side, dragging the second window to
either side of the screen snaps them both into place so that each
takes up half the screen. If you drag a window to the top of
the display, it snaps to the top, and max imizes to full screen.

UAC: Let's Try That Again
Windows XP's reputation for shaky security stemmed in part
from the scary possi bility of hackers worming their way into
your PC and launching applications or changing settings at will.
In Vista, Microsoft responded with User Account Control, a
safeguard that tries to protect you by asking, in effect, "Are
you sure?" before executing a wide variety of system actions.
The problem is that, in the vast majority of instances, those
actions are intentionally initiated by the user. Telling Vista
that you know what you' re doing gets old quickly. But Vista 's
UAC essentially has only two settings: on and off.
»

Windows vs. Windows vs.Windows
Here is how some key Windows features have evolved from XP to Vista to the early version of Windows 7.
FEATURE
User Account Control
Firewall

WlndowsXP

Windows Vista
Either on for all system changes or off.

Four levels of protection to choose from .

Protection against incoming threa ts

Two-way fi rewall Introduced.

Windows Filtering Platform lets third-party
vendors turn parts of Windows Firewall on or off to
play well with other secu rity apps.

Cu stomi za ble indexed search on a single PC. Searches

Indexed search across multiple networked PC s.

only.

Search

Taskbar buttons

Wlndows7

Not applicable.

Selective indexing option unavailable,so
either you Index your entire drive (w hich

arc context se nsitive and quickly available from th e

is inefficien t) or searches are slow.

Start menu and Explorer windows. No more animations .

No thumbnail previews.

Supports pop·up thumbnail previews (one per
application window or group).

Icons replace opp names on large square buttons
that you can move around.

Supports multiple pop-up thumbnail previews for
any single app.

Notification Area
(system tray)

Can choose wh ich application icons to

always show. always hide, or hide when
Inactive.

Essentially unc hanged from XP except th at excess
Icons you haven't hidden move to an overflow area that
you don't see until you click an arrow to expand the
notification area.

Users can choose which iconsand notifications to

view or hide. Notifica tions can display as a
categorized list.
Overflow icons are consigned to a pop-up area.

The bottom-right corner provides Instant access to
a window·free de.5ktop.

Peripherals and
connected devices

Not applicable.

Sideshow (secondary display support) added.
Windows Mobile Device Center (Integrated support for
Windows Mobile deVtces) also added.

Can appear as taskbar Icons.
Vendors can create Device Stage pages ottering
qu ick access to related apps, info, and manuals.

Sidebar

Not applicable.

Gadgets introduced; can live on the new Sidebar at the
right or left side or move to the desktop via dragging.

Sidebar is banished;users can place gadgets
anywhere on th e desktop.

Multimedia

Special Med ia Center Edition ships on
quollfled systems.

Media Center is included in the Home Premium and
Ullimate editions.

Revamped Windows Media Center will support
ONLA-compatible networked home devices.

Accessories

Not applicable.

Adds DVD Maker. Photo Gallery. and Windows Mail .

Many applications are now downloadable as
Windows Live Essentials.

Touch

Touch features are integrated only into

Tablet PC features are integrated Into the OS.

Multitouch support for Image zoom and drawing.
The Start men u. taskbar. and Windows Explorer are

Ribbo n interface appea rs in Pa in t and WordPad.
the special Tab let PC Edition.

optimized for touch screens.
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The Magic Touch?

Choose when to be notifi ed about changes to your computer
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<ompvtn
•
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.-.90•

Note; YOY ..111 rt1U be n«ified jf • progr11n tnts to mal;,c
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One major area of change in Win
dows 7' s interface may not mean
much to most PC users : Only a
hand ful of current machines, such
as HP's TouchSmart PC and Dell ' s
Latitude XT laptop, support multi
touch input. But in theo ry this fea
ture wou ld let you operate a touch-screen-equipped Windows
7 computer as if it were a massive iPho ne, using your finger
tips to launch applicat ions , shuffie windows aro und, an d
enlarge and shrink photos by grabbi ng them with both hands.
Not surprisi ngly, Microsoft has n't yet enabled all of this
function ality. Using a TouchSmart PC at a Windows 7
reviewers ' workshop, we could fingerpaint with two fi ngers in
Paint, but we co uldn 't perform t\vo-fingered photo manipu
lations that would be a lot more useful in real life.
Microsoft promises that Windows 7 wi ll ship with more
touch features. The company is also working to make the OS
smart enough to figure out whether you're using a mouse or
your fingers so it can adjust accordingly. For example, if you
tap the Start button with your fingertip rather than with the
mo use pointer, you' ll ge t a slightly large r Sca rt menu that
requires less finesse to navigate. And you don ' t see a mouse
pointer when you touch th e screen with your finge r-you get
a brief puddle effect where you 've made screen contact.
Will the touch interface that makes the iPhone cool work
on a laptop or desktop system? We' re skeptical, but Windows
7 lays the software groundwork that will allow PC manufac
turers to give it a try, at leas t.

Windows 7 still lets you opt for full-tilt UAC or no UAC at
all. It adds two useful intermediate settings, though: One
notifies you of attempts to install software or change settings
without mak ing you click to continue, and the other notifies
you only when a program tries to change settings. Both of
those options alert you when potentially dangero us actions
transpire on yo ur PC, but your work won' t grind to a halt
nearly as often as it does with Vista 's version of UAC.
1he UAC settings reside in a new Control Panel section
called Windows Solution Center, which repl aces Vista's Secu
rity Center. It's home to features for adjusting security settings,
using Windows Update, and backing up data. The Solution
Center also lets you turn off various Windows notifications ,
such as thos e t hat warn about security
settings. Turn off c'my naggi ng notice
that Windows 7 lets yo u disa ble, and
you could wind up with the least intru
sive edition of the OS in a long time.
Did we say that Windows 7 is longer on
substance than on style? For the most
part , that's true. But the new features
for applying Themes to the Windows
interface are nicely done. As befo re, the
Th eme controls let you choose collec
0 Better memory management to
tions of wallpaper, color schemes ,
speed up system performance.
sounds , and scree n savers to give Win
dows an instant makeover. In Windows
J ump li sts fo r easier, contextrelevant access to files and features.
7, however, you can see a full-screen
€) Moveable taskbar icons.
preview of a Theme's effect on the OS
with o ne click, and it's easier to create
6 Customizable UAC settings.
0 Better window management via
and save your own Themes than it is
with Vista's antedilu vian control s.
the ability to snap Windows to screen
(Microsoft, incidentally, says that
edges and move maximized windows.
Themes will be re named Styles before
0 More con trol over system-tray
Windows 7 shi ps: 1l1at's a class ic exam
icon placement and notifications.
ple of the company renaming a fam iliar
0 Windows Media Player's "light
feature without any clear purpose.)
weight" mode.

7 Promising

Features
in Windows?

a
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Performance Tweaks
Some of th e bigges t criticisms of
Vista relate to perfo rmance, and
Microsoft appears to have made
addressi ng them a prio rity. Boot
time for a Microsoft-furnished lap
top with the pre-beta code seemed
fast . Of course, we won't be able
to make a fair comparison unt il we
ca n test identical machines with
the same installat ions of Vista and
Windows 7, but Microsoft is taking
steps to speed things up. First,
Windows 7 initializes many servic
es in para llel; and second, it has
fewer services to initialize.
Another area Microsoft says it is
wo rking on is the way the OS allo
cates memory to new windows . In
Vista , the amount of memoiy allo
cated per window goes up as you
add windows, to the point where

7 Big Questions

the system sometimes shuts down Aero
device but also a list of associated
for lack of avai lab le memory. In Win
services , information, and tasks.
dows 7, each new window will be allo
For example, with a mul tifunction
cated the sa me amount of memory, so
printer you might see an icon for
adding new windows won't strai n sys
launching the scanning software
tem resources as quickly.
and you 'll almo st certainly see a
Other changes are designed to make
link to the vendor's Web site for
the OS less cras h-prone. Fault-tolerant
toner or ink supplies.
"hea ps, " for example, are intended to
0 Performance: Boot-up and m emory
Other options might include a link
address memory manage ment head
management fixes sound good, but w ill
to a PDF of the manual or, in the case
aches without crashing problem apps;
it really run fas ter than Vista?
of a cell phone , software for sync
at the same time, process reflection
0 Compatibility: Will it deal better
ing Outlook contacts (even with a
should reduce crashes by allowing Win
non-Windows Mo bile handset) .
than Vista with legacy apps?
dows to diagnose and (maybe) repair
However, the Device Stage for a
E) Networking: How wel l will Windows
periphera l wi ll exist only if the
process issues without crashing the
7 play with non-Windows 7 networks?
(.} Web apps: How will Windows Live
application involved . Microsoft also
vendor creates an XML document
says that its new OS will "sandbox"
based on a Microsoft template, and
Essentials integrate with Windows 77
gets
Microsoft to sign off on it
0
Device
Stage:
Will
vendors
create
printer drivers so that glitches stem
ming from poorly written drivers won 't
(Microsoft says that this prerequi
these pages to afford easy access to
site is necessary to ensure quality
create difficulties either for other driv
device-releva nt info and apps?
control) . The overhead involved
()
Cost/versions:
Will
Microsoft
sim
ers or for the system as a whole.
may discou rage peripheral vendors
Microsoft is also working on ways to
plify the edition lineup- and make a
meaning ful Vi st a upgrade affordable?
from participat ing, but Microsoft
prolong notebook battery life by reduc
says that the OS will download
0 Release date: Microsoft is rumored
ing power consumption . Examples of
document updates whenever
to be hoping to ship Windows 7 before
such tricks would include enabling lap
they're available (using the same
the officially announced date (early 2010).
tops to cut back on background activi
Windows Metadata Services techties, to intellige ntly dim displays (with
nology that transparently down
technologies similar to those used with
loads cover art for albums in Windows Media Player).
cell phone displays) , and to play back DVDs more efficiently.
Another innovation is the new Magnifier feature , which
you can use to enlarge a po rtion of the display-for example,
Devices and Hardware
if you need to read a small block of tiny type.
Windows 7 won't require new drivers for peripherals : If some
In addition, look for Windows 7 to pack some easy-to-use
thing works with Vista, it should work with Windows 7. Nev
tools for adjusting external displays-specifically, visual aids
ertheless, Microsoft has instituted some changes to help peo
that will hel p people connect a laptop to a projector.
ple use connected devices, such as cameras, cell phones ,
media players, and printers, with their PCs.
Networking Made Easier
Instead of the Auto-play window that appears in Vista and
The netwo rking features in Windows 7 address several prob
XP when you hook up one of these peripherals , you ' II now
lems that arise from the use of corporate PCs on noncorporate
get-if vendors play along-the more useful Device Stage
networks, particularly by employees who take laptops home
page, which shows not only a photorealistic rendering of the
afte r work and on week
ends. If you've ever tried
printing on a networked
home printer from a laptop
associated with a corporate
domain , you'll appreciate
the Windows 7-given abi li
ty to associate your laptop
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No t connecttd
Connections are available
date created, music genre, and so on.
department's carefully applied doma in
Libraries figure actively in Windows
configuration settings. The HomeGroup
Our netwo rk
7's improved search: Results are orga
feature has also been designed to pre
nized based on libraries rather than on
vent other PCs on your home network
J<>f''> Wtb
file
locations. And with the new fed er
from accessing any of the (potentially
ated
searches capability, you might, for
sensitive) corporate data on your laptop.
example,
sea rch for pictures across the
Unfortunately, many potential Home
Flying bits
photo
libraries
of all the computers
Group users may have to wait to realize
Conn«t automatically
~onntct
that
are
in
your
HomeGroup.
its benefits: You need a Windows 7 PC
to create a HomeGroup for a Windows
Multimedia in More Places
7 laptop to join, and it's unlikely that
Once
upon a time, Microsoft's ap
many people will be migrating all the
proach
to audio and video hinged on
systems they use at once.
Windows
Media Player and its file for
But Microsoft offers additional en
mats coming to dominate digital enter
ticements for thos e who do. Windows
tainment in much the way Windows
7 will be smart enough to recognize
dominates the PC. Instead, we live in a
when you are at home and when you
world where multiple approaches to media flourish ,
are at your office. As a result, when you
print a document , the OS will choose the
and where iTunes and the iPod, not Microsoft
appropriate printer for the job. And a new
based products , are everywhere. Windows 7' s new
"federated " search capability will let you
multimedia capabilities acknowledge this reality by
sift through files on PCs across the net
emphasizing features that help the OS play well
work and apply filters to your results. This
with others- including with products that hail
means that you can do a keyword search
from a certain company named after a piece of fruit .
and then refine its results by specifying a particu lar file type.
Windows 7 aims to streamline playback, too-so much so
Windows 7 promises easier Wi-Fi network and Bluetooth
that it offers two different lightweight ways to enjoy media
peripheral setup, too , though we weren't able to test either
without employing full -strength Windows Media Player. You
capability on the pre-beta software we used. Hovering over
can listen to music and watch video by using the preview
pane in Windows Explorer, without launching Windows
the taskbar icon for the network adapters produces a jump
list of available networks (or devices, in the case of Blue
Media Player at all. Or you can load up WMP but work with a
tooth) ; then you merely click the one you want to connect to
simple view that hides your media library and fits comfort
(or pair with, in the case of a Bluetooth peripheral).
ab ly into a small floating window on your desktop, leaving
Another addition is wake-on-wireless-LAN, the ability to
the rest of your display visib le (and usable).
bring a Wi-Fi-connected PC out of sleep mode remotely Qust
No matter how you play your files , Windows 7 handles a
as you've been able to do with ethernet-connected systems).
bunch of non-Microsoft formats that Vista and Windows XP
Other networking improvements apply if your company
don 't , including AAC audio and H.264 video- the standards
installs Windows Server 2008 R2 (and your IT department
that Apple favors-as well as DivX video and AVCHD, a for
allows them). For example, you might be able to click a link
mat that many high-definition camcorders employ. That
in a corporate e-mail message to launch an application
ecumenical approach allows the media player to tap into »
behind the firewall-without having to make a VPN connec
tion first (Windows 7 will transparently handle the security
. .,
p
arrangements) .
~--~-~~
~·

- ,....,_:j

Searching and Organizing
One interesting new feature in Win
dows 7's Explorer is called "librar
ies. " Essentially it's a way of making
like content scattered in various
folders easily accessible-something
akin to Vista 's virtual fo lders. The
OS will ship with several predefined libraries-for docu
ments, music, pictures, and video- but you can create your
own based on whatever criteria you choose, such as file type,
86 I WW W. PCWORLD . CO M
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Windows 7. Microsoft says that Media Center
includes new Internet 1V features that give
users a single program guide and a playback
interface for video content from all over the
Web. Again, that all sounds intriguing-but if
these features are available in the Windows 7
preview edition we examined, they're so well
hidden we couldn't track them down. Media
Center also works with HomeGroup network
ing to let you find recorded audio, video, and other media
files no matter where they're hiding on your network.

entertainment libraries that you 've created using iTunes.
Not surprisingly, it can't play music and movies shielded by
Apple's FairPlay copy protection, but rather than listing
Applications in the Cloud and on Your System
them and then choking when you try to play them, it doesn' t
Microsoft: won't be shipping Windows 7 with all of the bundled
display the files at all. In our tests, the updated WMP handled
applications that the company has historically installed by
unprotected MC music without a hitch; an H.264 video pod
default with the OS. Instead, it will deliver e-mail, photo-gallery
cast that we downloaded from iTunes played, but it looked
features, and video-editing capabilities as downloadable appli
much blockier than it did when we watched it in iTunes on
the same Windows 7 machine.
cations, collectively called Windows Live Essentials. Windows
Live Mail, Windows Live Photo Gallery, and Windows Live Movie
The new OS aims to play traffic cop for an array of media
Maker have been available in beta form
types and devices that may live on
your home network. It can find
for some time (at download.live.com).
There you can also find beta versions
media stored on multiple PCs on
the Internet (including ones in
of Windows Live Writer (a blogging
HomeGroups on other Windows 7
tool), Windows Family Safety (parental
controls), Microsoft Office Outlook
PCs), and it can route media files
from them to media-streaming
Connector (for using Outlook 2003/
2007 as a front end to Hotmail) and
devices that support the Digital Liv
ing Room Network Alliance (DLNA)
Windows Live Toolbar (to make Live
apps accessible in Internet Explorer) .
standard. If a particular piece of
Windows Live Essentials should not
media is saved in a media format
that a specific streaming device
AS WE WENT to press, Microsoft an
(but probably will) be confused with
Windows Live services; the latter may
nounced a new initiative to promote its
doesn't support, Microsoft says,
be associated with desktop programs,
Windows 7 will convert it on the fly.
Windows Live services as alternatives
When we controlled a Sones
but they require nothing more than a
to those of Google and Yahoo.
home music distribution system
browser to run. For example, Windows
The big news: Partnerships with some
through the Windows 7 preview
50 third-party services- including Digg,
Live Hotmail is an e-mail client accessi
Flickr, Linked In, Pandora, Stumbleble only in a browser, whereas Win
edition, though, the experience was
more than a little rough around the
Upon, Twitter, and WordPress- will
dows Live Mail runs on the desktop.
Some old standbys remain, with face
edges. Sonos' s own software lets
allow you to send and receive updates
lifts . Windows Paint's basic image
you give its players names like "Liv
to and from these services through
ing Room" and "Kitchen, " but Win
editing features now appear via a Sce
your Windows Live account.
nic Ribbon ala Office 2007. The OS' s
dows 7 identified them by cryptic
Microsoft has also revealed plans for
potential Google Docs killers: Web ver
IP addresses instead. And Windows
APis will make the ribbon avai.lable to
third-party developers. Though some
7 doesn 't yet allow you to queue up
sions of Word , Excel, and PowerPoint.
playlists of songs to stream to a
which will let people collaborate on
users didn t appreciate having to learn
documents located either online or on
new locations for many features in the
device on the network-we could
send only one tune at a time.
PCs. These Ottice Live Web apps will
complicated Office apps, the ribbon
appear with the next version of Office
works well for the relatively few and
Windows Media Center-the
iiber-application that does every
(Microsoft didn't specify a ship date).
simple tools in Paint and WordPad .
thing from recording live 1V to dis
The dominance of OHice file formats
Also in the future OS: a refresh of
tributing Windows' media features
Calculator, and a Sticky Notes feature
could give Microsoft a real boost here.
to networked Xbox 360 consoles
that supports ink (as well as text) and
But without AOL, Facebook, Google,
and other devices-continues on in
and MySpace, the Live drive might stall.
permits resizing of notes . •

Microsoft's

New Google

Fighters
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30 million computer users don't
trust the power grid.

APC Back·UPS BE750G with
Sma rtShedding" Tcchoology
autom3tically (JO'avers d(J'Nn

idle penpherals to save
e11erg)' and money.

They do trust APC. Shouldn't you?
Thin k of all tha t you rely on your
computer for: pe rsona l and business
files. financial information. broadband
access. videos. photos. music. and more.
Increasingly, computers are the hub for
manag ing ou r lives. And more people
rely on APC to protect their hardware
and data than any other uninterruptible
power su pply (UPS) brand.
Why is APC the world 's best sell ing
power protection? For 20 years, we have
pioneered power protec tion technology.
Ou r Legendary Reliability" enables you
to save your data. protec t your hard wa re,
and preve nt downtime. It also guards
against a power grid that is growing less
reliable every day.
According to the Department of Energy,
electricity consumption w ill increase by
40 % over the next 10 yea rs. Yet today,
investmen t in utilities is at an all-time
low. It's a "perfec t storm" for computer
users. one that makes APC protection
even more essential.

APC power protection products are available at

i:iE5TJ l!nWl· A

~ ~ ~~

;m3
ttw~easy:

"The pricetag on the new UPS is $99.99.
While I'm not in the habit of endorsing
products in this blog, if you 're in the
market for a workstation-class UPS,
why not opt for the greener option?"
- Heather Clancy
ZONet.com

APC has a complete line of power
protection solutions to suit a ra nge
of applications. Already an APC user?
Get the latest replacement ba ttery
cartridge for your unit or upgrade to a
newer model. For more information
on this or our other grea t products. or
for information about environmentally
responsible disposal of your old
battery, visit www.apc.com

Find out wl1y 30 mill10n
people don ·1need to
worry about losing thoir
data to power problems

I
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Office DEPOT.

Energy Efficient Solu~ons for
Every Level of Prote~on:

Surge

Protect~
~

Starting at 534

IUH

Guaranteed protection
from surges. spikes.
and lightning.

~~~An!!!'

7 ou tlets, Phone/Fax/Modem
Protection. Master/Conuolled Outlets

Battery Back-UPS'
Starting at

s99

Our most energy
efficient backup for
home computers.

Bad-UPS"

ES 7506

10 outlets. OSL and Coax
protection. Master/Controlled
Outlets. High Frequency Design,
70 minutes of runtime•
APC can help wirh yvur other power protection needs.
Vts11 afX.COm ro see our complete line of innovative products.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS®ES 750G! (a S99.99Valuel
Also, enter keycode to view other special offers and discounts
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code g277w or Call 888.289.APCC x8127 or Fax401 .788.2797
ei:woa

A?C"
Legendary Reliability•

Amc11can Po-.voi Conversion Corporation. All rights rose1ved. All 11odemarks uro 1ho p1op~ r1v of their rospectrw awners.
o-macL esuppo11@apc: com • 132 Faugrounds AO<KI, West Kingston. Al 02692 USA • 998-0971 1Runt1mes may vary depending on load
"Averago S<Nlngs arc based on compa.1ablo cornoe1r1r.oo 1nodels. and are comonscd o! l\\O enorgr sao11ng fea!Ul'es: A.n ullfa efficient electncal dos~n. and tho master/coruollod outlots leaMO

HDTV Superguide

ars
Prices are plunging on plasma and LCD sets.
I n our tests, we discovered rippin' bargains on great TVs in three
different size categories.
Bv uNcoLN sPEcroR
li~Ril PRICES FOR LCD and plasma 1Vs are falling-hard

CC

and fast. According to market research firm Display
Search, retail prices for LCDs worldwide sank by an average
of 22 percent in the 12 months ending in September, and
plasma prices tumbled by 27 percent. And the larger the 1V,
the steeper the drop: In North America, the average price of a
32-inch LCD fell from $750 to $658 (down 12 percent) but the
average 52-inch LCD fell from $2791 to $1951 (30 percent).
For this comprehensive roundup of large high-definition tele
visions, we looked at 13 new HD1Vs and reappraised a bunch of
older models across three basic size categories: 42 inches, 46
to 47 inches , and 50 to 52
inches. Ultimately, three
newcomers captured Best
. ..,\· . ,~
Buy honors : the 42-inch LG
42PG25, the 46-inch Sam
.
sung I .N46A650, and the
50" and 52"
SO-inch Samsung PNSOA760.

Inside
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HDTVs
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120 Hz Can't Hurt

46" and47"
HDTVs
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42" HDTVs
Reliability &
Service
Buying Tips..
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This season the big news is
120-Hz LCDs, which refresh
their screens 120 times per
second. Though 120-Hz
HD1Vs have been around
since 2007, they were quite
expensive until rece ntly.
Now, says Pau l Gagnon,

J A N UAR Y 20 09

director of North America 1V market research for Display
Search, a 120-Hz LCD costs about 10 percent more than a
slower-refreshing but other\v:ise virtually identical set.
The faster refresh rate aims to correct a major shortcoming
of LCD technology: the fact that LCD pixels don't rewrite as
fast as plasma phosphors . A slow rewrite time can cause blur
in fast-moving images and jerky motion in camera pans.
But there are technical reasons to be skeptical. As Joel Silver
of Imaging Science points out, changing the refresh rate doesn't
"change the temporal nature of the LCD. " In other words,
sending a new image to the LCD every 120th of a second
doesn't mean that the old image goes away. And content is
still recorded at 30 (video) or 24 (fil m) frames per second.
Nevertheless, a well-executed 120-Hz refresh rate can im
prove the appearance of fast action, especially if the footage
was originally shot in high-definition at 60 frames per second
as many broadcast sporting events are today. By interpolating
an extra frame between the existing ones, a 120-Hz LCD 1V
can make images clearer and less jumpy. The technology may
also help eliminate the occasional jitter (sometimes called
"motion judder") associated with the 3:2 pull-down used in
converting 24-fps film to 30-fps video.
All three of the 42-inch, 120-Hz LCD sets we tested-the
LG Electronics 42LGX , the Toshiba 42XV545U, and the Vizio
SV420XVT-outperformed the 42-inch plasma model (the LG
Electroni cs 42PG25) in our NASCAR test, which involves fast
actio n shot at 60 Hz. It's the measure most likely to reveal
improved performance from a 120-Hz refresh rate. »
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A similar pattern occurred within the 46- and 47-inch cate
gory: The two 120-Hz LCDs-Samsung's LN46A650 and Viz
io's SV470XVf-outperformed the plasma (Panasonic's TH
46PZ800U) overall and on the NASCAR test.
1he impact of 120 Hz was less evident with 50- and 52-inch
sets. The LG 52LG 70 and Sharp LC-52D85U are both 120-Hz;
but the LG finished in third overall and in our NASCAR test,
while the Sharp , in fifth overall, tied the LG in performance.

HDTV Feature Trends
Earlier in 2008 there was talk about Internet-capable televi
sions, but as yet only a handful of sets have that capability.
Samsung's 50-inch PN50A760 and 46-inch LN46A650 have
ethernet ports and use the Internet to access the company's
InfoLink news service (for weather, news, sports, and finan
cial RSS feeds from USA Today)-a far cry from full-fledged
Internet capabilities. Still, multimedia features are catching
on. Several sets have a USB port that you can use to look at
photos and listen to MP3s . And you can remove the SD Card
from your camera and plug it into the Hitachi P50X902 or
the Panasonic TH-46PZ800U to view your photos on the set.
Most HDTVs have picture modes (presets of video adjust
ments that are readily accessible through the menus) called
Movie or Cinema, but the Panasonic TH-46PZ800U has one
called THX, which is designed to replicate the look of a pro
fessional monitor used to master video content. Will THX
certification mean a better image when you aren't using THX
mode? Lucasfilm THX chief of AV architecture Michael Rudd
says that it's "possible, but not likely."
The PC World Test Center doesn't use preset modes in our
image-quality tests, so we can't judge the advantage ofTHX
certification. But whereas in the past only a handful of TVs
let you choose between store and home environment set
tings when you switched them on, today most of them do.
Prices are dropping, image quality is improving, and the
idiot box asks intelligent questions the first time you turn it
on. Television really is better than ever.

OUR 50-INCH BEST BUY: The Samsung PN50A760.
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THE LG ELECTRONICS 50PG30 (second place, 50 inches).

50- and 52-lnch
FLAT-SCREEN HDTVs
Samsung's PN50A760 plasma set outclasses the competition
in this size category, while low prices make LG Electronics '
50PG30 plasma a great deal for bargain hunters .

Samsung PN50A760
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Samsung's PN50A760 ($2500) combines cool multi
media capabilities and great image quality. In our
lab tests, this plasma HDTV was the only model in its size
category to earn a rating of Very Good for image quality.
One juror noted some pixelation in several of the tests, but
even so she declared this model the "best out of all tested,"
with some very crisp and sharp images. Another juror com
mended the set's color balance. I admired its handling of fast
motion in our NASCAR test, and its wide viewing angle.
In my hands-on tests , the PN50A760 provided excellent vir
tual surround sound, close to what you'd experience with a
dedicated speaker system. A movie soundtrack's sudden
organ blast had a powerful , in-the-gut heft.
The PN50A760 is well designed. A setup wizard helps you
optimize the set for use in your home (as opposed to in a
store) . The TV's menus are thoroughly readable, and the Input
menu gives priority to attached devices that are actually
turned on, so you don 't have to scroll past a bunch of irrele
vant options to select the device you want to us e.
l11e PN50A760 has a host of slick multimedia capabilities,
too. Press the remote's Content button to get a full screen of
options, including scenic photos, recipes , exercises , and chil
dren's activities-all built into the TV's fl as h memory (but
not updatable). You can plug a USB drive into the set's side
mounted USB port to view your own photographs or to play
audio files . Alternatively, you can plug an ethernet cable into
the PN50A760 and view media from a PC set up as a DLNA
server (the TV comes with appropriate software for this).
Backlighting makes the excellent, programmable remote

THE LG ELECTRONICS 52LG70 (third place, 52 Inches).

THE SHARP LC-52D85U (fourth place, 52 Inches).

easy to use in the dark. It has a convenient jog wheel in place
of the usual arrows, but Samsung left out a picture-in-picture
button, despite the 1V's picture-in-picture function.
At $2500, the Samsung PN50A760 is pricey. But you get
what you pay for in image quality and extra features .

interview clip. My least satisfying 50PG30-viewing experi
ence was in the NASCAR clip, where I observed some motion
blur and fuzziness. One judge faulted facial tones; another
said that images appeared flat, with colors that didn't pop.
The 50PG30 is easy to set up, with conve.niently placed
inputs and a setup wizard that asks whether to optimize for
home use or store use. The Quick Menu offers rapid access to
common options such as the set's picture and sound modes.
And the selections that pop up (as icons) when you press the
Input button give top priority to sources that are currently
sending a signal to the 1V-a time-saving touch.
But the 50PG30 has no picture-in-picture, and no USB or
SD Card multimedia capabilities. The remote doesn't glow in
the dark, isn't programmable, and controls only VCR or DVD
players that support LG's SimpLink (HOM! CEC) interface.
Though the 50PG30 finished second among the 50- and »

LG Electronics 50PG30
The LG 50PG30 is an inexpensive ($1700) plasma HD1V with
stylish looks. Its design and its range of inputs (including
three HOM! ports) will attract attention, but this model's
image quality is only average.
In PC World Test Center tests, our judges had a wide range
of reactions to the set. It looked quite good when viewed at
an angle-as you'd expect from a plas ma 1V. And I thought
the 50PG30 did a very good job with foreground and back
ground detail (especially the latter) on our David Letterman
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52500
find.pcworld.com/61 901
LG Electronics 50PG30
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$1700
fi nd.pcworld.corn/61900
LG Electronics 52LG70

3

$2500
find .pcworld.com/61903
Sharp LC·52085U
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$2300
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Westinghouse Digital
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•Tuners: 1 ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component

quality. plus the best extras and great sound.

•HDTV: Good
•DVD: Good
•Overall design: Good

• 1920·by·IOBO·pixel screen
• Tuners: 1ATSC

Though Inexpensive for its screen size, this
plasma set Lacks features and Image punch.

•HDTV:Good
•DVD: Good

• 1920·by·I080-pixel screen
•Tuners: 1 ATSC

•Overall design: Good

•Inputs: 4 HOMI, 2 component

• HDTV:Good
•DVD: Good

• 1920-by·IOBO-pixel screen
•Tuners: 1ATSC

•Overall design: Good

•Inputs: 5 HDMI, 2 component

•HDTV: Good
•DVD: Good
•Overall design: Good

• 1920-by·lOBO·pixel screen
•Tuners: I ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDML, 2 component

•DVD: Very Good
• Overall design: Superior

• Inputs: 3 HOMI. 2 component

The LG52LG70 is a no-frills LCD HDTV that
produces good-Looking images.

The Sharp LC-52085U LCD offers appealing images
but fewer features than some competing TVs.

This LCD attractively displays images and has a
few nice touches, but isn't a star in Its price range.

find.pcworld.com/61905
CHART NOTE:Prices are as of 11/4/08.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE DIGITAL TX·52F480S (fifth place, 52 inches) .

52-inch sets in our overall rankings, thanks in large part to its
low price, it can't touch the superior design and top-of-line
image quality of Samsung's PN50A760. LG's other entrant in
this category, the 52LG70, is superior to the 50PG30 in
almost every way-but it costs $800 more.

LG Electronics 52LG70
Though it closely resembles its plasma sibling (the 50PG30) ,
LG's 52LG70 LCD HDTV is clearly the more advanced model.
Unlike with the plasma set, you can plug a flash drive into
the 52LG70 to view photos and listen to MP3s. It packs four
HDMI ports and two optical audio outputs into its 52-inch
frame, but it lacks a picture-in-picture mode. Setup is simple:
Well-placed connectors and a setup wizard that asks whether
the set needs home or store optimization help things along.

Dill Samsung LN46A650

.U s1eoo

find.pcworlcl.com/61909

2

Samsung LN46A550
$1699
find.pcworld.com/60730

3

Vizio SV47 0XVT
$14 00
find .pcworld.com/61910

4

Vizio V047LF
$1400
find.pcworld.com/60726

5

Panasonic TH-46PZB OOU
$2200
find.pcworld.com/61912

CHART NOTE: Prices are as of ll/4/08.
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When you press the remote's Input button to change from
your cable input to your DVD player (for example), the TV
displays icons for all of your inputs; the inputs that are
turned on are highlighted and grouped together at the front.
Want to adjust the aspect ratio or the TV's backlighting? The
Q (for Quick) Menu button offers instant access to those op
tions. The buttons on the long, thin remote are of good size
and well placed for thumb control. Though the remote lacks
backlighting, you can program it for use with other devices .
Our PC World Test Center judges rated this model's image
quality as average. I saw several faces with the unnatural
color and texture of an oil painting rather than human flesh .
All of the judges noticed pixelation and other artifacts in vari
ous tests, especially during fast action and dissolves. Some
images in our tests seemed a bit soft, too, but in general we
found the image quality pleasing.
The 52LG70 is a very good HDTV at an acceptable price.
But you can find pretty good ones that are less expensive.

Sharp LC-52085U
Design is not the Sharp LC-52D85U's strong point. The on
screen menus, the remote, and even the manual could have
used some friendliness training. But this $2300 LCD model
does well on the most important criterion, image quality.
In our PC World Test Center evaluations, it tied with the
LG 52LG70 for third place overall in its category. Our judges
tended to give it Good or Very Good ratings on most mea
sures, and one juror praised the set's ability to show details .
Even so, our judges detected some shortcomings: One noted
visible artifacting, and another complained that colors looked

image quality and is pac ked with feature s.

•DVD: Very Good

•Tuners: 1ATSC

• Overall design:Superior

•Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2component

• HDTV: Very Good
• DVD: Good

• 1920-by·IOBO·pixel screen

This all-around excellent LCD HDTV is easy to use

• Tuners: 1ATSC

and a delight for the eyes.

• Overall design: Very Good

• Inputs: 3 HDMI. 2 component

•HDTV: Very Good
•DVD: Good

• 1920-by·lOBO·pi xel screen
• Tuners: 1ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component

LCD model from Vizio stand out.

• HDTV: Very Good

• 1920-by-IOBO·pixel screen

• DVD: Good

Great image quality and a fantastic price make
this LCD set impossible to overlook.

•Overall design: Good

•Tuners:1ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDMI. 2 component

•HDTV: Good
•DVD: Good

• 1920-by-IOBO·pixel screen
•Tuners: 1ATSC

• Overall design: Good

• Inputs: 3 HOMI. 2 component

II I

•• I
•• I

II I

•Overall design: Good

A low price and appealing Image quality help this

This plasma HDTV offers stellar audio and middle
of·the-pack video in anattractivecha ssi s.

washed out in a 480p DVD. I noticed pixelation, and found
many scenes excessively bright. And though this set has a
120-Hz refresh rate, we saw no evidence that the faster
refresh helped smooth out motion in our NASCAR clip.
The Sharp delivers acceptable audio, but its artificial sur
round sound exhibited no real depth , and an organ blast had
no oomph. Loud sounds suffered from slight harshness .
The remote is freckled with tiny, difficult-to-press buttons .
Though it has a backlight, the feature doesn' t provide much
help in the dark. Press the Light button (which glows quite
nicely), and only the elongated Volume and Channel buttons,
plus four others, light up. Since the labels aren' t illuminated,
it's unclear which button is which.
Click the Input button, and you get a list of all avai lab le
inputs, whether they have hardware connected to them or
not. This model does not support picture-in-picture or have
any multimedia capabilities via USB, SD Card, or ethernet.
At $2300, the LC-52D8SU provides the best picture for its
price among the big sets . It's not the eas iest model to use,
and it lacks some features , but it also costs $200 less than the
Samsung PNSOA760 (which has them).

OUR 46-INCH BEST BUY: The Samsung LN46A650.

Westinghouse Digital TX-52F480S
The Westinghouse Digital TX-52F480S ($2550) is the second
most-expensive HDTV in its size category. Though it costs
only $50 more than the Samsung PNSOA760, this set fa lls
short of the Samsung on image quality and features .
In our test center evaluations, the TX-52F480S scored fairly
well, finishing second in our performance tests. Despite being
the only SO- to 52-inch LCD HDTV we tested that didn't de
liver a 120-Hz refresh rate, it provided smooth motion in our
NASCAR test clip, where the advantages of a 120-Hz HDTV
would have been most likely to be discernible.
Our panel of judges found other issues with the image
quality, though: Nearly every judge noted the reddish, sun
burned tint the TV gave Caucasian skin tones; several panel
ists observed pixelation and fuzziness. And the TX-52F480S
failed our HD HQV Benchmark Jaggies test.
In my hands-on use, this model's audio was wretched. At
61 percent of full volume (full volume was too loud for my
health), the built-in speakers lacked dynamic range: The
movie soundtrack I used in testing sounded flat, muddy, and
strained. Even at 40 percent of full vo lume, the audible strain
was distracting. Anyone who buys this set should reserve the
internal speakers for news and TV shows, and use a separate
sound system when watching movies and concerts.
The TX-52F480S 's remote control is middling. Westing
house put the arrow buttons near the bottom, where they're
difficult to reach, and the commonly used Mute and Input
buttons are tiny and inconveniently situated . The remote
lacks backlighting and can't be programmed. On a positive
note, the remote has a Closed Caption button.
A bigger plus is the set's Autosource feature: Turn on a

THE SAMSUNG LN46A550 {second place, 46 inches).

THE VIZIO SV470XVT {third place, 47 Inches).

DVD player or other A/V source that's connected to the tele
vision, and Autosource automatically switches to it.
Overall, the Westinghouse Digital TX-52F480S is a decent
TV. But other models offer more features for less money. »
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46- and 47-lnch
FLAT-SCREEN HDTVs
SAMSUNG COMES OUT on top here too, with a strong one
two punch. The first-place finisher, the LN46A650, is an LCD
model that supports a 120-Hz refresh rate- as does the num
ber three model, Vizio's SV470XVT.

Samsung LN46A650
Samsung's LN 46A650 ($1800) is a joy to use from
the moment you turn it on for the first time. That's
when a wizard instructs you to pick a language and asks you
whether you 'll be using the TV at home or in a store. Then it
searches for channels, and you' re ready to go.
The long, backlit remote gives you access to a menu that
pops up when you press the Source button and lists the ac
tive inputs at the top and highlights them. But despite being
extremely usable, this model has its annoyances. I had to

turn off the special Entertainment setting before I could
change the sound mode. And though the LN46A650 provides
picture-in-picture, its programmable remote lacks a PIP but
ton to make viewing two inputs at once mo re convenient. TI1e
remote doesn't lack much else, however, and it has an iPod
like jog wheel rather than a circle of arrow buttons.
In our PC World Test Center evaluations, judges gave the
LN46A650 an average score for image quality. This model's
120-Hz tech nology is meant to help with fast motion and
panning, but two jurors detected pixclation and garbling in
scrolling text. Meanwhile, I noticed that the Vatican's brick
wall in our Mission: Impossible Ill Blu-ray test vibrated enough
to make me think I was watching an interlaced clip.
A side-mounted USB port supports playing back music and
photos from any USB storage device, and an ethernet port at
the rear works with Samsung's InfoLink RSS service, which
delivers news, weather, sports, and financial data to the set.
The LN46A650's stellar design and ease of use make it just
the thing for viewers who appreciate both form and function.

Samsung LN46A550

THE VIZIO V047LF (fourth place, 47 Inches).

This $1699 LCD model lacks some of the specs and design of
its younger sibling, the Samsung LN46A650, but otherwise it
holds its own next to that model.
In our PC World Test Center tests , the LN46ASSO finished
in a statistical tie with the LN46A650 in overall performance.
In a scene from Pirarcs ofihc Can·bbcan: The Curse ofihe Black
Pearl, images on the LN46ASSO looked as though they were
coming from a mint 35mm print. Its audio quality is fine for
talk shows and sitcoms, but yo u'll want to buy a surround
sound unit for movie soundtracks . The set swivels to support
odd-angle viewing and to permit easy access to the back.
The LN46ASSO's icon-based on-screen menus are clear and
easy to read, and a brief note at the bottom of the screen
explains what each item do es . A separate Tools button on
the remote control acts the same way that a right-click of a
mouse does in Windows , bringing up a handy selection of
options appropriate for the current input.
The backlit remote control's large, color-coded buttons
give it the look of a child 's toy, but they benefit users of all
ages . The remote isn' t programmab le, though, so you can't
use it to operate your DVD player or VCR unless that device
works with Samsung's proprietary Anynet technology.
TI1e LN46ASSO is a well-rounded HDTV that will do every
thing you want it to. At its price, it stands out as a winner.

Vizio SV470XVT

THE PANASONIC TH-46PZ800U {fifth place, 46 inches).
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The Vizio SV470XVT LCD set produces good (albeit at times
dark) images, but it lacks some of the design conveniences of
other HDTVs, such as certain LG and Samsung models.
The SV470XVT occasionally struggled to keep moving
objects clear. Two jurors noted slight vibrations in the Vati
can wall's bricks in our Mission: ImpossibleIII Blu-ray test. And

with. The clumsily designed backlighting doesn't help, either.
The SV470XVT comes with picture-in-picture and freeze
frame features , but no multimedia capabilities. The absence
of a USB port and of an SD Card slot means that you can't
look at your photos or listen to your music through the 1V.
Still, this 47-inch HD1V costs only $1400 and produces
images rivaling the best we've seen in this size class.

Vizio V047LF

OUR 42·1NCH BEST BUY: The LG Electronics 42PG25.

though it showed no jaggies in the HD HQV Benchmark test,
we saw horrible pixelation in the corners. On the other hand,
it outperformed the other new 1Vs on our NASCAR test.
The SV470XVf performed well in my hands-on audio tests .
Quiet audio sounded crisp, surround sounds seemed to
enfold me, and the soundtrack's organ blast had the requisite
oomph . You won't get much better sound unless you invest
in a separate surround stereo system.
The SV470XVf was a challenge to set up. Most of the con
nectors are poorly placed and difficult to reach. But once set
up, the 1V was easy to use; menu items have on-screen expla
nations, most of which are simple to understand .
Unfortunately, the set has no abbreviated , quick-access
menu for settings that you adjust frequently. Dedicated but
tons on the remote provide access to 20 of those options,
but collectively they make the remote cumbersome to deal

~ LG Electronics 42PG25

51000
fincl .pcworld.com/ 61906

Vizio SV420XVT

2

51100
find.pcworld.com/ 61907

Vizio V042LF

3

51100
f ind.pcworl d.com/61201

LG Electronics 42LG60

4

51800
find .pcworld.com/61209

5

Westinghouse Di gital
TX·42F430S

51199

•D VD: Good

• Overall design: Good

• HDTV: Very Good
•DVD: Good
• Overall design: Good

This 47-inch LCD model delivers a fantastic picture, and yet
Vizio still manages to undercut the competition on price
($1400). On the other hand, it lacks design elegance and such
extras as a swiveling stand, and it's difficult to set up and use.
The hard-to-find Input button on the 1V's remote brings
up a list of available sources, including sources that have
nothing plugged into them. Vizio does provide buttons that
jump you directly to particular input types (component,
HDMI, and so on), but not to specific inputs.
Aside from the Input button issue, the remote isn't bad,
and backlighting makes it fairly easy to use in the dark. But
you can' t program it, and it controls only the set itself.
The V047LF delivers picture-in-picture, a free HDMI
cable-and that's about it. But this model tied the Samsung
LN46ASSO for top image-performance honors. It even gar
nered some rare Superior marks. TI1e television 's sound was
excellent (by HD1V standards), with crisp dialogue and
decent punch for loud music. Vizio's top-notch documenta
tion helps ease you into the V047LF experience.
Its great picture and surprisingly affordable price for a large
HD1V make Vizio's V047LF the ultimate bargai n.
»

•Tuners: 1ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HOMI, 2 component

full ·featured . and easy to use: but its image
quality is average.

• 1920·by·10BO·plxe1 screen
• Tuners: 1ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component

This LCD model delivers great image quality at a
great price, but Its desig n Lacks finesse.

•HDTV: Good

• 1920·by·10BO·plxel screen

The V042LF LCD set delivers very good picture

•DVD:Good

• Tuners: 1ATSC
• inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component

and sound quali ty at a reasonable price.

• HDTV: Good
•DVD: Good
• Overall design: Very Good

• 1920·by·10BO·pixel screen
• Tuners: 1NTSC, 1ATSC

This LC Dmodel's advanced features, impressive
style. and very good image quality come at a cost.

•HDTV: Good
• DVD: Good
• Overall design:Good

• 1920·by·10BO·pi xel screen
•Tuners: I ATSC
• Inputs: 4 HDMI. 2 component

•Overall desig n: Good

• Inputs: 4 HDMI, 2 component

The TX-42f430S is a great basic LCD HDTV, but it
lacks the extra ports of higher-end models.

find .pcworld.com /61208
CHART NOTE: Prices are as of 11/4/08.
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Panasonic TH-46PZ800U
Panasonic's stylish TH-46PZ800U ($2200) nicely balances
image quality and features. Our panel of judges rated this
plasma set's image quality as Good. I was impressed with the
level of detail it preserved, such as folds in a dark cloak in our
The Lord ofthe Rings: Rcium ofthe King DVD test. But other
jurors complained that some colors looked washed out and
dull. Since the TH-46PZ800U doesn't ask you, out of the
box, whether you'll be using the set as a store demo or in
your home, you' ll have to optimize the set yourself.
In my hands-on tests, the Panasonic's audio quality was
phenomenal when matched against competing sets' built-in
speakers. With the unit at two-thirds of maximum volume, I
could hear every quiet detail of a movie's soundtrack, and the
music carried me with it as it reached a crescendo.
The set handily positions an SD Card slot up front, which
you can use to port digital photos to the TV screen. It has no
USB port, though, for MP3 playing and photo viewing.

Vizio SV420XVT

(SlOOO) and impressive features . This plasma HDTV
set produced good-looking images, too, though it struggled a
bit with our fast-motion video .
On-screen displays and menus are well designed, with large,
easy-to-read icons. Regrettably, though, the menu items lack
descriptions, so you have to guess, for instance, what 'Clear

Vizio's TVs often lead our reviews in price and image quality,
and this model is no exception: At $1100, the SV420XVT is
the least-expensive 120-Hz LCD we've seen. And it finished
at the top in our performance tests, too.
l loved the image in our Pirates ofthe Can'bbea11: The C11rsc of
the Black Pearl Blu-ray test. Though the opening fade-in image
of the ship was slightly grainy, I rated every other aspect of
the test Superior-the highest possible rating.
But our T/Jc Lordofthe Rings: Rct11m ofthe King DVD clip lacked
deep blacks and displayed faces with odd skin textures. Since
this test involves a standard DVD, these results may indicate
a shortcoming in upconverting standard resolution.
Unfortunately, most of the inputs are arrayed face-down on
the back of the TV and are difficult to reach (being a contor
tionist helps). And the Vizio 's first-time setup wizard doesn't
ask whether you'll be using the TV at home or in a store.
The SV420XVT lacks a quick menu for frequently altered
settings, and has no USB port or SD Card slot for photos or
music. And though six buttons on the programmable remote
are backlit, in the dark you can't tell what four of those are.
Still, if you're looking for the best HDTV picture for the
price, you may be inclined to overlook those issues.

THE VIZIO SV420XVT (second place, 42 inches).

THE VIZIO V042LF (third place, 42 inches).

42-lnch
FLAT-SCREEN HDTVs
Image-performance ratings ran very close in this category.
This explains how the LG 42PG25-which finished sixth in
our performance tests-managed to become our Best Buy.

LG Electronics 42PG25
[]l1:I LG Electronics ' 42PG25 boasts an attractive price

.:D
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Voice' means or look it up in the manual. Another drawback:
lhe absence of a Display button on the remote prevents you
from easily checking the current channel, for example.
The 42PG25 had a harder time with motion than the 120
Hz LCDs that we matched it against. One of our judges rated
the 42PG25 's blur on our NASCAR test as "probably (the]
worst" among 42-inch sets. And everyone gave it a low score
on our Jaggies test from the HD HQV Benchmark. Despite
those image quirks, our jury rated its images Good overall.
Though not the fanciest HDTV you can buy, nor the one
with the best image quality, the LG 42PG25 is an attractive
set-and its low price enhances its appeal.
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Vizio V042LF
We first reviewed the Vizio V042LF back in July, and it's still
a well-rounded package at a low price ($1100). Though it
costs the same amount as the newer Vizio SV420XVf, it lags
behind its cousin slightly in performance and specs.
Our judges thought that the V042LF had a natural-looking
picture. Some images seemed fuzzy, however. Jn one instance,
artifacts appeared in a test clip of moving cars . And in anoth
er cl ip, the flesh tones came across a bit too saturated.
The V042LF p rovides good audio, wit hin t he limitations of
any HDTV's built-in speakers. At 50 percent volume, audio
was a bit muddy, but better than the sound of most TVs.
The V042LF's remote control looks like a candidate for an
Apple Computer Minimalist Design Award. It's smallish, with
few buttons and a strange, pits-in-a-grid surface. But its
attempted coolness doesn' t make it convenient or intuitive
to use . For instance, it has no Menu button, so you have to
press the Enter button (which is labeled neither ' Enter' nor
' Menu ') to access the menu .
But if you focus on the bottom line, the V042LF will show
you plenty without forcing you to max out your credit card.

THE LG ELECTRONICS 42LG60 {fourth place, 42 Inches).

LG Electronics 42LG60
LG's "Scarlet" 42LG60 shows lots of thought devoted to
everything from the faux-leather remote control to the useful
and brilliantly navigable on-screen display menu. But at
51800, the niceties come at a price.
The back of the LCD panel is red, though t he color serves
little purpose, because people rarely spend much time gazing
at the back of their big-screen TVs . The bezel is thin on the
top and sides, but about three times thicker at the bottom,
where LG hides the unit's superior-sounding, down-firing
speakers. As nice as it is not to see speaker grilles, the extra
large bottom bezel is distracting and unattractive, especially
since everything else about the set looks stunning.
Most HDTVs' light sensors measure just the brightness of
ambient light in the room. But LG 's Intelligent Sensor mea
sures not just brightness but also contrast, color, sharpness,
and white balance. The feature worked well most of the time,
though on one occasion it briefly garbled some images while
ceaselessly trying to adjust the settings to match changed
surroundings. Thankfully, individual six-color controls are
easy to find in the Expert Control level of the picture menu.
Meeting the Scarlet's high price nets you good image quali
ty, great menu options, and extra ports (you can play music
or view photos from any USB drive) . If you decide to add an
LG Scarlet to your living room, you won' t be disappointed.

Westinghouse Digital TX-42F430S
In recent years Westinghouse has established a comfortable
and practical market niche for itself by producing inexpen
sive HDTVs that offer good-quality images but leave out the
advanced features and sophisticated style common to truly

THE WESTINGHOUSE TX-42F430S {fifth place, 42 Inches) .

high-end models . The company's 42-inch TX-42F430S HDTV
($1199) is no exception to this sensible strategy.
In our lab tests the set displayed very nice images, earning
a score of Good-the same performance score as the LG
42LG60. We did notice, however, that the TX-42F430? tends
to skew toward red in flesh tones.
Also noteworthy were the set's speakers, which produced
good sound even when the volume was maxed out.
111e remote control made navigating the menu and finding
useful settings (such as image and sound adjustment) a
breeze. The remote feels cheaply made, as many remotes on
low-price HDTVs do, and it sports a number of buttons that
serve no discernible purpose. I did appreciate its dedicated
buttons for quickly changing inputs, however.
111e Westinghouse Digital TX-42F430S performs well as an
entry-level HDTV. lf you aren 't a stickler for style, personality,
and extra features such as a functional USB port, you' ll find
that this low-cost 42-incher delivers the basics nicely. •
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CASH REGISTER EXPRESS™
More Profit! • More Sales! • More Customers!
,Save Time, Reduce Theft, Speed Checkout, Increase Accuracy,
Reduce Costs, Make Better Business Decisions by Computerizing your Retail Store
The World's Fastest Cash Register
• RATED #1
• Singleor Multi-User
• One Store or MultipleStore
• Credit Card Authorization in 2·3 Seconds
• Gift Gards &Loyalty Gards
• Track Your Inventory and Customers
• Detailed Sales Reports
• FAST and EftS'f Checkout
• Convenience Stores & Grocery Stores
• Gift Shops
• Apparel I Clothing
• Liquor & Tobacco Stores
• Cellular & Electonics
• Restaurants, Delis
• Any Store Requiring a
Cash Register

Bar Code Scanners ~
Metrologic, Symbol, HHP, PSC

Bar Code Printers $499
CognitiveSolutions, Fixed & Portable
Pole Displays $289
Logic Controls
Touch Screen Monitors $499
ELD Flat Panel, CRT

Credit & Debit Card Processing $349
PC Charge ··
Credit Card Readers, Pin Pads, Signature Pads
Unitech, MagTek, Verifone,Topaz, HHP

~

Cash Register Express software for Windows $495
Replace your CashRegister with Cash Register Express in any type of retail store.With over 1,000 of the most desired
point of sale features, Cash Register Express will help you compete in adifficult retail environment by controlling your
...__ _ _ _ _ __, costs, reducing errors, increasing efficiency, increasing your profits and increasing your sales.
~--•

Specializing in Point of Sale since 1985

DEALERS WANTED!
Join our dealer program. 1rs FREE.
1r s the fastest way to make
money...AND we m~ke it EASY.

1-800-PC-AMERICA

WWW.PCAMERICA.COM
., ':...!ii ~ CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-722-6374 • PH: 845-920-0800 • FX: 845-920-0880
FREE DEMO!!
. PC AMERICA. 1 Blue Hill Plaza, Second Floor, Box 1546, Pearl River, NY 10965

For More Info Call Toll Free!
1·800·722-6374

HDTV Superguide

The Best And Worst-

HDTV Brands
In our annual Reliability and
Service survey, thousands of readers
issued report cards on HDTV makers and
their products. Here's who came out on topand who hit bottom.

BY JEFF BERTOLUCCI

WHEN PHIL HARRIS of Washougal, Washing
ton, brought home a 42-inch Vizio plasma set
from Costco, the 1V had issues from day one.
"The colors went out, and there were white
spots all over the screen," says Harris, a re
tired engineer. Vizio sent techs, who "changed
a bunch of components, but that didn 't work."
The vendor then sent a refurbished model,
which also didn't work properly. Finally, Vizio
shipped a new 42-incher-a higher-quality set
than Harris's original-which has worked fine
for over a year. Would he buy Vizio again? "I
guess if I bought another one, it'd be at Cost
co, and it probably would be a Vizio," he says.
While Harris's story isn't exactly a glowing
tribute to Vizio quality control, it illustrates a
key point: An HD1V vendor can earn a custom
er's respect, and repeat business, by correcting
its mistakes . 'The story also suggests that buy
ers might show a bit more patience and under
standing to a low-cost manufacturer like Vizio.

HDTV Users Speak Out
PC World's annual Reliability and Service sur
vey lets our readers rate leading vendors in
several tech-product categories. TI1is year more
than 16,000 respondents shared their likes and
dislikes about their high-def1Vs and the com
panies that sell them. Participants rated each
company and its products relative to com- »
ILLUSTRATION BY STUART BRIERS
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petitors by nine measures , such as cus
tomer satisfaction, quality of phone ser
vice, severity of hardware problems, and
ease of use (our chart below shows live).
The big winner was Sony, which was
better than average in seven of nine mea
sures. 111e electronics giant, known for
high-quality, high-end HD1Vs, earned
praise for hardware reliability and cus
tomer service. It received average marks
in ease of use and phone hold time. Five
companies-LG , Panasonic, Samsung,
Sharp, and Vi zio-had two high scores
each . Overall, readers reported greater
satisfaction with the reliability of Pana
sonic, Samsung, and Sony sets. They also
gave credit to LG, Sharp, and Vizio for
making 1Vs with fewer serious issues.
Mitsubishi fared the worst, with four
below-average scores . Readers reported
a higher-than-average incidence of severe
problems (and problems in general) with
the 1Vs, and lower-than-average satis
faction with the sets' reliability and ease
of use. Hitachi and JVC didn't do well
either: Each had three low grades.
Sony's HD sets may be well made,
but seldom are they a bargain. Why the
rave reviews? "I've gone with Sony for

86% of Sony HDTV

owners say that they're highly satisfied with the
overall reliability of their sets. - PC WORLD SURVEY RESULTS
many years . I find them to be reliable
and high-quali ty, and they last a long
time," says Alan Ronkin, who bought a
40-inch Sony Bravia LCD a year ago and
is pleased with it. He considered Pana
sonic and Samsung sets too, but "at the
end of the day, brand loyalty was proba
bly the most important factor," says
Ronkin , who manages a nonprofit in
Brookline , Massachusetts.
"What Sony has going for it is years of
bran d image and brand building," says
iSuppli 1V analyst Riddhi Patel. That
brand loyalty may be well deserved and
might be based on more than just hype.
Like most HD1V makers, Sony doesn 't
manufacture its own LCD panels but
rather buys them from suppliers, says
Ri chard Doherty, research director for
111e Envisioneering Group. But there's
more to it. "One reason Sony's able to
keep thei r high prices and profits is
th at they have different electronics,"

Doherty says . In other words , Sony's
experience with HD technology means
that it can produce a better picture.

What Breaks Down
HD1V re liability has improved marked
ly, analysts say. Doherty notes that most
HD1V problems occur in pre-2006 sets,
although owners of new rear-projection
models will still have to replace expen
sive bulbs over time. (In our survey we
asked readers to rate sets that were less
than three years old.) Just a few years
ago, "plasma's fan noise was an issue ,
as was plasma' s burn-in, " says !DC
analyst Eric Haruki. "Neither is an issue
anymore ." (Burn-in refers to ghost
images that stay on the screen.)
In addition, LCD 1V backlights "dis
integrate at a different rate over a peri
od of time," says iSuppli's Patel. "So
you might start to see some sort of
shading if one backlight isn't perfonning
as well as the others surrounding it."

You Get What You Pay For

Sony
LG
Panasonic
Samsung
Sharp
Vizio
Magnavox
Philips
Pioneer
RCA
Olevia
Westinghouse
Toshiba
Hitachi
JVC
Mitsubishi
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•
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Some shoppers don 't mind spending
more for a high-end set. Bob Mariotti of
Marlborough, Connecticut, bought a
40-inch Samsung LCD set a year ago. He
had antici pated paying $1000 to $1400,
but wound up spending $2200 after
seeing a Samsung at Best Buy. The pic
ture quality "absolutely blew us away, "
says Mariotti , a bank executive. "Buy
the best you can afford , and most times
it'll pay for itself in satisfaction ."
Vi zio , unlike other vendors that fared
well in our survey, doesn 't sell high-end
HD1Vs ; it focuses o n affordable, if unre
markable, sets. Vizio offers "a compelling
value, " says Haruki. But he notes that
Vizio 's low-price advantage is erodi ng
as top vendors such as Samsung and
Sony reduce their prices to compete.
Vizio's partnership with Costco has
helped . If Costco customers have prob

!ems with their Vizio TVs during the
first three months of ownership, they
can return them, no questions asked.

WE ASKED PC World readers to rate HDTV manufacturers using five reliability measures

I Won't Be Back

and four ser.vice and support measures. We then judged each company as "worse than .
average," "average," or "better than average" based on statistically derived scores rela

Of course, poor reliability and service
drive away customers. When Jim Giblin
of Wayne, New Jersey, paid $5000 for a
73-inch Mitsubishi Diamond Series set
three years ago, he expected a top-of
the-line, rear-projection HDTV that
would last for years. "I had owned Mit
subishi big-screen TVs in the past, and I
would've sworn by Mitsubishi," he says.
Within 18 months six bulbs burned
out; lucky for Giblin, all but one of the
$239 bulbs were under warranty. The
DLP light engine (a pricey component
that produces the color images) failed
too. Customer support said he'd have
to wait months for a new engine.
After seeing the name of a Mitsubishi
product manager in a magazine, Giblin
e-mailed the man and described his
plight. "I pleaded on a human level," says
Giblin, a self-employed small-business
coach. "I said, 'What if you spent $5000
on this thing and it was sitting in your
house for six months, useless?"' To
Mitsubishi's credit, the product man
ager responded within 5 minutes. The
next day Mitsubishi authorized ship
ment of a brand-new 73-inch HDTV,
which arrived two weeks later.
Still, the experience has shaken Gib
lin' s faith in the company: "I haven't
run them off my list, but I would no
longer just blindly go get a Mitsubishi. "
Charles Chaney of Westlake, Ohio,
purchased a 57-inch Mitsubishi DLP set
two years ago and had to replace the
light engine after the warranty expired .
He tried ordering the $256 part on the
Web site, but never saw a confirmation.
When he finally reached a rep on the
phone, she said the part was out of
stock, but changed her mind after asking
a supervisor. Chaney received the part,
but the experience "was a pain in the
ass," he says. "I'm still reluctant to go
with Mitsubishi the next time."
Not all Mitsubishi buyers have tales
of woe. Steve Smith of Houston got a

tive to com'petitors, If a TV maker drew fewer than 50 reader responses for a measure,
we discarded the results, deeming them statistically unreliable. Some smaller HDTV
vendors received too few votes for us to rate their reliability and service accurately.
RELIABILITY MEASURES

SERVICE MEASURES

•Problems on arrival: Based on the per

•Phone hold time: Based on the average

centage of survey respondents who
reported one or more problems with the

time a product's owners waited on hold to
speak to a phone support representative.

TV set out of the· bqx.

• Phone rating: Based on a cumulative
score derived from the owners' ratings of

• Anyhardwareorsoftwareproblem:
Based on the. percentage of survey
respondents who reported any problem
at all during the W's Lifetime.
•Severe problems: B~sed on the per

several aspects of their experience in
phoning the company's technical support
service. Among the factors considered
were whether the information was easy

centage of survey respondents who
reported a problem ttiat rendered the
TV impossible to use.

to understand, and whether the Sl!RPOrt
rep spoke clearly and knowledgeably.
•Failure to resolve problem: Based on

• Ease of use: Based on the percentage
of survey-respondents.who rated their TV

the percentage of respondents who said
1heir problem was unresolved after: tney

as extremely

or very easy to use.

•Satisfaction with reliability: Based on
the owner's overall .s;itisfC!ction with the
reliability of tlie TV.

Mitsubishi rear-projection set in 2004,
and it has been flawless. He may buy
the brand again, but he plans to shop
around since prices are lower. Mitsubishi
declined to comment for this article.
Readers griped about Hitachi too .
After Bernie Wheaton of Tom 's River,
New Jersey, bought a 42-inch Hitachi
plas ma set two years ago, his wife heard
a distorted, scratchy sound coming out
of the speakers. Hitachi subcontracted
the case to a local repair shop. For the
company to make a diagnosis, the TV
set would have to be sent to a service
center-but Hitachi refused to provide
a replacement. "That was a disappoint
ment," says Wheaton, who intends to
buy a Panasonic plasma next time.

Lower Prices Mean Challenges
What's ahead for HDTV? Even lower
prices and more cutthroat competition,
as vendors push for market share and

contacted the company's support ser:vice.
•Service fl(perience: Based on a cumu
lative score derived from TV owners'
responses to.questions focusing on 11
particular aspects of their experience
with the company's service department.
You can find a detailed description·of the
survey methodology we used to gather
our results at find,pcworld.com/61968.

consumers shop for their second or
third set. "Now the 52-inch goes to the
living room, and the 37-inch or 42-inch
retires to the bedroom or den, " The
Envisioneering Group's Doherty says.
But will quality suffer? Possibly for a
while, IDC's Haruki predicts, as vendors
beef up manufacturing and support to
handle increased sa les and users. "Ven
dors will need to increase service, or
they'll have a lot of dissatisfied custom
ers, " he says. Manufacturing wiU move
to countries with cheaper labor, too.
Vendors "may have issues ... but only
because it's a transitional period, " Har
uki adds. "As time goes on, they'll fig
ure it out and become more reliable." •
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How to Buy an HDTV
Before you drop thousands of dollars on a flat-panel HDTV,
read our comprehensive guide to everything you need to know about them.
Our advice just might help you save some money.

BY MICHAEL RIGGS
FLAT-PANEL SETS have emerged as the
most popular kind of HD1V. You get a
big, beautiful picture from a thin and
light display-and in the past year prices
have looked good too, dropping over
20 percent. For screens smaller than 42
inches, your only choice is LCD. But for
screens of that size or bigger, you must
assess whether LCD or plasma better
suits you-and your budget.
Plasma sizes range from 37 inches up
to about 65 inches. Prices start at $800
and can reach $5000 to $7000 for 60- to
65-inch models. Essentially all current
plasmas offer HD1V resolution. Many
budget sets have lower contras t and
poorer reproduction of black and grays,
and they may do worse at upconvcrting
standard-definition shows and DVDs to
their native resolution. We recommend
skipping the less-expensive 720p sets
and buying one that supports 1080p,
the resolution of Blu-ray Disc video.
LCDs range from desktop-friendly
15-inchers to 65-inch wide-screen won
ders. In sizes SO inches and up, LCDs
are price-competitive with plasmas .
They continue to play catch-up in pic
ture quality, however, as they often
have lower co ntrast ratios and slower

response times than plasma sets do.
A bonus of LCDs is that you can set
them up almost anywhere; they do well
in bright-light areas that would be tough
for most plasmas. If you want your 1V
to serve as a huge monitor, you' ll appre
ciate that LCDs are about a quarter to a
third lighter than same-size plasmas,
and are easier to tote between rooms.

ILLUSTRATION BY STUART BRIERS

HERE ARE !<EY points to consider. be
fore you take the high-def plunge.
• Consider the alternatives: If you can

JS

HDMI
(High-Definition
Multimedia Interface)
HDMI is the dominant digital connec
tion interface for HDTVs tod;iy. The big
draw here is that you get a one-wire set
up that pumps HD content into your
other home-theater components too .
This connection comes on almost all
current HD satellite receivers, HD cable
boxes, and upconverting DVD players
(those that provide 720p, 1080i, or
1080p output from regular DVDs), and
it is the standard video connector for
Blu-ray Disc players. The exact version
of the HDMI input (for example, 1.1 or
1.3) is of little consequence on TV sets
currently on the market. Aim for an
HDTV with at leas t three or four HDMI
inputs, to accommodate the
multiple devices you 're bound
to accumulate. The model
shown above, for example, has
four HDMI inputs in all: one
inset on the side of the TV (I),
and three on the b ack (2) .

USB Port
Some HDTVs have USB ports
(3). Usually t hese are intended
for connecting to flash drives
containing pictures, music files ,
or possibly updates to the TV's
internal operating software
(firmware). The exact functions

of the USB ports can vny from manu
facturer to manufacturer, so do some
research before you commit to a model.

Ethernet Port
Some HDTVs provide ethernet ports
(4) , which may give you access to the
Internet or to content (such as pic
tures) streamed over your home net
work. Features available vi a ethernet
differ somewhat from one television
maker to the next, so confirm exactly
what you 're getting before you buy.

Primary-Color Controls
Most, but not all, HDTVs have primary
color controls (5) . Such controls allow
you to manually adjust the red, green,
and blue colors that make up an image,
to achieve the bes t-looking picture
for your content. You may need
to readjust the color settings for
different video sources; most
HDTVs have input memories.

Remote Control
A go od remote control (6) can be
your best friend ; a bad remote
control , your worst enemy. Does
it have backlighting or glow-in
the-dark buttons to help you see
what you're doing when the
lights are turned down? And how
easily can you find commonly
used buttons by feel? •

live with a tabletop setthat's-10 to
inches-rather than 4 to 7 inches-deep,
OLP (digital Light-processing) rear
P.rojection sets can deliver solid p_erfor
mance in-similar screen s,i zes at Lower
prices. You just don 't he!'lr about them
as much because they're not as sexy.
To Learn about other bfg-scre.!i!n~+V
options, check out "Ho"W to Buy a·Rear
Projection TV" (find.pcwor!d.com/6197 4).
•Think HDMI: Get a ·set-with three or
four HOM~ (High-Defi~ition Mu(ti~~dia
Interface) ioputs. Doing so will· ens ure
that you'll .be able to connect
to mjiltic
.,
.
ple fdD sources such,as·digital 'c:al:)le
boxes, satellite receivers, and Blu-ray
Disc player.s.. Try to cheose a set with at.
Least some fr.ant- or side-agcessitlfe
ports; this can make life rilucf.l ea$ier
when it-comes time to connect~ deyice.
::-.:·~

•Compare displays u~ingvario~s inpqt· ·
"·
sources: Most flat-paheL display; will
handle HDTV and DVD signals well, but
mediocre cable and satellite signa.ls
will give some of th~~: fits. Don't:~.ake
a buying decision based solely on ·imag-·
es generated from pris.tine sources, or
based on what you see.in the stor~'.
•Look for good black tones: When·
you're comparison shopping, bring a
DVD of a movie contaip'il)g•some di!nlY
lit night scenes. Use it to check tor' good
black reproduction a~d the ability'tO
· render.detail In near-dar~ness.
., •Check the ~idea setti~gs:.Grab tJ:ie
TV's remote control, pultup the video
adjustmerlt menu, and look at the set
tings. If youthought: th~ picture,lociked
a little (or a-lot) off on'first viewing, try
selectin~ ttie mediai;i ~,ettings for con
" trast, brigntness,.color, ~int, a.nd s~ar.p-·
ness. A gooa TV can easily look Worse
than a Lesser one if it's poorly adjusted.

~;·~~-~~-~~~~~-~~;~~~: ~~-~;·~·~~~--~~iL~6·
TVs in PC World's Shop and Compare
center (find.pcworld.com/61975 ).
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ere's
Eight Fixes for Vista's Worst Features
Windows Vist a has
loads of features, but
not all work as they
should . Here's how
to tweak, modify, or
work around t he
operating system's
biggest blunders.

press <Enter> . In
often fails to tell
the left pane, navi
users why a given
DomoOi Proffe Privote Proae Piblc Prollo IPoec
gate to the Security
act is considered
Soedy behavior for when a compo.ter b comected to ls"""'°"""
domain
Smings\Local Policy\
dangerous. Worse,
Sccuriry Opiions
Vista's designers
mwah tote.
fold er. In the right
went overboard,
~-:
[ Boc!c~)
ClU;boo.rd
corv>edlons:
pane,
scroll to the
forcing people to
bottom
for nine
click through a
ways
to
control
UAC prompt to set
UAC's
behavior.
BY LINCOLN SPECTOR
the clock or start a
manual backup. As
Ieu.toniz•-· I
The One-Way
ASK ANYONE who has seen
a result, people get
Firewall
Spidc1~Man 3: Good ideas sel
annoyed and start
OK
11 CMcel I ' w\·
Windows' built-in
dom survive bad execution.
ignoring UAC,
VISTA PERMITS YOU to block outbound trattlc, as an
The developers of Win
firew all has always
effectively remov
option In the Windows Firewall Properties menu.
dows Vista had some great
suffered from the
ing any protection
design ideas, but poor im
same fl aw: Though
it might provide .
it blocks suspicious stuff
Here are three imperfect
at the UAC prompt, and on
plementation turned many
the next screen, uncheck Use
that comes in , it does noth
fine concepts into lousy, an
ways to stop UAC annoyanc
UscrA ccoum Comro/ (UAC) ro
ing about what your system
noying features. To be fair,
es . One minor problem they
sends out. Since an infected
Vista inhe rited most of these
share is th at every so often,
help pro1cc1y ourco111pu1cr.
well-intentioned flaws from
when you boot, Vista will
Click OK and reboot.
PC can mass-mail spam and
earlier Windows versions
announce that UAC is off.
forward your credit card
2. Use TweakUAC: This free
but it either fa iled to correct
numbers to someone with
utility (find .pcworld.com/61960)
.You can ignore the warn
can turn UAC off fo r admin
out yo ur better interest in
them or didn ' t even try.
ings , much as you 've already
Here are eight of Vista's
learned to ignore UAC itself.
istrator accounts while leav
mind , th at 's an important
most irritating flops , with
1. Just turn it off: This easy
shortcoming.
ing it on for everyone else.
quick fixes and workarounds.
fix works well in an adminis
Vi sta supposedly fix ed this
Simply run the program, se
trator account, but it renders
lect Switch VAC ro rhc quicr
problem with the addition
User Account Control
mode , and click OK.
of a firewall th at is capable of
standard accounts almost
People do some things in
3. Fine-tune the UAC settings:
watching and blocking out
unusable. Select Sran • Co11
Windows-such as install
This tactic works in Vista
rrol Panel• User Accoums, and
bound traffic. But that capa
click Tum User Accoum Co11
destructive apps or edit the
Business or Ultimate. Select
bility is turned off by de
Registry-that merit a stern
1ro/ 011 oreff. Select Co111i1111c
fau lt. And Vista's designers
Sran, type secpol.rnsc , and
"Are you sure you
neglected to put the
know what you ' re do
controls that turn it
p
ing?" warning. Such
on in a place where
situations may even
users are likely to look
Turn on User Account Control (UAC) to make your computer more secure
warrant asking users
for th em: the Win
UsH Account Cortrol (UAC) u n help pr rvtnt un1uthonzed dunges to your computtr. Wt rtc-cmmtnd th1t
you luvt UAC tumtd on to ht.Ip prott'tt your co mput u .
to prove they' re ad
dows Firewa ll Set
UH User Ac count Control (UAC) to ht lp protect your computtr
ministrators before
tings di alog box .
letting them continue.
Here are two poss i
~-O_
K ~1 1 C1nctl J
But Vista 's User Ac
ble ways to deal with
count Control (UAC)
YOU CAN TURN UAC off completely In the User Accounts control panel of Vista.
to th e situation.
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1. Turn on outgoing protec
tion: Click Si.art, type firewall,
and select Windows Firewall
with Advanced Sccuriiy. Click
Windows Firewall Properties.
In the dialog box, the first
three tabs have an Ourbound
Connecrions drop-down menu.
In all three, select Block.
2. Get another, better firewall:
Even wit h its two-way pro
tection ena bled, Windows'
firewall is a feeble guardian.
On the other hand, the free
Comodo Firewall Pro (find.
pcwo rld.com/61961) came out
tops in independent testi ng,
ahead of products such as
Norton Internet Security.

System Restore
Here's an idea: Give Win
dows a built-in, automated
backup application. Restor
ing a system backup should
fi x corrupted boot files , vi
rus infections , Trojan horse
installations, and Windows'
natural, slow deterioration
without harming your data.
But you can't permanently
save a System Restore back
up (called a restore point) to
external media. Thus, while
System Restore can usually
return Windows to, say, last
Wednesday's state, it's gen
erally useless for bringing
everything back to t he per
fect condition your PC was
in last year. What's more,
restoring your system de
pends on having multiple
restore points, such that one
corrupt backup makes sub
sequent ones useless.
The best solution would
be a system-backup program
that leaves your data alone
but backs up everything else
to a removable (preferably
bootable) disk. I have yet to
encounter such a program.

.

'

-

-·

com/61954). Just keep in mind
that you'll need to back up
your data files separately.

Data Backup

I

Backup-

FOR BACKING UP your data, the simple interface and reliable perfor
mance of Argentum Backup make this utility a bargain at $25.

Genie Backup Manager
Home (find .pcworld.coml61958)
comes closer than anything
else I've found . The utility
offers many effective data
backup options to make
recovering your system easy.
Genie's Disaster Recovery
option insists on backing up
everything on the drive, but
you can restore the system
while keeping the data un
changed by deselecting your
data folders when you re
store a Disaster Recovery
backup. You can try this $50
general-purpose backup pro
gram before you buy it.
In contrast, every other
reliable system-backup pro
gram I know of is image
based, meaning that the app
restores the entire drive-

your data as well as the sys
tem. That's fine if you' re
recovering from a hard-drive
crash, but if you want to
restore las t month's Win
dows installation while
keeping today's documents,
you'll need to fully restore
one backup and t hen selec
tively restore another.
On the other hand, some
image-backup programs are
free . If you have Vista Busi
ness or Ultimate, you already
have one. To access it, select
Start •All Programs•Accesso
ries• Backup Srams and Co1ifig
uraiion• Comp/ere PC Backup.
Another free option is Drive
Image XML, which works
best if you obtain it as part
of the free Ultimate Boot CD
for Windows (find.pcworld.

- -  - - ---·-··
Saf?-l10Jcrsihe61.it..,mcrJeftper~idd:llcNl~nltrRt9svrnlcnlheNrdO'ivttofrd~ae::s
i-' thahl''t S!fe t!ldelett. Ths~thr:faste$1h)de .
- ---- - - - 

!

g Mode'-a:e ·rd.des dle Sa*' mode ft pafwms #1 e:rtm:ied sc.t b &d ti of !he ~fX:n' s lefbmr rdtrmatQ:"i n d-e
: a::osto:x"mO'lt:*tsoftlt:ftcv::sUy.nlCW1fttwdd'M

i-

Ad't¥Ud ·id.lctes tcModcra:r i:cdtaic!oerltms a deep.rd~ ran tD frd al of lf-c ctlbtxin'slefil:.Mr
; ; nft:nr.atir:nn ft Rtl)svr.nl CJ1 d-etwd cin·' · Thsis ihe sb.wes!M>de.

WHEN YOU USE Windows' uninstall tool to remove a program from
your PC, the uninstaller leaves lots of useless odds and ends behind.

You should back up your data
every day. Lack of a system
backup could cost yo u a
couple of hours reinstalling
Windows and your apps.
But having no current data
backup could mean losing
irreplacea ble family photos,
your bank account informa
t ion, or even you r job.
For years Microsoft bun
dled lousy backup programs
with Windows. Vista's back
up utility improves on that,
but not by much; you can
back up files by type, for in
stance, but not by location.
Here are some options.
1. Use bundled software:
Since an external hard dr ive
is the best medium to back
your files up to, and since
most such drives come with
backup software, use the
program that accompanied
your drive. It's almost cer
tainly better than Vista's.
2. Do itonline: Uploading
your data over the Internet
is slow, but it's easy and it
adds protection by putting
hundreds of miles between
your hard drive and your
backup. I recommend Mazy
Home (find.pcworld.com/61957).
It's free for a 2GB backup,
or $5 a month for unlimited
storage from a single PC.
3. Use the best software: For
my money, that's the same
Genie Backup Manager I rec
ommended in the last tip.
Versatile and simple to use,
it easily handles scheduled
and manual backups, and
can even purge your backup
media of old backups on a
regular schedule. But the »
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Here's How
Home version costs $50, and
the Professional one is $70.
4. Find a bargain: Argentum
Backup ($25, find.pcwo rld.com/
61959) doesn 't perform a full
system backup, but it han
dles data backups well. It
copies files or compresses
them into .zip archives, so
you don't need Argentum
Backup to restore them.

Programs and
Features Uninstaller
Installing a Windows pro
gram usually means allowing
its installation routine to
dig its claws deep into the
OS. Removing the program
involves running an unin
staller that eliminates the
application's functionality
but leaves the claws behind.
Vista took the old Control
Panel applet called 'Add and
Remove Programs' and re
named it 'Programs and Fea
tures', but the developers
didn't otherwise change it.
This program just launches
the unwanted app's usually
inadequate uninstaller.
For a better option, down
load the free Revo Uninstall
er (tind.pcwo rld.c om/61955). Or
download the portable ver
sion (find .pcworld.com/61956),
which you don ' t have to in
stall (or uninstall). Like Vis
ta 's Programs and Features,
Revo has a convenient inter
face for launching your in
stalled programs ' uninstall
ers. But after Revo does that
job, it cleans up the mess
the uninstaller left behind.

Windows Explorer's
Address Bar Menu
Microsoft did a number of
things right in Vista's ver
sion of Windows Explorer,
but the address bar's drop-
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down menu of recent
ton, select Crcau:
ly visited folders isn 't
Shoncuts Herc from the
one of them.
resulting menu.
First problem: It
lists only the folders
Folders in the
Start Menu 's
you went to via the
Right Pane
address bar. Worst
problem: It also lists
Vista's redesigned
Web pages, which
Start menu introduced
tend to be more nu
another great place
merous than folders.
where you can easily
Personally, if I want
access a few impor
to revisit a Web page,
tant folders: the
menu's right pane.
I'll use my browser,
not my file manager.
The icons are big and
Luckily, you have a
convenient, and you
few alternatives.
can set each icon to
1. Use the other recent
act as a link or a menu.
folders list: Click the
But the only folders
down arrow to the left
you can put there are
of the address bar for
the few that Microsoft
permits you to put
a list ofrecent folders.
Close and reopen
there (Documents,
Explorer, and the list
VISTA START MENU isn't as visually appealing as
Music, and so on) .
Here are two fixes .
will be a blank slate.
the default Start menu, but it sure works better.
2. Use favorite folders,
1. Make your special
instead: To place a shortcut
the Start button and then to
folder an official special folder:
to any folder in Explorer's
your desired location in the
You can get th e folder you
Start menu; Windows would
want access to on the pane
top-left pane in Vista , all you
have to do is drag and drop.
then create a shortcut.
by telling Windows that it is
3. Improve Windows Explorer:
If you were to try that in
your photo or music folder.
I recommend installing File
Vista, it would actually move
For details, see "Can I add
Box eXtender (find.pcworld.
the file , program, or folder
XP-like expanding folder
com/61952), a free add-on by
to the Start-menu folder. I'd
shortcuts to Vista's Start
Hyperionics Technology that
be hard-pressed to imagine a
menu?" (fi nd.pcworld.
brings drop-down Recent
situation where that would
com/61950).
and Favorites menus to Win
be a desirable result.
2. Use Vista Start Menu: Den
No real solutions are avail
dows Explorer. A helpful
nis Nazarenko 's free pro
able, but here are a couple
hint: FileBox eXtender
gram (there's also a Prover
works best if you check its
of kludgy workarounds.
sion that costs $20) replaces
Krys 6Mmus tab's Addfald
I. Drop it on the Start button,
Windows' own Start menu
mftom Windows.. . option.
not in the menu: This ac tion
with a larger, more versatile,
creates a shortcut, but it ap
and-to be honest-ugly
Dragging Items to the
alternative. You can control
pears on the left pane, rather
Start Menu
what folders and other items
than in the All Programs sec
Here's a case where Vista ' s
tion. And if the item is a
appear on the main menu.
developers took a feature
folder, the shortcut doesn ' t
Other cool features include
that worked beautifully in
act as a cascading submenu.
keyboard shortcut labels
2. Use the context menu: In
Windows XP, and ruined it.
t hat, by default, are visible
In XP, if you wanted Start
stead of left-dragging the ob
only when you bring up the
menu access to a program,
menu with the keyboard.
ject to the desired location
in the Start menu, right-drag
file, or folder, all you needed
Download Vista Start Menu
to do was drag the item to
it. When you release the but
at find.pc world.com/61953 .
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Share Photos Easily With Anyone, Anywhere
EVEN IN THE 21st century,
friends and relatives promise
to share their photos after a
special event-but rarely fol
low through. Why? Because
despite recent advances in
photo sharing technology,
it's a pain in the backside.
The time-honored method
of sending out pictures is via
e-mail attachments. But this
approach limits the number
of snapshots you can send
and creates organizational
hassles for the recipients .
The Internet's leading photo
hosting services-Flickr and
PicasaWeb-offer ways take
your snapshots to the Web,
but popularity isn't always
the same as superiority.
If you're tired of watching
your best pictures languish
in an online gulag, it's time
for you to move beyond the
basics of photo sharing.

Photo Networking
Like many online photo
hosting services, Phanfare
(phanfare.com) allows you to
upload your pictures to a
Web album and then share
that album with others. But
Phanfare adds a social net
working element that makes
it more like a cross between
Facebook and PicasaWeb,
complete with shared group
albums, to which other
users can add their own
photos. Thus , everyone who
went on the trip can con
tribute his or her snapshots
to the same album, with
captions and comments.
Phanfare really shines with
its laundry list of sharing
centric features . Friends and
family members can view
slide shows, of course. And

tures online. Memeo Share
(memeo.com) takes a slightly
different tack, supplement
they can easily download
them-while keeping strang
ing Web albums with auto
individual photos or entire
ers from slithering onto
mated sharing between PCs.
your photo-sharing network
albums at high or reduced
After installing Memeo 's
resolution . In addition, they
and ogling your snapshots.
software on your PC or Mac,
you designate one or more
memeo
folders as "shares. " The appli
• •
justrick I Rick 's Shnri ng Circl e j~
a
cation then automatically
uploads all photos that you
store in (or add to) those
=~
folde
rs to your online ac
· 11
.....
count, optionally resizing
o.io..
-~
.............
them for faster uploading. It
......
also syncs with PCs of friends
and family members (your
Sharing Circle, in Memeo
"""'
I
hit~~~
parlance)
that are also run
;a. ,....
ning the Memeo software.
~~
If you're on the receiving
. .:.... ,..... ..,.
....~!
,.. . ,...... ......
end of new photos, you must
MEMEO SHARE'S ONLINE service automatically swaps snapshots
still import them manually
between your PC and the PCs of your friends and family.
into your preferred photo
management program. For
can order prints and photo
Autom at ic Sharing
the moment, Memeo offers
Flickr, Phanfare, and Picasa
gifts from third-party servic
no way of ordering prints or
es such as Kodak Gallery,
gifts either (though that op
Wcb all require users to up
load their photos to them.
tion is in the works, accord
Shutterfly, and Snapfish.
That seemingly minor imped
ing to company reps). So,
In short, Phanfare is a
iment discourages busy peo
despite offering an expedi
well-rounded, easy-to-use
ent method for swapping
ple from putting their pie
service. Newcomers can ob
tain a free account with
photos with your person
1GB of storage. Upgrad
al network, the Memeo
Share service isn't ideal.
ing to unlimited storage
Like both Phanfare and
will run you-and each
other sharer-$55 per
Flickr, Memeo Share
offers a 1GB account free
year. Though Flickr is a
of charge. An unlimited
better deal at $25 annual
ly for unlimited storage ,
amount of storage costs
$5 per month. The big
it doesn't include batch
gest downside may be
downloading and has
that the service requires
fewer printing and gift
everyone in your circle to
options . The extra $30
download and install yet
buys you an interface
another program. Phan
that is much easier to
fare , for its part, employs
use, as well as family
ttlilti ~_
\
I ·,';>
.~\
...
f!"t
fr·
~an excellent Explorer-like
friendly sharing features
rLn v
tool that is conveniently
that simplify distributing
PHANFARE'S IPHONE APP automatically
browser-based.
your pies to any member
-Rick Broida
uploads photos to your Phanfare account.
of your group who wants

Got pictures? Photo net working can automate
the sometimes-tedious task of photo sharing .
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Here's How
Set Up Safe, Simple E-Mail for Your Children
WHEN IT COMES to chil
dren and the Internet, most
parents focus on safe Web
browsing. That's under
standable, since the Web can
sometimes seem like one big
Red Light District. But the
Web isn 't the only source of
objectionable online materi
al. E-mail can be just as bad.
That's why I'm partial to
ZooBuh.com, a Web-based
mail service designed with
young users in mind. It is
easy to set up, it offers more
and better controls than
AOL or Microsoft do, and it
requires no extra software .
ZooBuh gives you total
control over your children's
e-mail universe. By default
they can receive mail only
from users in the approved
contact list and can send
mail only to those same ap-

add a child
Child Informa tio n
ZooBuh Name:• E"•~Password :• L:.~-.~;

J

Alphanu mui c. ( • · :: , 0 · 9)

.. J

Real Name : !Sarah Broi da
Display Name : [s a; ah B

o r:oobuh.com This will b e th e login nam • .,, d the
O toobuh .com ma ll n.am• . No •P•~s .
A11i9n th• pu1wo,.d to uu . There aren 't
•nv re1trlctlon1 on th t p u sword. We
suggut somethl n9 that your dilld can
• u lly femember .

I

Thh Is the rul name (eo11hd.Mi.J}. Tli/1
Jn/orm.t;o,. wiH JtOt H P'JMished tv ~ JXJ blk.

-.::=i

Birthdate , ~ ~

This Is wlut others wlll SH {pJblk) , This
i!JormKJ.on 0 11 N , ,.WIW hr thou th.t
"*«ire emails from tl>is diJJd .

[21:Cq j

W• wlll send '/ OU' chlld a b irthda y cud on
their s: pe d al dey. (¢1>t>M 1J)

ZOOBUH MAKES SETTING up e-mail accounts appropriate for kids a
snap-and it gives parents plenty of Information along the way.

or all attachments. ZooBuh
also has a bad-words filter,
with a box for adding your
own unwanted words.
Other kid-centric e-mail
services, such as AOL (kids.
aal.com ) and Microso ft Win
dows Live Family Safety (fss.

proved users-but you can
change either setting as you
see fit. You can have copies
of incoming or outgoing
messages sent to your e-mail
address, remove images or
links from your child 's re
ceived mail, and block some

READER-TO - READER

live.com), offer controls more
or less on a par with those,
but what really sets ZooBuh
apart is its interface: It's col
orful , simplistic, and bliss
fully free of advertising. It
even has an easy version for
younger users that' s even
more colorful and simplistic.
In short, this is what e-mail
for kids should look like.
As you might have guessed,
ZooBuh isn't free, but it's
admirably inexpensive. Fol
lowing a 30-day trial (which
doesn't require a credit
card), the service charges
just $1 per month for each
account. That 's a small price
to pay for safe, child-friendly
e-mail that takes only about
5 minutes to set up. If your
kids have any manners , they
will th ank you for it.

-Rick Broida
FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

Insert Special Text Characters or Symbols Into Any Document
WANT TO adda
special text char
acter to your
document, but
can't find it on your keyboard?
PC World community member
Adama explains how to use Vis
ta's Character Map tool to find
oddball symbols and drop them
into your document in a jiffy.
Join our discussion at forums.
pcworld.com . If we use your tip
in the magazine, we'll send you
a free PC World T-shirt.

THE WINDOWS Character

·· Charecte r Map

Map tool in Vista lets you
quickly select and insert a

I"#$%&' () •

+

,

-

.

I 0 1 2 3 4

~

<=>?@ABCDEFGH O
IJKLMNOPQRSTUV~XYZ[ \

host of special symbols.

56789

on your PC. To launch the
Character Map utility, click
qrstuvwxyz{j}
1¢£0¥
Start, type char in the Search
§ .. ~,«~-®
I µ1J ·
field,
and click Character
0
» Y. Y. o/. l A A A A,1
J= E E E: I
Map
to
start the program.
Tl8~00000x
JYDBAA
You
can
scroll down to
a ~ a A~ ~ A A a ~ 1 r r 1 o n o o o n
I) ... 0 (J l.i Q u y pyAaAaActCcC c
find a multitude of different
characters-some are for
Ch4'a<te-s to capv j
foreign
languages. In the
Ad1:anced view
fCJ
U.OOC6: !&in Capital..,-;Lett
""'"e<
~
/le
-----------,K.ey.trok
~~.
-,~
M~
.0
=1=
9~
a
Font pull-down menu, spec
Adama Says:
ify th e font you want to use.
When you're working on a document, you may need to insert a
Double-click the character or characters you want to insert.
special character (a copyright mark © . for example, or the euro
Click Copy to place the character(s) on your Clipboard.
symbol€ ) . Windows Vista's Character Map program enables you
Switch to your document, and click where you want the char
to insert such characters and symbols into your document.
acter(s) to go. In the Ed it menu, select Paste or press <Ctrl>-V to
Character Map displays all characters available for each font
paste the character(s) from the Clipboard into your document.
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Calibrate Your Speakers' Audio
ONCE YOU'VE managed to
create painstakingly perfect
rips of all your audio CDs ,
you 'll want to calibrate your
speakers to ensure that listeners will hear every note as
it was intended to be heard.
Yo u' ll need a hardware
sound meter to accomplish
this task. RadioShack sells a
digital one (model number
33-2055) for $50. This meter
comes with a convenient
thread mount on the bottom, so that you can attach
it to a camera tripod (taking
measurements while you
hold the device will result in
inaccurate readings) .

You might also consider
picking up some calibration
software. Though even most
midrange A/V receivers are
capable of generating cali
bration test tones, you'll get
more-accurate results with a
utility like Jo e Kane Productions' DVE HDBasics ($30) or
Ovation Multimedia 's Avia
II ($50). Both programs can
help you calibrate your HD1V
as well as your audio system.
Set the sound meter to t he
slow response setting and
the meter's weighting to the
value that the calibration
software you 're using recommends (it's typica lly 'C',

ANSWER LINE

USE AN INEXPENSIVE sound
meter like this RadioShack unit
to balance the audio level of the
speakers In your living room.
and that is what you should
use if you're calibrating to
your A/V receiver's built-in
tone generator). Mount the
meter onto a tripod , and
place it where you usually
listen to music. The meter
should be at ear level, aimed
at the center point of your
two front speakers and tilted
slightly toward the ceiling.
Don't move the meter o nce
you've placed it and started
the calibration process .

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS.PCWORLD.COM

To password-protect certain folders on my PC, should I
use the NTFS-based encryption that comes with Windows?
- Bon3krush3r. Answer Line forum
WIN DOWS 2000, XP Office, Vista Office, and

vulnerable if you wa l k away from your PC for a

Vista Ultimate all come with the Encrypting File

moment. And EFS's easy, transparent design

System (EFS). Th is file and folder encryption tool

complicates tasks like backing up data securely

integrates seamlessly into the operating system.

and recoverin g files after reinstalli ng Windows.

Nevertheless, I don't recommend it.

Th at's why I prefer TrueCrypt (truecrypt.org ), a

EFS makes sense in an office environment.

free, open-source program for creating and using

where an IS department manages the PCs. Once

multiple encrypted volumes. A TrueCrypt volume ·

set up, it's fully transparent: If users are logged

l ooks like a fi le filled with unreadable gobbledy

on with their name and password, they can ac

gook. But when you open it in TrueCrypt and en

cess their encrypted files; otherwise, they can't.
But the EFS route can leave your sensitive data

t er the password, it becomes a virtual drive on
yo ur PC. containing previously inaccessible files.
Tru eCrypt has various

Encryption Options

ways to hide your vol
umes from view. It can

! Encryp tion Algori thm

iJ

j IAES

Test

~ 1998) that may be

AES

~:~:;;

agencies to protect

~mm~:::::c:::::::::::::::. ~
~ efv:~~~!\.k~s .
AES·Twofisli·Serpen t
Serpen t -AES
Serp<!nt-Twofish ·AES

jRJPEM0-160

And it offers many
With TrueCrypt and

Hash Algorithm

I

drive or flash driveeven the system drive.
encryption algorithms.

Tw o fish~nt

r

encrypt an entire hard

iJ

similar programs, your
In fo rma tion on ho:;h aloorithms

encrypted data remains
private and inaccessible

TRUECRYPT PERMITS YOU to choose from an array of several powerful
encryption algorithms to keep your sensitive data private.

until you need it.

-Lincoln Spector

Your A/V receiver should
permit you to make level
adjustments for each indi
vidual speaker, ranging from
-10dB to +10dB, with OdB
being the default. Before
you proceed, make sure that
each speaker is set to the de
fa ult value. Your calibration
disc (or your A/V receiver, if
you choose to go that route)
will play a test tone on one
speaker at a time. While the
first to ne is playing, increase
your A/V receiver's master
volume until the sound
meter reads 75dB (or what
ever level the software speci
fies). Once you've complet
ed this step, do not change
the master volume until
you 've finished calibrating
the remaining speakers.
As the calibration disc's
test tones cycle to each of
the other speakers in your
setup, use the A/V receiver's
individual speaker adjust
ments .(not the master vol
ume) to cut or boost that
speaker's output until the
sound meter reads 75dB in
each case. When you're fin
ished, every speaker should
deliver the same volume to
your listening position.
-Michael Broam
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Here's How
Use Gmail's Free Online Tools to Solve Your E-Mail Headaches
I HAVE FIVE Gmail accounts (sounds greedy, I know). so I've had
lots of chances to encounter and overcome some of the Web mail
service's hassles. Here are two essential Gmail tips I've picked up.

Manage multiple Gmai l accounts with a Firefox
extension, and use Gmail as a spam filter.

L

Gmail Manager Preferences

Use Gm ail Manager for Mu ltiple Gmail Accounts
Checking multiple Gmail accounts is a pain, what with the signing
in and signing out. That's why I rely on one of my all-time favorite
Firefox extensions: Gmail Manager (fincl.pcworl d.com/61935).

strohmy@gma.il.com

True to its name, the add-on lets you manage your various Gmail
accounts from within your browser. After installing it and configur
ing your accounts in the Preferences, you 'll see a Gmail Manager
status bar in the bottom -right corner of the browser window. Mouse

All account settings
Alias:
Password:
~ Remember th i

over it for a pop-up l isting your newest messages. Click it to open
Gmail in a new tab. Or right-click it to select a different account.

Startup ----------------~

EJ

Gmail Manager has loads of options you can tweak, such as
new-mail notifications, a numeric unread-mail count. and a pop-up
"snippet" box. It does everything you cou ld want short of actually
reading your mail for you. This is a killer extension and a must
have for anyone who uses more than one Gmail account.

stroh

Automatically login to this account at startup.

Connection

r

~ Use secured connection when checking this accoun-

OK

j

I

Cancel

Use Gmail to Fight Spam

THE GMAIL MANAGER Firefox extension lets you quickly switch

Everybody has a favorite method for fighting spam, the bane of in

between several Gmail accounts from within your browser.

boxes planetwide. Tools like MailWasher and SpamAssassin get
the job done for some, but I'm partial to another option: Gmail.
Google's universally adored mail service does a great job fi lter
ing out junk- but not just for Gmail accounts. See, I have a person-

al domain (let's call it hasslefreepc.com) that I use for my primary
e-mail account, and it gets positively bombarded with spam. By
using a couple of native Gmail features, however, I rid my inbox of
99.9 percent of it. Here's the process in a nutshell:

TOOL OF THE MONTH

1. Create a new Gmail account. (I already had one, but I wanted a
second that was exclusively dedicated to my domain's mail.)

Toggle Between Firefox Tabs

2. Click Gmail's Settings link, and open the Accounts tab.
3. Select Add another e-mail account, and configure Gmail to

I HATE HAVING to take my hands off the keyboard and go

fetch messages from your domain's servers (and not to leave cop

to the mouse to switch between tabs in my browser.

ies there; otherwise your server will eventually get full and start

Enter FLST, aka Focus Last Selected Tab (find.pcworld.com/
61934), a Firefox extension that lets you hop between any
two tabs via a keyboard shortcut (<Ctrl>-<Period>). You
can't customize the shortcut, but it's easy to hit as you type.

rejecting messages). At this point, Gmail will automatically scan
for spam when it retrieves mail from other servers.
4. You may not want the browser-based Gmail as your primary
e-mail destination-preferring to use Outlook on your desktop, say,

According to Mozilla's add-ons site, FLST wasn't updated

and your cell phone for on-the-go messaging. If so, open Gmail's

to support Firefox 3, but I have found that the version avail

Forwarding and POP/IMAP tab and enable IMAP, to permit two

able from the developer's site (at the URL above) works fine.

way communication between Gmail and other mail clients.

The browser has a built-in alternative that's nearly as
good: Press <Ctrl>-<Tab> to switch to the next tab, <Ctrl>

5. Follow Gmail's configuration instructions to set up IMAP with
Outlook and any other e-mail clients you want to use.

<Shift>-<Tab> for the previous tab. But that assumes the

Now, when I receive e-mail via Outlook or my phone, there's no

two tabs you're using are side by side. Sure, you can drag

evidence of Gmail's involvement except for the total lack of spam,

them next to each other, but that's an extra step. And you

which gets neatly filtered out along the way (and stored in Gmail's

have to remember whether you need to go forward or back.

Spam folder, where I can easily review it for false positives).

With FLST, the same key toggles you between your two
most recent tabs. For bloggers like me, that's crazy-handy.

In other words, Gmail acts as the spam-filtering intermediary
between my domain and my PC or phone. And as a bonus. it lets
me access my mail on the Web, which is ve ry handy at times. •
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• Keys work during days
and times you specify
• Keys cannot be duplicated
• Each opening is recorded
• Locks cannot be picked

Ssr.ilces. HC

$249

1

-

MacBook 183GHz. 1Gb, Combo

G4 1Ghz12"

$319;

G4 1.2Ghz 12"

$44S

G4 1.33 Ghz 12"

$47!i

Externa l 1.8" Drives
USB 2.0 - 5Gb

$149!

USB 2.0 - 15Gb
USB 2.0 - 20Gb

fJ

4Gb USB 2.0
Mircrodrive HOD

USB 2.0 - 30Gb

eMacs
eMac G4 700Mhz

starting at

$5999a

eMac G4 1Ghz
eMac G4 1.25Ghz

price includes keyboard & mouse
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S.rlous}YI these are real customer11uotes. Cow's honor.

FatCow is the holy cow of hosting flexibi lity! It may
be one plan, one price. But it can be easily scaled to
any need.

Phil from Illino is

STUDENTS!
New LOW Adobe pricing!
For College Students Only
==~:_

·

· Photoshop CS4 Ext .
· Ill ustrator CS4
· lnDesign CS4
· Acroba t Pro 9
· Dreamweave r CS4
·Flas h Pro CS4
· Fireworks CS4

Photoshop CS4
· Illustrator (54
• lnDesign CS4
· Acrobat Pro 9

,.,.:I

SRP S i200

SRP 51799

• Dreamweaver CS4
· Flash Pro CS4
• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
·illustrato r CS4
·Fireworks CS4
• Cont ribute CS4
• Soundbooth CS4
• Acrobat Pro 9

The industry
sta ndard image
editing software
for print and Web.
SRP $999

SRP S 1699

Ifyou're looking .t o build aWe b site, IOok no further titan FatCo~.
Since 1998, F~tc;ow has been leaving its ud~ uniq ue Impression
ol) customers. Try us out and see whatcyou'll have to say·

For more reasons, visit fatcow.com/pcquotes

Adobe Student Edition• is available :o higher ed (college-level) students
only. Proof of academic status required. Pricing subjec t to change.

~·~~"'"""j~~;~ eyEd
.com
www.JourneyEd.com/PCW

,116.»1•1

I) ~;~::;,'°"
•

1.800.874.9001
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DON'T MISS OUT!

Shop online
Jro.m 6ve.r 20,000

.' prodycts.

·

Ring in the new year with great savings on top brands
Adobe Design Premium

Save570;0

Check.put
ou r'incredible
aq~de m ic pricing· .
just':for students,
te'ache'fs and
··schools."

lntuos3 6"x8"

QuarkXPress 8

Inspiration 8

s23900

s1999s

s599s

•W\llhl
#PW7 19771

1
•

Prim are subject to change! . ......

Use Promo Code 295709 and get $5

off your purchase of $50 or more! Offer end s 3121 109

FireWire Cables
Extended Length
For Your Digital Camera
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.•!•.Americas Printer.com
The easiest way to prLnt today.

The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard d1ive to fla sh memory-will
fail. When it happens there are only two things
you can do:
I. Restore your data from your back-up system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (2417)
At DriveSavers, "We can save it!" is not only
our slogan, it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We've invested over 20 years and millions of
dollars developing proprietary techniques and an
advanced facility to save the
most valuable data in the world
-Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won't find a better one.
Take our virtual tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com

• FREE Sample Kit!
• 2,000+ products in our Price Guide
• Great Pricing with Fast Turnaround

• 15,000+ Customers Nationwide
•
•

Full Comme rcial Hciclell>c rg Printshop
Print & Ship Anywhere iu the USA

We Accepl

I VISA Jll.3

Preferred \hipping Carriers

800•552.1303

loll free

714.521 .1100 CA I 714.521.5650 fax

6910 Aragon Circle, Buena Park, CA 90620

Visit DriveSavers at MacWorld SF, Booth 638

www.AmericasPrinter.com
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~Fortte. ...

Is your business drowning in e-mail?
:;;.;-.~7: ::-_:-_ ... 

--- ---~~_:_ :~. -___... _
•l

- ~·:- ·-

"' ~:--:::·

U?,::--.;._- 

"-;:::;.;:=-:..- -•

MailTank is your solution. Try it free.
Lea rn more at http://mailtank.com or ca ll 877-622-8265

c.oklt 1 ~kk.Dkl1"-'tlrvvm.

e-os-.w"""ll4d.Mocllf1'1'1r'll.•~

Order Now...
'Receive 25% off &
Free Shipping llJP8 Grooixtl
More great deals at...

Enter: XMAS2008

•

• 1l iis d'fcr q ~ tUd m alrody di:.mnted r-cxhxu.
• Frtt~'¥, ooly Vi tbrCmtind::o.1 US

www.fortte.com
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1-800-JNKF.ARM

1nkfarm.com
the ink &
supersite.™
toner

He was a hardworking farm boy.
She was an Italian supermodel.
He knew he would have just
one chance to impress her.

Rosetta Stone.The fastest and
easiest way to learn IfALIAN

31 Languages Available
.,

Only Rosetta Stone• uses Dynamic Immersion• to teach you a language qu ickly and
efficiently without tedious translation, mindless memorization and boring grammar drills.
It's the world's leading language-learning software.
• You'l l experie nce Dynamic Immersion as you ma tc h rea l-world images to words spoken
by native speakers so you'll find you rse lf engaged, ahd learn your second language like
you learned your first ... for a faster,. easier way to learn.
• Our proprietary Speech Recognition Technology evaluates your speech and coaches
you on more accurate pronuncia tion . You'll speak natura lly.
• And only Rosetta Stone has Adaptive Recall ;- that brings back material to help you
wh ere you need it most, for more effective progress .

..

~

.

SAVE 10%!
100% GUARANTEED

SIX- MONTH MONEY-BACK

Le vel l

Reg. '$2t<J

NOW $ 197

Level 1&2

Reg.

~

NOW $ 323

Level 1,2&3 Reg.

~

NOW $449

Q2008 Rosetta Stone ltd. All ri ghts 1e~rved . Patent rlihb pendine. Plic~s
ar e subiect lochange wl!hout nohce. Si 1-Month Mone1·Back oller is 1im 1led 10
product purchases made direttly from

Plus. Rosetta Stone now offers Audio Companion" to help you make even faster progress.
Simply download the CDs to your audio or MP3 player and use Rosetta Stone on-the-go'
Gel Rosetta Stone - The Fastest Way to Learn a Language. Guaranteed~

Call

Onl ine

(866) 850-3643

RosettaStone.com/pws019

Use promotional code pws019 when ordering.
Offer expires January 31, 2009.
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Today's Top Features,
Tomorrow's Dream
Smart Phone
INTERFACE Our FrankenPhone wou ld add
vibration feedback to the iPhone's multitouch
screen, or maybe even the BlackBerry
Storm's ability to depress slightly when
clicked (what RIM calls ClickThrough).
We love accelerometers, Black Berry
l ike trackballs (1), and the T-Mob ile
Gl's slide-out keyboa rd (2), too. but we
wou ld stick with the nonslip keys (3) of
the BlackBerry Bold (see page 55).
OPERATING SYSTEM Imagine the elegance
of Apple's iPhone OS and iTunes App Store
(4) mixed with the openness of Google's
Android and third-party Market. The result:
killer apps like BioWallet (5), w hich uses the
T-Mobile Gl's camera as a retina-scanning

CAMERA The N96 also has a

replacement for passwords (find.pcworld.

5-megapixel main camera (with Carl

com/61872). Add support for true multitask

Zeiss optics, dual-LED flash, autofocus. and

traffic, pedestri

ing and Flash, and we'd be happy campers

20X digital zoom) plu s a front-facing

an mode, voice

indeed. See find.pcworld.com/61887 for our

0 .3-megapixel (640 by 480) camera (7) for

prompts, and

sma rt-phon e OS shoot-out.

vid eo calls over 3G. We l ike. We'd stir this in

turn -by-turn

along with a dash of the 8-megapi xe l.

directions. For the iPhone, TeleNav is

STORAGE Th e 16GB storage of th e high-end

im age-sta bili zi ng Samsung i8510, aka the

readying a similar ap plication th at add s

iPhone 3G is sweet. but the support for the

"Innov8 " (find .pcworlcl.com/61870 ).

120

eve n more 30 pizzazz than its version for
Sprin t's Samsung Instin ct offers. (Of

16GB+ MicroSDHC card (6) in recent Black

course, we'd spice thing s up with photo

Berry devices and in the T-Mobile Gl is

GPS NAVIGATION For getti ng around, we

sweeter. Nokia's pricey (about 5800 off

favor AT& T Navigator (powered by Tele

realistic imagery and ti ght, Android -style

contract) N96 smart phone has both.

Nav); see find.pcworld.com/6187ft . It has

integration with Goog le Maps.) •

Apple iPhone 3G I AT&T

T-Mobile Gl I T-Mobile

BlackBerry Storm · Verizon

Nokia N96 I Unlocked

A lower price. 3G support, and

The first Android phone has

An almost-all-touch-interface

Symbian OS handset boasts

GPS are nice, but there's little

great ergonomics and call

3G unit with a twist: The screen

two-way sliders. camera fea

reason to dump the old iPhone.

quality, but lacks some basics.

is one big button. Lacks Wi-Fi.

tures. and a 2.8-inch display.

find .pcworld.com/61862

find.pcworlcl .com/61868

find.pcworld.com/61869

find.pcworld.com/61871
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